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This thesis addresses aspects of the statistical inference problem for the semi-
parametric elliptical copula model. A copula (function) for a continuous
multivariate distribution is the joint distribution function of the transformed
marginal distributions, where the transformation is the probability integral
transform. As such, copula is a tool to couple or decouple the multivariate de-
pendence structure from the behaviors of the individual margins.
The semiparametric elliptical copula model is the family of distributions
whose dependence structures are specified by parametric elliptical copulas but
whose marginal distributions are left unspecified. The elliptical copula is in
turn uniquely characterized by a characteristic generator and a copula correla-
tion matrix Σ. In the first part of this thesis, we address the estimation of Σ. A
natural estimate for Σ is the plug-in estimator Σ̂ with Kendall’s tau statistic. We
first obtain a sharp bound on the operator norm of Σ̂ − Σ. Then, we study a
factor model of Σ, for which we propose a refined estimator Σ˜ by fitting a low-
rank matrix plus a diagonal matrix to Σ̂ using least squares with a nuclear norm
penalty on the low-rank matrix. The bound on the operator norm of Σ̂−Σ serves
to scale the penalty term, and we obtain finite sample oracle inequalities for Σ˜.
We provide data-driven versions of all our estimation procedures.
In the second part of this thesis, we specialize to a subset of the semipara-
metric elliptical copula model and study the classification of two distributions
that have the same Gaussian copula but that are otherwise arbitrary in high di-
mensions. Under this semiparametric Gaussian copula setting, we derive an
accurate semiparametric estimator of the log density ratio, which leads to our
empirical decision rule and a bound on its associated excess risk. Our estima-
tion procedure takes advantage of the potential sparsity as well as the low noise
condition in the problem, which allows us to achieve faster convergence rate
of the excess risk than is possible in the existing literature on semiparametric
Gaussian copula classification. We demonstrate the efficiency of our semipara-
metric empirical decision rule by showing that the bound on the excess risk
nearly achieves a convergence rate of n−1/2 in the simple setting of Gaussian
distribution classification.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Copula
In this section we introduce the formal definition of copula. We follow the no-
tations of [21]. We consider a function C : [0, 1]d → R. For any hypercube
B = [a,b] = [a1, b1]×· · ·×[ad, bd] with ak ≤ bk and ak, bk ∈ [0, 1] for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d},
we define the C-volume VC(B) of B by
VH(B) =
∑
sgn(c)C(c).
Here the sum is taken over all vertices c of B, and sgn(c) is given by
sgn(c) =

1, if ck = ak for an even number of k’s,
−1, if ck = ak for an odd number of k’s.
Then, we say the function C is d-increasing if VC(B) ≥ 0 for all hypercubes B ⊂
[0, 1]d.
Next, we say that C the grounded if C(a) = 0 for all a ∈ [0, 1]d such that ak = 1
for at least one k.
We are now ready to define a copula.
Definition 1.1.1. A d-dimensional copula is a functionC with domain [0, 1]d such that
1. C is grounded and d-increasing;
2. All (one-dimensional) margins ofC are uniform, that is,C(1, . . . , 1, uk, 1, . . . , 1) =
uk for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all uk ∈ [0, 1].
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Up to this point we have not explicitly associated any “probabilistic” concept
with the copula C (though properties such as d-increasing can clearly be linked
to d-variate distribution functions). To demonstrate the importance of copula in
modeling multivariate distributions, we introduce Sklar’s theorem [65], which
(at least as viewed by some) “ is perhaps the most important result regarding
copulas, and is used in essentially all applications of copulas [21].”
Theorem 1.1.2 (Sklar’s theorem). Let H be a d-dimensional distribution function
with marginal distribution functions F1, . . . , Fd. Then there exists a d-copula C :
[0, 1]d → [0, 1] such that for all x in Rd,
H(x1, . . . , xd) = C(F1(x1), . . . , Fn(xd)).
If F1, . . . , Fd are all continuous, then C is unique; otherwise C is uniquely determined
on RanF1 × · · · ×RanFd. Conversely, if C is a d-copula and F1, . . . , Fn are distribution
functions, then the function H defined above is a d-dimensional distribution function
with marginal distribution functions F1, . . . , Fd.
For concreteness, for the remainder of the paper we exclusively focus on con-
tinuous distributions, so their corresponding copulas are uniquely determined.
(For copulas associated with discrete data, such as that arising from actuarial
science, we refer the readers to the excellent primer [27].) Then, from Sklar’s
theorem, we can equivalently define copula in the following way:
Definition 1.1.3. The copula C : [0, 1]d → [0, 1] of a continuous random vector
Y = (Y1, . . . ,Yd)T ∈ Rd is the joint distribution function of the transformed random
vector U = (F1(Y1), . . . , Fd(Yd) )T ∈ Rd on the unit cube [0, 1]d, using the marginal
distribution functions F j(y) = P{Y j ≤ y} for 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
As we can see from Definition 1.1.3, copula models the dependence structure
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of a random vector Y only through its transformation U, and all the margins
of U are uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Therefore, copula provides a way to
decouple the multivariate dependence structure from the behaviors of the uni-
variate marginal distribution functions. (The decoupling can be reversed: we
can couple a given copula and given marginal distribution functions to form a
multivariate distribution.)
Copulas enjoy the property that they are invariant under strictly increasing
transformations of the individual vector components of the underlying distri-
bution, a statement made precise by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1.4 (Theorem 2.6 of [21]). Let Y = (Y1, . . . ,Yd)T be a continuous ran-
dom vector with copula C. If for k ∈ {1, . . . , d} the univariate function αk is strictly
increasing on RanYk, then also (α1(Y1), . . . , αd(Yd))T has copula C.
Therefore, a single copula in fact corresponds to a family of distributions all
having the same copula.
1.2 The semiparametric elliptical copula model
In this thesis we focus on the semiparametric elliptical copula model [21, 38, 39, 46],
the family of distributions whose dependence structures are specified by para-
metric elliptical copulas but whose marginal distributions are left unspecified. To
precisely define elliptical copulas, we first introduce the definition of elliptical
distributions, which we quote from Section 1 of [11].
Definition 1.2.1. A random vector Y = (Y1, . . . ,Yd)T ∈ Rd has an elliptical distribution
if for some µ ∈ Rd and some positive semidefinite matrix Σ ∈ Rd×d, the characteristic
3
function ϕY−µ(t) of Y−µ is a function of the quadratic form tTΣt, that is, ϕY−µ(t) = φ(tTΣt)
for some function φ. We write Y ∼ Ed(µ,Σ, φ), and call φ the characteristic generator.
We then define elliptical copulas as the copulas that can be attributed to
elliptical distributions. Note that, however, by the comment following Theo-
rem 1.1.4, the collection of distributions that have elliptical copulas (which we
defined as the semiparametric elliptical copula model) are not exclusively ellip-
tical distributions. By the invariance property presented in Theorem 1.1.4, if the
random vector X ∈ Rd follows a distribution from the semiparametric elliptical
copula model, and if X has the same copula with an elliptically distributed ran-
dom vector Y ∈ Rd such that Y ∼ Ed(µ,Σ, φ), then the copula of X is uniquely
characterized by the same characteristic generator φ and a copula correlation
matrix Σ, defined as [Σ]k` = [Σ]k`/([Σ]kk[Σ]``)1/2 for all 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d.
The semiparametric elliptical copula model includes numerous families of
distributions of popular interest. For instance, we recover from this model the
semiparametric Gaussian copula model, which are the family of distributions
having Gaussian copulas and which are sometimes referred to in recent litera-
ture as the nonparanormal model [47], by choosing the particular characteristic
generator φ(t) = exp(−t/2).
Why are we interested in studying the semiparametric elliptical copula
model? We list here two motivations. First, the semiparametric elliptical cop-
ula model is a natural extension of the popular elliptical and Gaussian distri-
butions. Hence, many classical problems arising from the latter context can
also be generalized to the former context. For instance, the classical Gaussian
graphical model and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) have been generalized
to the semiparametric Gaussian copula model context [31, 45, 51, 74]. In fact,
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Chapter 3 of this thesis is dedicated to the classification of two distributions
from the semiparametric Gaussian copula model with the same copula corre-
lation matrix. Secondly, and this is intertwined with the first motivation, for
the semiparametric elliptical copula model, the copula correlation matrix can
be estimated robustly and accurately via Kendall’s tau statistics, which grants
us the power to tackle many problems in this context. The estimation of the
copula correlation matrix for the semiparametric elliptical copula model will be
the topic of Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION OF ELLIPTICAL COPULA CORRELATION
MATRIX
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Background
Throughout this chapter, we assume that the random vector X ∈ Rd follows
a distribution from the semiparametric elliptical copula model, and in partic-
ular we let X have copula correlation matrix Σ. We let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Rd, with
Xi = (Xi1, . . . , X
i
d)
T , be a sequence of independent copies of X. We recall the for-
mulas for (the population version of) Kendall’s tau between the kth and `th
coordinates,
τk` = E
[
sgn(X1k − X2k ) sgn(X1` − X2` )
]
, (2.1)
and the corresponding Kendall’s tau statistic,
τ̂k` =
2
n(n − 1)
∑∑
1≤i< j≤n
[sgn(Xik − X jk) sgn(Xi` − X j`)]. (2.2)
We let (the population version of) the Kendall’s tau matrix T have entries
[T ]k` = τk` for all 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d,
and estimate T using the empirical Kendall’s tau matrix T̂ with entries
[T̂ ]k` = τ̂k` for all 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d. (2.3)
We note that T̂ is a matrix U-statistic because it can be written as
T̂ =
2
n(n − 1)
∑∑
1≤i< j≤n
[
sgn(Xi − X j) sgn(Xi − X j)T
]
.
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In addition, we note the basic facts that T is the correlation matrix of the centered
random vector sgn(X1 − X2) and so in particular is positive semidefinite, that T̂ ,
as a scaled sum of rank-one positive semidefinite matrices sgn(Xi − X j) sgn(Xi −
X j)T for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, is also positive semidefinite, and that E[T̂ ] = T .
For the semiparametric elliptical copula model, we can relate the elements
of the copula correlation matrix Σ to the elements of the Kendall’s tau matrix T
independently of the characteristic generator via the formula
Σ = sin
(
pi
2
T
)
; (2.4)
see [24, 36, 37, 42, 44]. Here and throughout the chapter we use the convention
that the sign, sine and cosine functions act component-wise when supplied with
a vector or a matrix as their argument; hence Equation (2.4) specifies that
[Σ]k` = sin
(
pi
2
τk`
)
for all 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d.
This simple and elegant relationship has contributed to the popularity of ellip-
tical distributions and the semiparametric elliptical copula model, and has led
to the widespread application of the plug-in estimator Σ̂ of Σ given by
Σ̂ = sin
(
pi
2
T̂
)
; (2.5)
see for instance [17, 21, 38, 39, 45, 75]. Here we briefly review some recent ad-
vances involving the plug-in estimator. [38] studies the property of Σ̂ as an
estimator of Σ in the asymptotic setting with the dimension d fixed under the as-
sumption of an elliptical copula correlation factor model, whose precise definition
will be introduced later in Section 2.1.2. For distributions with Gaussian copu-
las, [45] employs Σ̂ to study the estimation of precision matrix, i.e., Σ−1, under a
sparsity assumption on Σ−1, and a sharp bound on the element-wise `∞ norm of
Σ̂ − Σ is central to their analysis1.
1We note that, under the setting of distributions with Gaussian copulas, analogous to Equa-
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2.1.2 Proposed Research
We aim to present in this chapter precise estimators of the copula correlation
matrix Σ.
In Section 2.2, we focus on the plug-in estimator Σ̂, and present a sharp (up-
per) bound on the operator norm of Σ̂ − Σ, which we denote by ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2. To the
best of our knowledge, our bound on ‖Σ̂−Σ‖2 is new, even for distributions with
Gaussian copulas. Here we list some of the potential applications of this bound.
First, it has often been observed that the plug-in estimator Σ̂ is not always pos-
itive semidefinite [17, 38]. This not only is a discomforting problem by itself
but also limits the potential application of the plug-in estimator; for example,
certain Graphical Lasso algorithms [26] may fail on input that is not positive
semidefinite. We refer the readers to [73] for a more detailed discussion and
another example involving the Markowitz portfolio optimization problem. Our
bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 will precisely quantify the extent to which the non-positive
semidefinite problem may happen; for instance, if the smallest eigenvalue of Σ
exceeds the bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2, then Σ̂ will be positive definite.
As we were completing this manuscript, we became aware of a result by
Fang Han and Han Liu in [30] that is similar to (our) Inequality (2.14a) in The-
orem 2.2.2. In deriving their result, they also employed matrix concentration
inequalities to arrive at a version of Inequality (2.8a); then, they invoked differ-
tion (2.4), we also have Σ = 2 sin((pi/6)R) for R the matrix of (the population version of) Spear-
man’s rho. Inspired by this observation, both [45] and [74] employ Σ̂ρ, a variant of Σ̂ using
Spearman’s rho statistic, to study the estimation of precision matrix under this setting. In con-
trast to Kendall’s tau, however, once we generalize from distributions with Gaussian copulas
to the semiparametric elliptical copula model, Spearman’s rho is no longer invariant within the
family of distributions with the same copula correlation matrix [36], i.e., a simple relationship
analogous to Equation (2.4) ceases to exist for Spearman’s rho in this wider context. Hence, we
do not pursue an estimation procedure using Spearman’s rho.
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ent proof techniques to arrive at a version of Lemma 2.4.3, which led to their
version of Inequality (2.13). Our work are independent.
A second application of the bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 appears in Section 2.3. Here
we study the elliptical copula correlation factor model, which postulates that
the copula correlation matrix Σ of X admits the decomposition
Σ = Θ∗ + V∗ (2.6)
for some low-rank or nearly low-rank, positive semidefinite matrix Θ∗ ∈ Rd×d
and some diagonal matrix V∗ ∈ Rd×d with non-negative diagonal entries. In this
case, if Θ∗ admits the decomposition Θ∗ = LLT for some L ∈ Rd×r, then there
exists elliptically distributed ξ ∈ Er+d(0, Ir+d, φ) (here we invoke the notation of
Definition 1.2.1) for the (r + d) × (r + d) identity matrix Ir+d and some charac-
teristic generator φ such that X and (L,V∗1/2)ξ have the same copula. Here we
note that the components of ξ are merely un-correlated, instead of independent
as in the case for standard factor analysis where normality is assumed. Con-
sideration of the potential dimension reduction offered by the factor model and
the fact that the diagonal elements of the target copula correlation matrix Σ are
all equal to one leads us to propose a refined estimator Σ˜ of Σ. In short, we fit
the off-diagonal elements of a low-rank matrix to the off-diagonal elements of Σ̂
using least squares with a nuclear norm penalty on the low-rank matrix; then,
we obtain the refined estimator Σ˜ from the low-rank matrix by setting the diag-
onal elements of the latter to one. The bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 will serve to scale the
penalty term. As we will discuss in details in Section 2.3.3, our problem is a vari-
ant of the matrix completion problem, but in contrast to the existing literature,
the special diagonal structure of V∗ enables us to perform much more precise
analysis. In the end, our oracle inequality for Σ˜ holds under a single, very mild
condition on the low-rank component Θ∗, and balances the approximation error
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with the estimation error, with the latter roughly proportional to the number of
parameters in the model divided by the sample size.
As a warm-up to the general setting above, we will also consider the ele-
mentary factor copula model, a special instance of the elliptical copula correlation
factor model in which V∗ is proportional to the d × d identity matrix Id. For this
model, we will propose and study closed-form estimators.
Throughout our studies, we will provide entirely data-driven estimation
procedures involving explicit constants and measurable quantities. In addi-
tion, we will establish positive semidefinite versions of the plug-in estimator,
the closed-form estimator, and the refined estimator of the copula correlation
matrix, with minimal loss in performance.
2.1.3 Notation
For any matrix A, we will use [A]k` to denote the k, `th element of A (i.e., the
entry on the kth row and `th column of A). For a vector x ∈ Rm, we denote
by diag?(x) ∈ Rm×m the diagonal matrix with [diag?(x)]ii = xi for i = 1, . . . ,m.
We let the constant α with 0 < α < 1 be arbitrary, but typically small; we will
normally bound stochastic events with probability at least 1 − O(α). We let Id
denote the identity matrix in Rd×d. In this thesis, the majority of the vectors will
belong to Rd, and the majority of the matrices will be symmetric and belong to
Rd×d; notable exceptions to the latter rule include some matrices of left or right
singular vectors. For notational brevity, we will not always explicitly specify
the dimension of a matrix when such information could be inferred from the
context. The Frobenius inner product 〈·, ·〉 on the space of matrices is defined
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as 〈A, B〉 = tr(ATB) for commensurate matrices A, B. For norms on matrices, we
use ‖ · ‖2 to denote the operator norm, ‖ · ‖∗ the nuclear norm (i.e., the sum of
singular values), ‖ · ‖F the Frobenius norm resulting from the Frobenius inner
product, ‖ · ‖∞ the element-wise `∞ norm (i.e., ‖A‖∞ = maxk,` |[A]k`|), and ‖ · ‖1 the
element-wise `1 norm. The effective rank of a positive semidefinite matrix A is
defined as re(A) = tr(A)/‖A‖2. We let λmax(·) and λmin(·) denote the largest and
the smallest eigenvalues respectively, and let Sd+ be the set of d × d correlation
matrices, i.e., positive semidefinite matrices with all diagonal elements equal
to one. We use ◦ to denote the Hadamard (or Schur) product. For notational
brevity when studying the factor model, for an arbitrary matrix A ∈ Rd×d, we let
Ao ∈ Rd×d be the matrix with the same off-diagonal elements as A, but with all
diagonal elements equal to zero, i.e.,
Ao = A − Id ◦ A. (2.7)
Again for notational brevity, this time when establishing probability bounds
involving Kendall’s tau statistics, we will assume throughout that the number
of samples, n, is even, and denote
f (n, d, α) =
√
16
3
· d · log(2α
−1d)
n
.
Remark: When n is odd, the appropriate f to use is
f (n, d, α) =
√
16
3
· d · log(2α
−1d)
2bn/2c .
This is due to the fact that when n is odd, we can group X1, . . . , Xn into at most
bn/2c pairs of (Xi, X j)’s such that the different pairs are independent.
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2.2 Plug-in estimation of the copula correlation matrix
In this section, we focus on the plug-in estimator Σ̂ of the copula correlation
matrix Σ and in particular provide a bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2. We recall that Σ is
related to the Kendall’s tau matrix T via a sine function transformation as in
Equation (2.4), and Σ̂ is related to the empirical Kendall’s tau matrix T̂ via the
same transformation as in Equation (2.5). We note that a typical proof for a
bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖∞ in the existing literature first establishes a bound on ‖T̂ −
T‖∞ through a combination of Hoeffding’s classical bound for the (scalar) U-
statistic applied to each element of T̂ − T and a union bound argument, and
then establishes the bound on ‖Σ̂−Σ‖∞ through the Lipschitz property of the sine
function transformation [45]. Our proof for the bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 is similarly
divided into two essentially independent stages:
1. First, in Section 2.2.1, we establish a bound on ‖T̂ − T‖2. This stage can
be considered as the matrix counterpart in terms of the operator norm to
Hoeffding’s classical bound for the (scalar) U-statistic;
2. Next, in Section 2.2.2, we bound ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 by a constant times ‖T̂ − T‖2 up
to an additive quadratic term in f (n, d, α). This stage can be considered
as the matrix counterpart in terms of the operator norm to the Lipschitz
property of the sine function transformation. Then, combined with the
bound on ‖T̂ − T‖2, we establish the bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2.
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2.2.1 Bounding ‖T̂ − T‖2
In this section we bound ‖T̂ − T‖2, establishing both data-driven and data-
independent versions. We rely on the results from [67] out of the vast literature
on matrix concentration inequalities (see [6, 69] for a glimpse of the literature).
Theorem 2.2.1. We have, with probability at least 1 − α,
‖T̂ − T‖2 < max
{ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
}
(2.8a)
≤
√
‖T̂‖2 f 2(n, d, α) + 14 f
4(n, d, α) +
1
2
f 2(n, d, α) (2.8b)
< max
{ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
}
+ f 2(n, d, α). (2.8c)
Remark: By decoupling the matrix U-statistic T̂ −T using (2.46), and [67, Inequal-
ity (6.1.3) in Theorem 6.1.1], we can also obtain a bound on E
[
‖T̂ − T‖2
]
. We omit
the details.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. The proof can be found in Section 2.4. 
We elaborate the results presented in Theorem 2.2.1. First, we note that the
bound offered by Inequality (2.8a) is the tightest, but contains the possibly un-
known population quantity ‖T‖2. Hence we also derive a data-driven bound
(2.8b), whose performance is in turn guaranteed by (2.8c) in terms of the deter-
ministic ‖T‖2. Theorem 2.2.1 also shows that the right hand side of (2.8b) is no
more than f 2(n, d, α) away from the right hand side of (2.8a). This is because the
former is sandwiched between the right hand sides of (2.8a) and (2.8c), and the
latter two terms differ by f 2(n, d, α).
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Next, for latter convenience, we note that when n is large enough such that
‖T‖2 ≥ f 2(n, d, α) = 163 ·
d · log(2α−1d)
n
, (2.9)
the first term dominates the second term in the curly bracket on the right hand
side of (2.8a), i.e.,
max
{ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
}
=
√
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α). (2.10)
Finally, we discuss the optimality of Theorem 2.2.1, specifically Inequal-
ity (2.8a). First, we compare our result to some recent upper bounds estab-
lished by other authors under conditions related to but more restrictive than
the semiparametric elliptical copula model. Under the same model but with the
additional “sign subgaussian condition,” [30] establishes in their Theorem 4.10
that
‖T̂ − T‖2 = O
‖T‖2
√
d + log(α−1)
n
 (2.11)
with probability at least 1 − 2α. Meanwhile, for distributions with Gaussian
copulas, [54] establishes in their Corollary 3 a more complicated bound which,
in the regime n ≥ d, ‖T‖2 ≥ max{log(d), log(α−1)} and ‖Σ‖2,max ≤ ‖Σ‖1/22 , reduces
to that Inequality (2.11) holds with probability at least 1 − α. Here ‖Σ‖2,max =
max‖u‖=1 ‖Σu‖max with ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖max being the Euclidean norm and the element-
wise `∞ norm for vectors respectively.
Such bounds, which are based on Gaussian concentration inequalities, are of
a different flavor. Nevertheless, here we will attempt a very crude comparison.
We set α = 1/d so that both our Inequality (2.8a) and Inequality (2.11) hold
with probability at least 1 − O(1/d). We also assume that n is large enough such
that Inequality (2.9) holds. Then, the right hand sides of (2.8a) and (2.11) are
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O
( √‖T‖2d log(d)/n) and O (‖T‖2√d/n) respectively. Hence, the bound provided
by our Inequality (2.8a) sheds an operator norm factor
√‖T‖2 at the expense of
an extra log factor
√
log(d).
From another angle, we contrast our upper bound (2.8a) to the correspond-
ing lower bound implied by the argument presented in the proof of [48, Theo-
rem 2] in the context of covariance matrix estimation. Such a comparison reveals
that our bound (2.8a) is optimal up to the (aforementioned) operator norm fac-
tor
√‖T‖2 and the log factor
√
log(d) in f (n, d, α). The study of if and when these
factors can be removed is beyond the scope of this thesis2. We also note that, by
[67, Chapter 7], in Inequality (2.8a), we could replace the ambient dimension d
inside the log function in f (n, d, α) by d˜ = 4d/‖T‖2. Here d˜ is the effective rank
of a semidefinite upper bound of E[(T˜ − T )2] with T˜ defined in Equation (2.42).
Hence, if ‖T‖2 is comparable to d, then the log factor is effectively removed.
In large sample size or large dimension setting, it is customary to set α to be
1/max{n, d} so that the exclusion probability α tends to zero as n or d increases.
For such a setting of α, we shed at most a constant multiplicative factor in the
bound on ‖T̂ − T‖2 by setting d to d˜ inside the log function. Thus, for brevity of
presentation in later sections, we have avoided invoking the effective rank.
2By our proof of Theorem 2.2.1, Inequality (2.8a) also holds with the replacement of T̂ by its
decoupled version T˜ defined in (2.42). Then, by the argument of [67, Section 6.1.2], we can show
that the operator norm factor
√‖T‖2 is in fact necessary in this variant of (2.8a) in terms of T˜ at
least in certain scenarios. Unfortunately, the same argument does not apply directly to (2.8a) in
terms of the matrix U-statistic T̂ .
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2.2.2 Bounding ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 in terms of ‖T̂ − T‖2
In this section, we establish in Theorem 2.2.2 the promised link between ‖Σ̂−Σ‖2
and ‖T̂ − T‖2. Based on this result, we establish bounds on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 in the same
theorem.
We also establish in Theorem 2.2.2 a link between ‖T̂ ′ − T‖2 and ‖Σ̂′ − Σ‖2,
for T̂ ′ that is any generic estimator of T (i.e., T̂ ′ is not necessarily the empirical
Kendall’s tau matrix T̂ ), and Σ̂′ the resulting generic plug-in estimator, i.e.,
Σ̂′ = sin
(
pi
2
T̂ ′
)
.
Possibilities of generic estimators T̂ ′ of T include regularized estimators such as
thresholding [4, 10] or tapering [9] estimator. Such generic estimators T̂ ′ of T
and the resulting generic plug-in estimators Σ̂′ of Σ have the potential to pro-
vide faster convergence rate than the empirical Kendall’s tau matrix T̂ and the
plug-in estimator Σ̂ if appropriate structure of T is known in advance so a regu-
larized estimator T̂ ′ could be used. Hence, we briefly include the consideration
of generic estimators in Theorem 2.2.2.
An auxiliary result relating ‖T‖2 to ‖Σ‖2 is provided by Theorem 2.2.3.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let T̂ ′ be a generic estimator of T , and Σ̂′ the resulting generic plug-in
estimator of Σ. We have, for some absolute constants C′1,C
′
2 (we may take C
′
1 = pi and
C′2 = pi
2/8 < 1.24),
‖Σ̂′ − Σ‖2 ≤ C′1‖T̂ ′ − T‖2 +C′2‖T̂ ′ − T‖22. (2.12)
Recall T̂ as defined in Equation (2.3) and the resulting plug-in estimator Σ̂ as defined
in Equation (2.5). We have, for some absolute constants C1,C2 (we may take C1 = pi
16
and C2 = 3pi2/16 < 1.86), with probability at least 1 − 14α2,
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 ≤ C1‖T̂ − T‖2 +C2 f 2(n, d, α). (2.13)
Recall that Theorem 2.2.1 bounds ‖T̂ − T‖2. Hence, starting from Inequality (2.13),
we have, with probability at least 1 − α − 14α2,
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 < C1max
{ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
}
+C2 f 2(n, d, α) (2.14a)
≤ C1
√
‖T̂‖2 f 2(n, d, α) + 14 f
4(n, d, α) +
(
1
2
C1 +C2
)
f 2(n, d, α) (2.14b)
< C1max
{ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
}
+ (C1 +C2) f 2(n, d, α). (2.14c)
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2. The proof can be found in Section 2.4. 
We elaborate the results presented in Theorem 2.2.2. First, the relationship
between the bounds (2.14a), (2.14b) and (2.14c) is analogous to the relationship
between the bounds (2.8a), (2.8b) and (2.8c) as has been discussed following
Theorem 2.2.1. Next, we discuss the relative merits of Inequalities (2.12) and
(2.13). We note that
1. For the plug-in estimator Σ̂, instead of starting from Inequality (2.13), we
can also start from Inequality (2.12), take the particular choices T̂ ′ = T̂ and
Σ̂′ = Σ̂, and establish a bound on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 via Inequality (2.8a) in Theo-
rem 2.2.1 as
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 ≤ max
{
C′1
√
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α) +C′2‖T‖2 f 2(n, d, α),C′1 f 2(n, d, α) +C′2 f 4(n, d, α)
}
with probability at least 1 − α. However, it is obvious that this bound is
not as tight as the one presented in Inequality (2.14a), which we obtained
via Inequality (2.13).
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2. On the other hand, suppose that we have a generic plug-in estimator Σ̂′
of Σ based on a generic estimator T̂ ′ of T that achieves a rate ‖T̂ ′ − T‖2 
f (n, d, α) (a rate faster than the one for ‖T̂ − T‖2). Then, Inequality (2.12)
would yield
‖Σ̂′ − Σ‖2  C′1 f (n, d, α) +C′2 f 2(n, d, α),
which is tighter than the bound offered by Inequality (2.14a).
Therefore, whether Inequality (2.12) or (2.13) should be preferred depends on
the available estimator of T and the rate of convergence of the estimator.
Inequalities (2.14a) and (2.14c) in Theorem 2.2.2 contain the term ‖T‖2. Using
the result of Theorem 2.2.3, we could relate ‖T‖2 back to ‖Σ‖2, so that we bound
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 directly in terms of the copula correlation matrix Σ.
Theorem 2.2.3. We have
2
pi
‖Σ‖2 ≤ ‖T‖2 ≤ ‖Σ‖2. (2.15)
Hence, Inequalities (2.14a) and (2.14c) hold with ‖T‖2 replaced by ‖Σ‖2.
Remark: The second half of Inequality (2.15) is tight: ‖T‖2 = ‖Σ‖2 when T = Σ = Id.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.3. The proof can be found in Section 2.4. 
2.2.3 Obtaining a positive semidefinite estimator Σ̂+ from the
plug-in estimator Σ̂
As has been mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the plug-in estimator Σ̂ may fail to be
positive semidefinite. In this section we demonstrate a procedure that, in such
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an event, obtains an explicitly positive semidefinite estimator Σ̂+ of Σ from Σ̂
with minimal loss in performance. The procedure is suggested by a referee and
is inspired by [73]. Note that, when Σ̂ is not positive semidefinite, we cannot
simply set all the negative eigenvalues of Σ̂ to zero, because the resulting es-
timator will still not be a correlation matrix, specifically because some of the
diagonal elements of the resulting estimator will exceed one.
In order to also cover the closed-form estimator and the refined estimator
when we study a factor model for Σ, we will consider a more general situation.
We let ‖·‖ be a generic matrix norm and Σ̂generic a generic estimator of Σ. We do not
require Σ̂generic to be a correlation matrix. We let the feasible region F ⊂ Rd×d be
such that F is non-empty, closed and convex, satisfies F ⊂ Sd+, but is otherwise
arbitrary at this stage. From Σ̂generic, we construct an estimator Σ̂generic+ as
Σ̂generic+ = argmin
Σ′∈F
‖Σ′ − Σ̂generic‖. (2.16)
We note that a solution to the right hand side of (2.16) always exists. If the
norm ‖ · ‖ is strictly convex (which is the case for the Frobenius norm), the so-
lution Σ̂generic+ is uniquely determined, while if multiple solutions to the right
hand side of (2.16) exist, we arbitrarily choose one of the solutions to be Σ̂generic+.
By construction, Σ̂generic+ is a correlation matrix and so in particular is positive
semidefinite. In addition, Theorem 2.2.4 shows that, when Σ ∈ F , the perfor-
mance of Σ̂generic+ is comparable to the performance of Σ̂generic as measured by the
deviation from Σ in the norm ‖ · ‖.
Theorem 2.2.4. Suppose that Σ ∈ F . Then, the estimator Σ̂generic+ in (2.16) satisfies
‖Σ̂generic+ − Σ‖ ≤ 2‖Σ̂generic − Σ‖.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 2.4. 
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Theorem 2.2.4 enables us to obtain from the plug-in estimator Σ̂ a positive
semidefinite estimator Σ̂+ of Σ such that ‖Σ̂+ − Σ‖2 is comparable to ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2
and, if necessary, ‖Σ̂+ − Σ‖∞ is comparable to ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖∞, as we demonstrate in
Corollary 2.2.5. As we have mentioned in Section 2.1.1, a sharp bound on the
element-wise `∞ norm is central in some existing procedures for estimating the
precision matrix Σ−1.
Corollary 2.2.5. In (2.16), we let the generic matrix norm ‖ · ‖ be replaced by the
operator norm ‖ · ‖2, the generic estimator Σ̂generic be replaced by the plug-in estimator Σ̂,
and the solution Σ̂generic+ be replaced by Σ̂+. First, we choose F = Sd+. Then, Σ̂+ satisfies
‖Σ̂+ − Σ‖2 ≤ 2‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2. (2.17)
Alternatively, we choose C3 =
√
3pi2/8 < 1.93, and
F =
{
Σ′ : Σ′ ∈ Sd+ and ‖Σ′ − Σ̂‖∞ ≤ C3d−1/2 f (n, d, α)
}
. (2.18)
Then, with probability at least 1 − 14α2, Σ̂+ satisfies Inequality (2.17) and
‖Σ̂+ − Σ‖∞ ≤ 2C3d−1/2 f (n, d, α) (2.19)
simultaneously. We recall that ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 is bounded as in Theorem 2.2.2.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 2.4. 
2.3 Estimating the copula correlation matrix in the factor model
In this section, we assume an elliptical copula correlation factor model for X ∈
Rd. Recall that, under this assumption, the copula correlation matrix Σ of X can
be written as
Σ = Θ∗ + V∗
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as in Equation (2.6), with Θ∗ ∈ Rd×d a low-rank or nearly low-rank positive
semidefinite3 matrix, and V∗ ∈ Rd×d a diagonal matrix with non-negative diago-
nal entries. Our goal of this section is to present estimators that take advantage
of the potential dimension reduction offered by the factor model and the special
diagonal structure of V∗.
As a prelude to the main result of this section, in Section 2.3.1, we first con-
sider the elementary factor copula model, for which we study closed-form es-
timators. Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 form an integral part: in the former, we in-
troduce additional notations, while in the latter we present our main result of
Section 2.3, specifically by constructing the refined estimator Σ˜ of Σ based on the
plug-in estimator Σ̂ and establishing its associated oracle inequality.
2.3.1 Analysis of closed-form estimators in the elementary fac-
tor copula model
The elementary factor copula model assumes that Θ∗ ∈ Rd×d is a positive
semidefinite matrix of unknown rank r with positive eigenvalues λ1(Θ∗) ≥ · · · ≥
λr(Θ∗), and
V∗ = σ2Id (2.20)
with σ2 > 0. In other words, the copula correlation matrix Σ admits the decom-
position
Σ = Θ∗ + σ2Id.
3The case that Θ∗ is not positive semidefinite, though unnatural because in the factor model
Θ∗ should equal LLT for some matrix L, can be easily accommodated. We restrict our argument
to positive semidefinite matrices only to take advantage of the notational brevity offered by the
fact that their singular value decomposition and eigen-decomposition coincide.
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Comparison of the eigen-decomposition
Θ∗ + σ2Id = Udiag
?(λ1(Θ∗) + σ2, . . . , λr(Θ∗) + σ2, σ2, . . . , σ2)UT
of Σ, with the eigen-decomposition
∑d
k=1 λ̂kûkû
T
k (with λ̂1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ̂d) of the plug-in
estimator Σ̂, leads us to propose the following closed-form estimators
r̂ =
d∑
k=1
1
{̂
λk − λ̂d ≥ µ
}
,
σ̂2 =
1
d − r̂
∑
k>̂r
λ̂k,
Θ̂ =
r̂∑
k=1
(̂λk − σ̂2)̂ukûTk (2.21)
to estimate r, σ2 and Θ∗, respectively. Here µ is a regularization parameter spec-
ified by (2.23) in Theorem 2.3.1 below, and is based on the bounds on ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2
established earlier. Then, we let
Σ˜e = Θ̂o + Id (2.22)
be the closed-form estimator of Σ. Note that we do not require Σ˜e = Θ̂ + σ̂2Id.
Such a requirement could be imposed by solving a convex program like (2.33)
with the additional constraint that the diagonal elements of Θ are all equal and
are between 0 and 1, but in this section we focus on closed-form estimators.
Note that, by the construction of Θ̂ as in (2.21), the estimated nonzero eigen-
values of Θ̂, namely λ̂k − σ̂2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ r̂, are always positive. Thus, Θ̂ is positive
semidefinite. On the other hand, σ̂2 may become negative in the pathological
case when Σ̂ is not positive semidefinite. To address this problem, we could
impose a large enough lower bound on σ2 so that σ̂2 > 0 with high probability.
Alternatively, we could replace Σ̂ by its positive semidefinite version Σ̂+ as con-
structed in Corollary 2.2.5 from the very beginning, and avoid the pathological
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case altogether. With the bound on ‖Σ̂+−Σ‖2 established in the same corollary, all
our analysis will follow except for some minor changes in absolute constants.
For brevity we omit the details of these changes.
The following theorem summarizes the performance of our closed-form es-
timators.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let 0 < α < 1/2, C1 = pi and C2 = 3pi2/16 < 1.86. We set the
regularization parameter µ as
µ = 2
C1
√
‖T̂‖2 f 2(n, d, α) + 14 f
4(n, d, α) +
(
1
2
C1 +C2
)
f 2(n, d, α)
 , (2.23)
and set
µ¯ = 2
{
C1
√
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α) + (C1 +C2) f 2(n, d, α)
}
. (2.24)
Suppose that Θ∗ satisfies 0 < r < d and λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ¯, and n is large enough such that
Inequality (2.9) holds. Then, on an event with probability exceeding 1 − 2α,
r̂ = r, (2.25)
‖Σ˜e − Σ‖2F ≤ ‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖2F ≤ 2rµ¯2, (2.26)
|σ̂2 − σ2| ≤ 1
2
µ¯ (2.27)
hold simultaneously. If, in addition, the common value of the diagonal elements of Θ∗ is
upper bounded by 1 − √2rµ¯2, then Σ˜e is positive semidefinite on the same event.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 2.5. 
We elaborate the results presented in Theorem 2.3.1. First, the regulariza-
tion parameter µ and hence our closed-form estimators are constructed en-
tirely with explicit constants and measurable quantities. In addition, in the
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regime specified by (2.9), i.e., (roughly) when n‖T‖2 & d log(2α−1d), the rate
2rµ¯2 = O(‖T‖2 · rd log(2α−1d)/n) in (2.26) is, up to the operator norm factor ‖T‖2
and the logarithmic factor log(2α−1d), proportional to the number of parame-
ters in the model divided by the sample size. Hence, our estimation procedure
achieves correct rank identification for the low-rank component Θ∗, and near-
optimal recovery rate in terms of Frobenius norm deviation for both Θ∗ and the
copula correlation matrix Σ, in a fully data-driven manner.
Theorem 2.3.1 also shows that, under appropriate conditions, if the diagonal
elements of Θ∗ are sufficiently less than one, then the estimator Σ˜e is positive
semidefinite with high probability. In any case, if Σ˜e is not positive semidefinite,
we can employ Theorem 2.2.4 to obtain from Σ˜e a positive semidefinite estimator
Σ˜e+ of Σ such that ‖Σ˜e+ − Σ‖F is comparable to ‖Σ˜e − Σ‖F . We defer the details of
this treatment to Corollary 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Analysis of the refined estimator: preliminaries
We denote
r∗ = rank(Θ∗).
Let Θ∗ have the eigen-decomposition
Θ∗ = U∗diag?(λ1(Θ∗), . . . , λr∗(Θ∗))U∗T .
Here λ1(Θ∗) ≥ . . . ≥ λr∗(Θ∗) are the positive eigenvalues of Θ∗ in descending
order, and
U∗ =
(
u1, . . . , ur∗
)
is the d × r∗ matrix of the orthonormal eigenvectors of Θ∗, with the eigenvector
ui corresponding to the eigenvalue λi(Θ∗).
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Furthermore, for all r with 0 ≤ r ≤ r∗, we let
U∗r =
(
u1, . . . , ur
)
(2.28)
be the d × r truncated matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of Θ∗, let
γr = ‖U∗rU∗Tr ‖∞, (2.29)
and let Θ∗r be the best rank-r approximation to Θ∗ in the Frobenius norm, i.e.,
Θ∗r = argminΘ∈Rd×d ,rank(Θ)=r ‖Θ − Θ∗‖F . We note that γr is non-decreasing in r on
0 ≤ r ≤ r∗, and γr∗ ≤ 1. In addition, by Schmidt’s approximation theorem [62] or
the Eckart-Young theorem [20], for 0 ≤ r ≤ r∗, we have
Θ∗r = U
∗
rdiag
?(λ1(Θ∗), . . . , λr(Θ∗))U∗Tr , (2.30)
and ‖Θ∗r − Θ∗‖2F =
∑
j:r< j≤r∗ λ2j(Θ
∗).
2.3.3 Analysis of the refined estimator: main result
We first observe that in the elliptical copula correlation factor model, alternative
to (2.6), we can write the copula correlation matrix Σ as
Σ = Θ∗o + Id. (2.31)
This motivates us to set our refined estimator Σ˜ of Σ to be
Σ˜ = Θ˜o + Id. (2.32)
Here Θ˜ is our estimator of the low-rank component Θ∗, and is obtained as the
solution to a convex program:
Θ˜ = argmin
Θ∈Rd×d
{
1
2
‖Θo − Σ̂o‖2F + µ‖Θ‖∗
}
. (2.33)
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(By its optimality, Θ˜ must be symmetric, though this particular property is not
used in our subsequent analysis.) In (2.33), µ is a regularization parameter cho-
sen according to (2.38) in Theorem 2.3.2 below, and is based on the bounds on
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2 established earlier.
We now elaborate the construction of the refined estimator. Note that
1. In the factor model, the off-diagonal elements of Σ and Θ∗ agree, so the
off-diagonal elements of Σ̂ are natural estimators of the corresponding el-
ements of Θ∗;
2. The plug-in estimator Σ̂, similar to the target copula correlation matrix Σ,
has all its diagonal elements equal to one irrespective of the low-rank com-
ponent Θ∗. As a consequence, we critically lack estimators for the diagonal
elements of Θ∗.
Because of these observations, when constructing the estimator Θ˜ of Θ∗ through
the convex program (2.33), we minimize the Frobenius norm for only the off-
diagonal elements of the deviation between Σ̂ and the estimator of Θ∗ subject to
a penalty. The penalty is the nuclear norm of the estimator of Θ∗ scaled by the
regularization parameter µ, and is implemented to encourage the estimator of
Θ∗ to be appropriately low-rank while keeping (2.33) convex [25]. Then, when
constructing the refined estimator Σ˜ of Σ from the estimator Θ˜ of Θ∗ through
(2.32), we explicitly set all the diagonal elements of Σ˜ to one. It is clear that any
bound on Σ˜ − Σ also acts as a bound on the off-diagonal elements of Θ˜ − Θ∗ and
vice versa. We bound the diagonal elements of Θ˜ − Θ∗ in Appendix A.2.
We briefly contrast our refined estimator Σ˜, which is tailor-made for our spe-
cial setting of the elliptical copula correlation factor model, to some of the exist-
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ing estimation procedures in related but different contexts.
1. Our setting is an extension of the low-rank matrix approximation problem
[48, 55, 60]. In particular, [48] studies the estimation of Θ∗ that is a covari-
ance matrix4 with low effective rank, with the added complication that the
observations X1, . . . , Xn are masked at random coordinates. [48] constructs
an unbiased initial estimator Θ̂ of Θ∗, and further obtains a refined estima-
tor Θ˜ as the solution of a convex program that is identical to (2.33) but with
the term ‖Θo − Σ̂o‖2F replaced by ‖Θ− Θ̂‖2F , which is a sum over all entries of
the matrix Θ − Θ̂.
Contrary to the setting of [48], Σ in the factor model (2.6) typically has nei-
ther low effective rank nor low rank: because tr(Σ) = d, the effective rank
of Σ is re(Σ) = d/‖Σ‖2, which is large unless ‖Σ‖2 becomes comparable to d;
in addition, because Θ∗ is positive semidefinite, if the diagonal elements
of V∗ are all strictly positive, then Σ = Θ∗ +V∗ has full rank. Hence, a naive
application of the method of [48] to our setting amounts to seeking a low-
rank approximation to a matrix that is in fact not low-rank. In contrast, our
program (2.33) seeks to estimate the genuine low-rank or nearly low-rank
component Θ∗ of Σ, even though this choice leads to technical challenges
in our proof as compared to [48].
2. By the observations we made earlier, our problem can be rephrased as
follows: Estimate the off-diagonal elements of Θ∗ given only their noisy
observations, taking advantage of the fact that Θ∗ is low-rank or nearly
low-rank. Hence, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2, our problem is a variant
of the matrix completion problem, in particular the version in which a
4For this paragraph only, we use Θ∗ to denote the covariance matrix, because in the setting
of [48] it is the covariance matrix itself that has low effective rank.
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matrix Σ (not necessarily a correlation matrix) admits a decomposition into
the sum of a low-rank component Θ∗ and a sparse component S ∗ with a
general sparsity pattern (i.e., the locations of the nonzero entries of the
sparse component are unknown but fixed), and the goal is to estimate Σ
based on its noisy observation Σ̂ [1, 14, 13, 35, 49, 76]. In particular, [13, 35]
let Θ˜, the estimator of Θ∗, and S˜ , the estimator of S ∗, be the solution of
(Θ˜, S˜ ) = argmin
Θ,S∈Rd×d
{
1
2
‖Θ + S − Σ̂‖2F + µ‖Θ‖∗ + λ‖S ‖1
}
. (2.34)
This scenario is the closest to our setting. However, even though V∗ in the
factor model is indeed a sparse matrix and thus one could apply (2.34) to
our setting, such an approach would not be optimal because it obviously
takes no advantage of our knowledge of the sparsity pattern of V∗, namely
the diagonal pattern. For instance, [13, 35] require non-trivial specification
of an additional regularization parameter λ = λ(µ) for the element-wise
`1 penalty of the sparse component. Because (2.33) and (2.34) are distinct
programs, it is also not possible to infer the properties of our refined esti-
mator Σ˜ directly from the results of [13, 35].
3. Finally, the low-rank and diagonal matrix decomposition problem in the
noiseless setting is treated in [61]. These authors employ a semidefinite
program, the minimum trace factor analysis (MTFA), to minimize the trace
of the low-rank component (subject to the constraint that the sum of the
low-rank component and the diagonal component agrees with the given
matrix to be decomposed). The optimality condition from semidefinite
programming then gives fairly simple conditions for the MTFA to exactly
recover the decomposition.
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We adopt the primal-dual certificate approach advocated by [35, 76]5 to ana-
lyze (2.33). Our oracle inequality for the refined estimator Σ˜ is collected in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.2. Recall γr as defined in (2.29). We set
R = max {r : 0 ≤ r ≤ r∗, γr ≤ 1/9} . (2.35)
Let C = 6, and A be the event
A = {C‖E‖2 ≤ µ} . (2.36)
Then, on the event A, the refined estimator Σ˜, as introduced in (2.32), of Σ satisfies
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F ≤ min0≤r≤R
 ∑
j:r< j≤r∗
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 8rµ2
 . (2.37)
Let 0 < α < 1/2, C1 = pi and C2 = 3pi2/16 < 1.86. We set the regularization parameter
µ as
µ = C
C1
√
‖T̂‖2 f 2(n, d, α) + 14 f
4(n, d, α) +
(
1
2
C1 +C2
)
f 2(n, d, α)
 , (2.38)
and set
µ¯ = C
{
C1max
[ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
]
+ (C1 +C2) f 2(n, d, α)
}
. (2.39)
Then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2α, the refined estimator Σ˜ of Σ satisfies
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F ≤ min0≤r≤R
 ∑
j:r< j≤r∗
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 8rµ¯2
 . (2.40)
5Through delicate analysis, [13] (which builds upon their earlier work [14] in the noiseless
setting) guarantees optimal convergence rate in terms of the operator norm, as well as consis-
tent rank recovery, for the estimator Θ˜ of the low-rank component Θ∗. On the other hand, their
analysis requires that the minimum nonzero singular value of the low-rank component Θ∗ sat-
isfies a non-trivial lower bound, and hence at this stage is not particularly well suited to study
the case where the low-rank requirement only holds approximately.
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Remark: Theorem 2.3.2 is a specific instance of Corollary 2.6.8 which is a more
general result; in particular the constant C = 6 in (2.36), (2.38) and (2.39) and the
upper bound 1/9 on γr in (2.35) are chosen for ease of presentation but are not
specifically optimized. For instance, we could specify a smallerC at the expense
of a more stringent upper bound on γr.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 2.6. 
We elaborate the results presented in Theorem 2.3.2.
The oracle inequality (2.37) in fact represents the minimum of a collec-
tion of upper bounds, and the minimum is taken over all r that satisfies γr =
‖U∗rU∗Tr ‖∞ ≤ 1/9, a range specified by (2.35). Thus, for the oracle inequality
(2.37) to be as tight as possible, we should ideally have a large range of r such
that γr ≤ 1/9. We discuss two concrete examples in which this condition is sat-
isfied:
1. If for some given r, the entries of ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ r are all bounded by c/√d for
some constant c ≥ 1, then γr ≤ c2r/d;
2. Next, we consider the random orthogonal model as in [12]. The first result
of their Lemma 2.2 shows that, if ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ r are sampled uniformly at
random among all families of r orthonormal vectors independently of each
other, then there exist constants C and c such that γr ≤ Cmax{r, log(d)}/d
with probability at least 1 − cd−3 log d.
In both cases, γr ≤ 1/9 is satisfied for all r’s that are small compared to d (in the
second case when d is large enough and with high probability to be precise).
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The estimation procedure (2.33) is fully data-driven; in particular, the
penalty term in (2.33) is scaled by a regularization parameter µ specified by
(2.38) with explicit constants and measurable quantities. In addition, procedure
(2.33) automatically balances the approximation error with the estimation error
as if it knows the right model in advance to arrive at the oracle inequality (2.37)
with near-optimal recovery rate in terms of Frobenius norm deviation. Specifi-
cally,
1. The primal-dual certificate approach yields an approximation error term,
i.e., the first term in the curly bracket on the right hand side of (2.37),
with leading multiplicative constant one. Such a feature has become in-
creasingly common with the results obtained through convex optimiza-
tion with nuclear norm penalty [41, 48];
2. Meanwhile, the estimation error term, i.e., the second term in the curly
bracket on the right hand side of (2.37), achieves a rate 8rµ¯2 = O(‖T‖2 ·
rd log(2α−1d)/n) with probability exceeding 1−2α if we focus on the regime
specified by (2.9), i.e., (roughly) when n‖T‖2 & d log(2α−1d). Again, this
rate is, up to the operator norm factor ‖T‖2 and the logarithmic factor
log(2α−1d), proportional to the number of parameters in the model divided
by the sample size6.
6Again by the lower bound argument presented in the proof of [48, Theorem 2], the rate
of the estimation error term in (2.37) is optimal up to the operator norm factor and the log
factor. We note that the lower bounds (and in particular the one for Frobenius norm deviation)
established by [48, Theorem 2] contain explicit dependence on the operator norm ‖Σ‖2 of the
target covariance matrix Σ in the form of a multiplicative factor. However, a closer inspection
of the proof of [48, Theorem 2] reveals that this particular ‖Σ‖2 is in fact restricted to be at most
two times the maximum of the diagonal elements of Σ, and thus in our case can at most be two
because Σ is a correlation matrix. This restriction is not ideal because ‖Σ‖2 in general can be as
large as d. In our opinion, it remains to be seen how a proper dependence on operator norm
can be obtained in lower bound for Frobenius norm deviation under our setting of correlation
matrix estimation. From another angle, we have shown in the proof of Corollary 2.2.5 that the
plug-in estimator Σ̂ achieves ‖Σ̂−Σ‖∞ = O(
√
log(2α−1d)/n) (with probability at least 1− 14α2); thus
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Finally, if the diagonal elements of the deviation Θ˜−Θ∗ can be appropriately
bounded, for instance through Theorem A.2.2 in Appendix A.2, and if the di-
agonal elements of Θ∗ are sufficiently smaller than one, then the estimator Σ˜ is
positive semidefinite. Because the argument is similar to the proof of the last
statement of Theorem 2.3.1, we omit its details. In any case, if Σ˜ is not pos-
itive semidefinite, we can employ Theorem 2.2.4 to obtain from Σ˜ a positive
semidefintie estimator Σ˜+ of Σ such that ‖Σ˜+ − Σ‖F is comparable to ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖F , as
Corollary 2.3.3 demonstrates.
Corollary 2.3.3. In (2.16), we let the generic matrix norm ‖ · ‖ be replaced by the
Frobenius norm ‖ · ‖F , and let F = Sd+. In addition, in the context of the elementary
factor copula model, we let the generic estimator Σ̂generic be replaced by the closed-form
estimator Σ˜e, and the solution Σ̂generic+ be replaced by Σ˜e+, while in the context of the
(general) elliptical copula correlation factor model, we let the generic estimator Σ̂generic
be replaced by the refined estimator Σ˜, and the solution Σ̂generic+ be replaced by Σ˜+. Then,
Σ˜e+ and Σ˜+ satisfy
‖Σ˜e+ − Σ‖F ≤ 2‖Σ˜e − Σ‖F , ‖Σ˜+ − Σ‖F ≤ 2‖Σ˜ − Σ‖F . (2.41)
We recall that ‖Σ˜e − Σ‖F and ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖F are bounded as in Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
respectively.
Remark: We refer the readers to [57] and the references therein for the computa-
tional aspect of (2.16) in this context of Frobenius norm minimization.
Proof. With the choice F = Sd+, we clearly have Σ ∈ F . Then, (2.41) follows
‖Σ̂−Σ‖2F = O(d2 · log(2α−1d)/n) (with the same probability). This rate is slower than rµ¯2 so long as
r‖T‖2 . d. Therefore, the presence of ‖T‖2 in (2.26) and (2.37) entails an upper bound on the rank
of the low-rank component Θ∗ below which the refined estimator and the closed form estimator
in their respective contexts are preferable to the plug-in estimator Σ̂ in terms of Frobenius norm
deviation.
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straightforwardly from Theorem 2.2.4. 
For both Corollaries 2.2.5 and 2.3.3, we have obtained positive semidefinite,
rather than strictly positive definite, versions of the existing estimators. To ob-
tain strictly positive definite estimators, we could replace the existing feasible
regions F in Corollaries 2.2.5 and 2.3.3 by an intersection of F and the convex
set {Σ′ ∈ Rd×d : λmin(Σ′) ≥ } for some  > 0. Then, the resulting estimator from
(2.16) will be positive definite, with the smallest eigenvalue lower bounded by
. If in addition the copula correlation matrix Σ satisfies λmin(Σ) ≥ , the conclu-
sions of Corollaries 2.2.5 and 2.3.3 will continue to hold.
2.3.4 Simulation studies
We demonstrate the efficiency of our refined estimator Σ˜ by simulation studies.
First, we describe our construction of the low-rank component Θ∗, which then
determines the copula correlation matrix Σ through (2.31). In our simulations
we will only consider sample size n and dimension d that are powers of two.
For each d that we consider, we deterministically generate log2(d)+1 orthogonal
singular vectors ud,1, . . . , ud,log2(d)+1 ∈ Rd in the following way: the magnitude
of each element of each ud,r is 1/
√
d, and starting from the first element being
positive, the signs of the elements of ud,i alternate for every 2log2(d)−i+1 consecutive
elements. For instance, if d = 4, then we determine three orthogonal singular
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vectors u4,1, u4,2 and u4,3 as
u4,1 =
1
2

1
1
1
1

, u4,2 =
1
2

1
1
−1
−1

, u4,3 =
1
2

1
−1
1
−1

.
Then, we form a low-rank matrix Θ∗′d,r ∈ Rd×d of rank r as
Θ∗
′
d,r =
r∑
i=1
ud,i(ud,i)T .
Clearly, the matrix Θ∗′d,r has operator norm one. To produce the copula corre-
lation matrix Σ with a given operator norm ‖Σ‖2, we normalize the matrix Θ∗′d,r to
produce the low-rank component Θ∗ = α · Θ∗′d,r with the scaling factor
α =
(
1 − r
d
)−1
(‖Σ‖2 − 1) .
Then, it is simple algebra to check that the copula correlation matrix Σ obtained
from Θ∗ via (2.31) indeed has the given operator norm ‖Σ‖2.
We construct the target copula correlation matrix Σ through the above
method for a number of dimension d, for the rank r of the low-rank compo-
nent Θ∗ equaling to 1 or 4, and for the operator norm ‖Σ‖2 fixed at 2. We gener-
ate multivariate Gaussian data with copula correlation matrix Σ (note that here
the copula correlation matrix and the covariance matrix agree) for a number of
sample size n and produce the plug-in estimator Σ̂ of Σ. Then we input the plug-
in estimator into the convex program (2.33). The only remaining ingredient is
the regularization parameter µ. We could choose µ according to Theorem 2.3.2,
though in practice we found that better performance is achieved by setting the
constant C in (2.38) to be less than one and eliminating the log(d) factor in the
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function f (n, d, α). For concreteness we set C = 0.1, and also set α = 0.1. For each
n, d and r, we perform 100 simulations.
We first plot in Figure 2.1 the ratio of the squared Frobenius norm ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F
to the squared Frobenius norm ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2F . Note that a better performing Σ˜ corre-
sponds to a larger ratio. We observe that, particularly for large values of d and
small values of n, this ratio decreases as we increase the sample size. The ex-
planation is that for these values of d and n the regularization parameter µ is so
large that the reduced-rank estimator Θ˜ of the low-rank component Θ∗ is simply
the zero matrix, which in turn implies that the refined estimator Σ˜ is simply the
identity matrix; hence, the reduction in the ratio simply reflects the reduction
of the squared Frobenius norm ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2F associated with the plug-in estimator Σ̂
as the sample size increases. For small values of d, however, as we increase the
sample size, this ratio reaches a minimum and then reflects upward. Here, as n
gets larger, the regularization parameter µ becomes small enough, in particular
as compared to the signal (i.e., the positive eigenvalues of the low-rank compo-
nent Θ∗), and yet remains large enough compared to the noise. Consequently
the reduced-rank estimator Θ˜ approximates the low-rank component Θ∗ well,
especially as measured by rank.
In connection with the last statements above, one may be curious about ex-
actly how well the reduced-rank estimator Θ˜ approximates the low-rank com-
ponent Θ in rank. To address this question, we summarize in Table 2.1 the rank
recovery property of Θ˜, for our very specific setup. The data in the table in gen-
eral supports the previous statements that, as n gets larger, the reduced-rank
estimator Θ˜ starts to approximate the low-rank component Θ∗ well as measure
by the rank. We emphasize, however, that we do not provide any general the-
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Sample size
102 103
kb '
!
'k
2 F
=j
e '
!
'k
2 F
10-2
10-1
100
101
102
103
  d=8, r=1
  d=8, r=4
  d=32, r=1
  d=32, r=4
  d=128, r=1
  d=128, r=4
(Larger is better)     
Figure 2.1: The ratio ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F/‖Σ̂ − Σ‖2F as a function of sample size n, di-
mension d, and the rank r of the low-rank component Θ∗. Each
data point is the median of 100 simulations, and the data points
with the same d and r but different n are connected by a line.
The data for the different d’s are plotted in different line styles,
while for the different r’s are plotted in different colors. In ad-
dition, the 25th and the 75th quantiles of each data point are
also plotted.
oretical guarantee for rank recovery (such guarantee will most likely involve
condition on the magnitude of the positive eigenvalues of Θ∗, for instance see
[13], which we do not impose in this thesis).
We also observe that, with the sample size n and the dimension d fixed, so
that the rank r of the low-rank component Θ∗ becomes the only variable, the
ratio of interest is smaller for larger r, indicating a deterioration of the perfor-
mance of the refined estimator Σ˜ (relative to the plug-in estimator Σ̂) when the
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d=8 d=32 d=128
r=1 r=4 r=1 r=4 r=1 r=4
n=64 0 (0, 1) 1 (0, 1) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0)
n=128 1 (1, 1) 6 (4, 8) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0)
n=256 1 (1, 1) 8 (8, 8) 0 (0, 0) 0 (1, 2) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0)
n=512 1 (1, 1) 8 (8, 8) 0 (0, 1) 4 (3, 4) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0)
n=1024 1 (1, 1) 8 (8, 8) 1 (1, 1) 4 (4, 4) 0 (0, 1) 1 (0, 1)
n=2048 1 (1, 1) 8 (8, 8) 1 (1, 1) 4 (4, 4) 1 (1, 1) 4 (4, 4)
Table 2.1: Rank recovery property of reduced rank estimator Θ˜. For each
data cell, which corresponds to a single combination of n, d and
r, we first list the median of the rank of Θ˜ from 100 simulations.
The two numbers in the parenthesis that follows are the 25th
and the 75th quantiles of the rank of Θ˜ respectively. In general,
the table shows that for our very specific setup, as n increases,
the rank of Θ˜ becomes closer to that of Θ∗.
rank of the low-rank component Θ∗ is larger. Meanwhile, with the sample size n
and the rank r of the low-rank component Θ∗ fixed, so that the dimension d be-
comes the only variable, the ratio of interest is smaller for smaller d, indicating
a deterioration of the performance of the refined estimator Σ˜ when the dimen-
sion d is smaller. These observations are consistent with our prediction from
Theorem 2.3.2.
2.4 Proofs for Section 2.2
2.4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2.1
The proof of Theorem 2.2.1 is further divided into two stages. In Section 2.4.1.1,
we prove Inequality (2.8a); in Section 2.4.1.2, we prove the data-driven bound,
Inequality (2.8b), and its performance guarantee, Inequality (2.8c).
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2.4.1.1 Proof of Inequality (2.8a)
We wish to apply a Bernstein-type inequality, specifically [67, Theorem 6.6.1], to
bound the tail probability P
{
‖T̂ − T‖2 ≥ t
}
. We note that this theorem on bound-
ing the tail probability of the maximum eigenvalue of a sum of random matrices
requires that the summands be independent. Clearly, the matrix U-statistic T̂−T
does not satisfy this condition. On the other hand, this theorem relies on the
Chernoff transform technique to convert the tail probability into an expectation
of a convex function of T̂ − T . A technique by Hoeffding [33] then allows us to
convert the problem of bounding ‖T̂ − T‖2 into a problem involving a sum of
independent random matrices.
Proposition 2.4.1. We define
T˜ =
2
n
n/2∑
i=1
T˜ i (2.42)
with
T˜ i = sgn(X2i−1 − X2i) sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T . (2.43)
Then, the tail probability P
{
‖T̂ − T‖2 ≥ t
}
satisfies
P
{
‖T̂ − T‖2 ≥ t
}
≤ inf
θ>0
{
e−θt · E
[
tr eθ(T˜−T )
]}
+ inf
θ>0
{
e−θt · E
[
tr eθ(T−T˜ )
]}
.
Proof. First, note that, because T̂ − T is symmetric, we have
‖T̂ − T‖2 = max{λmax(T̂ − T ),−λmin(T̂ − T )} = max{λmax(T̂ − T ), λmax(T − T̂ )}.
Hence,
P
{
‖T̂ − T‖2 ≥ t
}
= P
{
{λmax(T̂ − T ) ≥ t} ∪ {λmax(T − T̂ ) ≥ t}
}
≤ P
{
λmax(T̂ − T ) ≥ t
}
+ P
{
λmax(T − T̂ ) ≥ t
}
. (2.44)
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Next we bound the first term on the right hand side of Inequality (2.44), i.e.,
P
{
λmax(T̂ − T ) ≥ t
}
. Applying the Chernoff transform technique (e.g., [67, Propo-
sition 3.2.1]), we have
P
{
λmax(T̂ − T ) ≥ t
}
≤ inf
θ>0
{
e−θt · E
[
tr eθ(T̂−T )
]}
. (2.45)
Now we introduce the technique of Hoeffding. We note the following facts:
1. We can equivalently write T̂ as
T̂ =
1
n!
∑
n,n
V(Xi1 , . . . , Xin). (2.46)
Here the function V is defined as
V(Xi1 , . . . , Xin) =
2
n
{
g(Xi1 , Xi2) + g(Xi3 , Xi4) + · · · + g(Xin−1 , Xin)
}
,
the kernel g is defined as
g(Xi, X j) = sgn(Xi − X j) sgn(Xi − X j)T ,
and the sum
∑
n,n
is taken over all permutations i1, i2, . . . , in of the integers
1, 2, . . . , n.
2. The trace exponential function is convex on the set of Hermitian matrices
[56].
Therefore, using first (2.46) and then Jensen’s inequality, we have
tr eθ(T̂−T ) = tr exp
∑
n,n
1
n!
θ
[
V(Xi1 , . . . , Xin) − T
]
≤
∑
n,n
1
n!
tr exp
{
θ
[
V(Xi1 , . . . , Xin) − T
]}
. (2.47)
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Then, plugging Inequality (2.47) into Inequality (2.45), we have
P
{
λmax(T̂ − T ) ≥ t
}
≤ inf
θ>0
e−θt · E
∑
n,n
1
n!
tr eθ[V(X
i1 ,...,Xin )−T]


= inf
θ>0
{
e−θt · E
[
tr eθ[V(X
1,X2,...,Xn)−T]]}
= inf
θ>0
{
e−θt · E
[
tr eθ(T˜−T )
]}
.
The second term on the right hand side of Inequality (2.44) can be similarly
bounded. The conclusion of the proposition then follows. 
In Proposition 2.4.1, the argument of the trace exponential function is pro-
portional to
T˜ − T =
n/2∑
i=1
2
n
(
T˜ i − T
)
,
with now independent summands 2n−1(T˜ i − T ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2, which are also
symmetric. Therefore, we can proceed as in the proof of [67, Theorem 6.6.1]
to bound E
[
tr eθ(T˜−T )
]
and E
[
tr eθ(T−T˜ )
]
. We calculate the quantities necessary for
applying the proof. First, (for any i) we clearly have E[T˜ i − T ] = 0. Next, by the
representation of T˜ i as in (2.43), we conclude that the only nonzero eigenvalue
of T˜ i is d which corresponds to the eigenvector sgn(X2i−1−X2i); thus, λmax(T˜ i) = d.
This, together with Weyl’s inequality and the facts that T is positive semidefinite
and ‖T‖2 ≤ d · ‖T‖∞ ≤ d, imply that
λmax(T˜ i − T ) ≤ λmax(T˜ i) = d, (2.48a)
λmax(T − T˜ i) ≤ λmax(T ) ≤ d. (2.48b)
Finally, we calculate
σ2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
n/2∑
i=1
E

[
2
n
(T˜ i − T )
]2
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
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the matrix variance statistic of the sum as defined in [67, Theorem 6.6.1]. Note
that
(
T˜ i
)2
= sgn(X2i−1 − X2i) sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T sgn(X2i−1 − X2i) sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T
= sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)
[
sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)
]
sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T
= d · sgn(X2i−1 − X2i) sgn(X2i−1 − X2i)T = d · T˜ i.
Then, (n
2
)2
σ2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
n/2∑
i=1
E
[
d · T˜ i − T 2
]∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
n
2
∥∥∥d · T − T 2∥∥∥
2
≤ n
2
d‖T‖2. (2.49)
Hence, by Proposition 2.4.1 and the proof of [67, Inequality (6.6.3) in Theo-
rem 6.6.1], as well as (2.48a), (2.48b) and (2.49), we obtain the matrix Bernstein
inequality
P
(
‖T̂ − T‖2 ≥ t
)
≤ 2d · exp
(
− nt
2
4d‖T‖2 + 4dt/3
)
≤ 2d ·max
{
exp
(
− 3
16
nt2
d‖T‖2
)
, exp
(
− 3
16
nt
d
)}
. (2.50)
(By Proposition 2.4.1 and the proof of [66, Theorem 6.1], we can also obtain
the tighter matrix Bennett inequality.) Finally, setting the right hand side of
Inequality (2.50) to α and solving for t yields that Inequality (2.8a) holds with
probability at least 1 − α. 
2.4.1.2 Proof of Inequalities (2.8b) and (2.8c)
We abbreviate f (n, d, α) by f , ‖T‖2 by t, ‖T̂‖2 by tˆ, and ‖T̂ − T‖2 by δ. We have
already established that we have an event with probability at least 1 − α on
which Inequality (2.8a), i.e., δ < max
{
f
√
t, f 2
}
, holds, and we concentrate on this
event.
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We proceed to prove Inequality (2.8b), which states
max
{
f
√
t, f 2
}
≤
√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2. (2.51)
Now, if f
√
t ≤ f 2 and so max
{
f
√
t, f 2
}
= f 2, then Inequality (2.51) clearly holds.
Thus we focus on the case f
√
t > f 2. In this case, by Inequality (2.8a), we must
have
δ < f
√
t. (2.52)
By the triangle inequality,
f
√
t ≤ f
√
δ + tˆ. (2.53)
Then, from Inequalities (2.52) and (2.53) we deduce
f
√
t < f
√
f
√
t + tˆ. (2.54)
Squaring both sides of Inequality (2.54) yields t f 2 < f 3
√
t + tˆ f 2, or equivalently(
f
√
t − 1
2
f 2
)2
< tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
. (2.55)
Because in the current case f
√
t > f 2 >
1
2
f 2, Inequality (2.55) implies
f
√
t <
√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2,
which, together with f
√
t > f 2, again implies Inequality (2.51). Hence we have
proved Inequality (2.8b).
Next we prove Inequality (2.8c). By the triangle inequality,√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2 ≤
√
t f 2 + δ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2. (2.56)
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First, assume that δ < f
√
t. Then, from Inequality (2.56) we deduce√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2 <
√
t f 2 + f 3
√
t +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2
=
(
f
√
t +
1
2
f 2
)
+
1
2
f 2. (2.57)
Next, suppose instead δ ≥ f √t, so by Inequality (2.8a) we must have f √t ≤ δ <
f 2. Then, from Inequality (2.56) we deduce√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2 <
√
f 4 + f 4 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2 =
3
2
f 2 +
1
2
f 2. (2.58)
Both Inequalities (2.57) and (2.58) further imply that√
tˆ f 2 +
(
1
2
f 2
)2
+
1
2
f 2 < max
{
f
√
t, f 2
}
+ f 2,
which is just Inequality (2.8c). 
2.4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.2.2
The proof of Theorem 2.2.2 will be established through the following three lem-
mas. Recall that we use ◦ to denote the Hadamard product.
Lemma 2.4.2. We have
‖Σ̂′ − Σ‖2 ≤ pi2 ·
∥∥∥∥∥cos (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
pi2
8
·
∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
Here T is a symmetric, random matrix such that each entry [T ]k` is a random number
on the closed interval between [T ]k` and [T̂ ′]k`.
Proof. By Taylor’s theorem, we have
Σ̂′ − Σ = sin
(
pi
2
T̂ ′
)
− sin
(
pi
2
T
)
= cos
(
pi
2
T
)
◦ pi
2
(T̂ ′ − T ) − 1
2
sin
(
pi
2
T
)
◦ pi
2
(T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ pi
2
(T̂ ′ − T ), (2.59)
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for some matrix T as specified in the theorem. Next, applying the operator
norm on both sides of Equation (2.59) and then using the triangle inequality on
the right hand side yields the lemma. 
Hence, it suffices to establish appropriate bounds separately for a first order
term,∥∥∥∥∥cos (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
, and a second order term,
∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
Lemma 2.4.3. For the first-order term, we have∥∥∥∥∥cos (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 2‖T̂ ′ − T‖2.
Proof. Recall that sin
(
pi
2
T
)
= Σ. Then, with Jd denoting a d × d matrix with all
entries identically equal to one, and the square root function acting component-
wise, we have
cos
(
pi
2
T
)
=
√
Jd − sin
(
pi
2
T
)
◦ sin
(
pi
2
T
)
=
√
Jd − Σ ◦ Σ. (2.60)
Next, using the generalized binomial formula
(1 + x)α =
∞∑
k=0
(
α
k
)
xk
on Equation (2.60) with α = 12 and x being the components of −Σ ◦ Σ (so the sum
converges, in fact absolutely, since α > 0 and ‖Σ ◦ Σ‖∞ ≤ 1), we have
cos
(
pi
2
T
)
=
∞∑
k=0
(
1/2
k
)
(−1)kΣ ◦2k Σ.
Here by Σ◦l Σ we mean the Hadamard product of l Σ’s, i.e., Σ◦ · · · ◦Σ with a total
of l terms. Hence,∥∥∥∥∥cos (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
 ∞∑
k=0
(
1/2
k
)
(−1)kΣ ◦2k Σ
 ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∞∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
1/2
k
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ · ∥∥∥∥(Σ ◦2k Σ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )∥∥∥∥2 . (2.61)
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Because Σ is positive semidefinite (since it is a correlation matrix), by the Schur
product theorem, Σ ◦2k Σ is positive semidefinite for all k; moreover, Σ ◦2k Σ’s all
have diagonal elements identically equal to one. Then, by [34, Theorem 5.5.18],
we have, for all k,
∥∥∥∥(Σ ◦2k Σ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ‖T̂ ′ − T‖2. (2.62)
Plugging (2.62) into (2.61) and then using the fact that
∑∞
k=0
∣∣∣∣(1/2k )∣∣∣∣ = 2 yield∥∥∥∥∥cos (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
 ∞∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
1/2
k
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 · ‖T̂ ′ − T‖2 = 2‖T̂ ′ − T‖2, (2.63)
which is the conclusion of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.4. For the second-order term, we have∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ‖T̂ ′ − T‖22. (2.64)
Alternatively, for the particular case T̂ ′ = T̂ , we have, with probability at least 1 − 14α2,∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ − T ) ◦ (T̂ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 8 · d · log(2α
−1d)
n
. (2.65)
Proof. First, we observe a simple fact: for two matrices M,N ∈ Rk×` (for arbitrary
k, `), if |[M]i j| ≤ [N]i j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ `, then ‖M‖2 ≤ ‖N‖2.
To see this, we fix an arbitrary vector u = (u1, . . . , u`)T ∈ R` with ‖u‖ = 1, with
‖ · ‖ being the Euclidean norm for vectors. Let u˜ = (u˜1, . . . , u˜`)T ∈ R` be the vector
such that u˜ j = |u j| for j = 1, . . . , `, i.e., each component of u˜ is the absolute value
of the corresponding component of u. Clearly, ‖u˜‖ = 1 as well. Then, we have,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
|[Mu]i| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑`j=1 [M]i ju j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑`j=1 |[M]i j||u j| ≤
∑`
j=1
[N]i ju˜ j = |[Nu˜]i|.
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Here [Mu]i and [Nu˜]i are the ith component of the vectors Mu and Nu˜ respec-
tively. Hence, clearly, ‖Mu‖ ≤ ‖Nu˜‖, which further implies that
sup {‖Mu‖ : ‖u‖ = 1} ≤ sup {‖Nu‖ : ‖u‖ = 1} ,
and we conclude that ‖M‖2 ≤ ‖N‖2.
Now, it is easy to see that∣∣∣∣∣[sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
]
i j
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ [(T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )]i j ,∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ d.
Hence, by the preceding observation, we have∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥(T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )∥∥∥∥
2
. (2.66)
By [34, Theorem 5.5.1], we further have
∥∥∥∥(T̂ ′ − T ) ◦ (T̂ ′ − T )∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ‖T̂ ′ − T‖22. (2.67)
Then, Inequality (2.64) follows from Inequalities (2.66) and (2.67).
Next we prove the second half of the lemma. We have∥∥∥∥∥sin (pi2T
)
◦ (T̂ − T ) ◦ (T̂ − T )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥(T̂ − T ) ◦ (T̂ − T )∥∥∥∥
2
≤ d‖T̂ − T‖2∞. (2.68)
Here the first inequality follows by Inequality (2.66) with the choice T̂ ′ = T̂ , and
the second inequality follows by the bound that ‖M ◦M‖2 ≤ d‖M ◦M‖∞ = d‖M‖2∞
for arbitrary M ∈ Rd×d. By Hoeffding’s inequality for the scalar U-statistic [33],
P
(
|T̂ jk − T jk| ≥ t
)
≤ 2 exp
(
−nt
2
4
)
,
and so, by the union bound,
P
(
‖T̂ − T‖∞ ≥ t
)
≤ d2 exp
(
−nt
2
4
)
.
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Thus, there exists an event A with probability at least 1 − 14α2 such that
‖T̂ − T‖2∞ ≤ 4 ·
log(4α−2d2)
n
= 8 · log(2α
−1d)
n
(2.69)
on the event A. Plugging Inequality (2.69) into Inequality (2.68) yields that In-
equality (2.65) holds on the same event. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
The conclusions of Theorem 2.2.2 now follow immediately. In particu-
lar, Inequality (2.12) follows from Lemma 2.4.2, Lemma 2.4.3 and Inequal-
ity (2.64) in Lemma 2.4.4, while Inequality (2.13) follows from Lemma 2.4.2
and Lemma 2.4.3 with T̂ ′ set to T̂ and Σ̂′ set to Σ̂, and Inequality (2.65) in
Lemma 2.4.4, which holds with probability at least 1 − 14α2. 
2.4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2.3
We let the arcsin function have the series expansion arcsin(x) =
∑∞
k=0 g(k)x
k for
|x| ≤ 1. The exact form of the g(k)’s for all k is not important; we only need
g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, all the g(k)’s are non-negative, and
∑∞
k=0 g(k) = pi/2. With the
arcsin function acting component-wise, and with Σ ◦k Σ denoting the Hadamard
product of k Σ’s, we have
T =
2
pi
arcsin(Σ) =
2
pi
∞∑
k=0
g(k)Σ ◦k Σ.
Because Σ is positive semidefinite, by the Schur product theorem, Σ ◦k Σ, and
thus g(k)Σ ◦k Σ, are positive semidefinite for all k ≥ 0. In addition, T is positive
semidefinite. Hence, by Weyl’s inequality and the triangle inequality,
2
pi
g(1)‖Σ‖2 ≤ ‖T‖2 ≤ 2
pi
∞∑
k=0
g(k)‖Σ ◦k Σ‖2. (2.70)
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The first half of Inequality (2.70) yields the first half of Inequality (2.15). Next,
note that, the Σ◦kΣ’s, in addition to being positive semidefinite, all have diagonal
elements identically equal to one. Then, by [34, Theorem 5.5.18], we have, for
all k ≥ 2, ‖Σ ◦k Σ‖2 = ‖(Σ ◦k−1 Σ) ◦ Σ‖2 ≤ ‖Σ‖2. Therefore, the second half of
Inequality (2.70) yields
‖T‖2 ≤ 2
pi
∞∑
k=0
g(k)‖Σ‖2 = ‖Σ‖2,
which is the second half of Inequality (2.15). 
2.4.4 Proof of Theorem 2.2.4
Because Σ belongs to the feasible region F , and Σ̂generic+ minimizes ‖Σ′ − Σ̂generic‖
over Σ′ ∈ F by (2.16), we conclude that
‖Σ̂generic+ − Σ̂generic‖ ≤ ‖Σ − Σ̂generic‖. (2.71)
Then, plugging Inequality (2.71) into the triangle inequality
‖Σ̂generic+ − Σ‖ ≤ ‖Σ̂generic+ − Σ̂generic‖ + ‖Σ̂generic − Σ‖
yields the conclusion of the theorem. 
2.4.5 Proof of Corollary 2.2.5
First, with the choice F = Sd+, we clearly have Σ ∈ F . Then, Inequality (2.17)
follows straightforwardly from Theorem 2.2.4. Next we consider the choice of
F as in (2.18). With argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.4.4,
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we conclude that there exists an event A with probability at least 1 − 14α2 such
that T̂ satisfies
‖T̂ − T‖∞ ≤
√
3
2
d−1/2 f (n, d, α) (2.72)
on the event A. For the rest of the proof we concentrate on the event A. By (2.4),
(2.5), (2.72) and the Lipschitz property of the sine function, we have
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖∞ ≤ pi2
√
3
2
d−1/2 f (n, d, α) = C3d−1/2 f (n, d, α), (2.73)
which further implies that Σ ∈ F . Then, Inequality (2.17) again follows
from Theorem 2.2.4. Finally, Inequality (2.19) follows because ‖Σ̂+ − Σ̂‖∞ ≤
C3d−1/2 f (n, d, α) by the choice (2.18) of F , Inequality (2.73), and the triangle in-
equality ‖Σ̂+ − Σ‖∞ ≤ ‖Σ̂+ − Σ̂‖∞ + ‖Σ̂ − Σ‖∞. 
2.5 Proof of Theorem 2.3.1
We first establish a proposition, which serves as the main ingredient for the
proof of Theorem 2.3.1. For brevity of presentation, we denote
E = Σ̂ − Σ.
Proposition 2.5.1. Assume that Θ∗ satisfies 0 < r < d and λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ. On the event
{2‖E‖2 < µ}, we have
r̂ = r, (2.74)
‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖2F ≤ 8r‖E‖22, (2.75)
|σ̂2 − σ2| ≤ ‖E‖2. (2.76)
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Proof. Let λ1(M) ≥ · · · ≥ λd(M) be the ordered eigenvalues of a generic symmetric
matrix M ∈ Rd×d. Note that
r̂ > r ⇐⇒ λ̂r+1 − λ̂d≥ µ, (2.77)
r̂ < r ⇐⇒ λ̂r − λ̂d < µ. (2.78)
We obtain, using Weyl’s inequality,
λ̂r+1 − λ̂d = λr+1(Σ + E) − λd(Σ + E) ≤ λr+1(Σ) + 2‖E‖2 − λd(Σ)
= 2‖E‖2, (2.79)
λ̂r − λ̂d = λr(Σ + E) − λd(Σ + E) ≥ λr(Σ) − 2‖E‖2 − λd(Σ)
= λr(Θ∗) − 2‖E‖2. (2.80)
Together, (2.77), (2.78), (2.79), (2.80) and the condition λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ lead to
{̂r , r} ⊆ {2‖E‖2 ≥ min (µ , λr(Θ∗) − µ)} ⊆ {2‖E‖2 ≥ µ} . (2.81)
A similar reasoning is used in the proof of [5, Theorem 2]. Consequently, Equa-
tion (2.74), i.e., r̂ = r, holds on the event {2‖E‖2 < µ}, and for the rest of the proof
we concentrate on this event. Then, we have
‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖F ≤
√
2r‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖2 =
√
2r
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
r∑
k=1
(̂λk − σ̂2)̂ukûTk − Θ∗
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
√
2r
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
d∑
k=1
λ̂kûkûTk −
d∑
k=r+1
λ̂kûkûTk −
r∑
k=1
σ̂2ûkûTk − Θ∗
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
√
2r
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Σ̂ − Σ + σ2Id −
r∑
k=1
σ̂2ûkûTk −
d∑
k=r+1
λ̂kûkûTk
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
√
2r
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥E +
d∑
k=1
(σ2 − λ˜k )̂ukûTk
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ √2r
[
‖E‖2 + max
1≤k≤d
|˜λk − σ2|
]
. (2.82)
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Here we have denoted
λ˜k =

σ̂2 if k ≤ r,
λ̂k if k ≥ r + 1.
We use Weyl’s inequality again to observe that
max
1≤k≤d
|˜λk − σ2| = max(|λr+1(̂Σ) − σ2|, . . . , |λd (̂Σ) − σ2|, |σ̂2 − σ2|)
= max
(
|λr+1(̂Σ) − λr+1(Σ)|, . . . , |λd (̂Σ) − λd(Σ)|
)
≤ ‖E‖2, (2.83)
which implies Inequality (2.76). Finally, Inequalities (2.82) and (2.83) together
imply Inequality (2.75). 
Note that the regularization parameter µ should both be large enough such
that the event {2‖E‖2 < µ} has high probability, and be small enough such that
the condition λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ is not too stringent. However, these requirements
cannot always be met at the same time, as we demonstrate next. For brevity, we
set f = f (n, d, α).
First, on the one hand, it is clear from Theorem 2.2.2 that we should choose,
for some absolute constants c1, c2 and α < 1/2,
µ ≈ c1
√
‖T‖2 f + c2 f 2, (2.84)
to guarantee that the event {2‖E‖2 < µ} has probability larger than 1 − 2α. (In
practice, we need a procedure that determines µ based on ‖T̂‖2 instead of ‖T‖2,
and at the same time guarantees the convergence rates in (2.75) and (2.76) in
terms of ‖T‖2. Theorem 2.3.1 describes such a procedure in detail, using the
results from Theorem 2.2.2.) On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2.3 and the con-
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dition λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ, the following string of inequalities
pi
2
‖T‖2 ≥ ‖Σ‖2 ≥ λmax(Θ∗) ≥ λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ (2.85)
hold. Now, if ‖T‖2  f 2, then µ  f 2 as well by (2.85), contradicting (2.84).
Therefore, the interesting case is (roughly) when Inequality (2.9) holds.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Let
µ¯′ = 2
{
C1max
[ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
]
+ (C1 +C2) f 2(n, d, α)
}
. (2.86)
Then, Theorem 2.2.2 guarantees that P{2‖E‖2 < µ < µ¯′} ≥ 1 − α − α2/4 > 1 − 2α
with the choices (2.23) and (2.86) of µ and µ¯′, and for the rest of the proof we con-
centrate on this event. Assume that Θ∗ satisfies 0 < r < d and λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ¯, and
n is large enough such that condition (2.9), which is in place for the reasons dis-
cussed in the remarks following Proposition 2.5.1, holds. Because condition (2.9)
also ensures that Equation (2.10) holds, we have µ¯′ = µ¯. Hence, the assumption
λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ¯ further implies that λr(Θ∗) ≥ 2µ¯′ > 2µ. Then, Proposition 2.5.1 states
that Equation (2.25) and Inequalities (2.75), (2.76) hold. Next, we can replace
‖E‖2 in Inequalities (2.75) and (2.76) by µ¯′/2 using the bound ‖E‖2 < µ¯′/2, and
further replace µ¯′ by µ¯. Inequality (2.27) and the second half of Inequality (2.26)
then follow. The first half of Inequality (2.26) follows because by (2.22), we have
‖Σ˜e − Σ‖2F = ‖Θ̂o − Θ∗o‖2F ≤ ‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖2F .
It remains to establish the last statement of the theorem. We let diag(Θ∗) be
the common value of the diagonal elements of Θ∗. We assume that diag(Θ∗) ≤
1 − √2rµ¯2 as in the statement of the theorem, and show that Σ˜e is positive
semidefinite. Inequality (2.26) implies that ‖Θ̂ − Θ∗‖∞ ≤
√
2rµ¯2. Thus, the values
of the diagonal elements of Θ̂ cannot exceed diag(Θ∗) +
√
2rµ¯2 ≤ 1. Hence, in
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this case, by (2.22), Σ˜e is obtained by adding to Θ̂ a diagonal matrix with non-
negative diagonal entries. Because Θ̂ is positive semidefinite by construction,
we conclude that Σ˜e is positive semidefinite as well. 
2.6 Proof of Theorem 2.3.2
2.6.1 Preliminaries
We let M ∈ Rd×d be an arbitrary matrix of rank r, with the (reduced) singular
value decomposition M = UΛVT . Here U,V ∈ Rd×r are, respectively, matrix
of the left and right orthonormal singular vectors of M corresponding to the
nonzero singular values that are the diagonal elements of Λ ∈ Rr×r. Following
the exposition in [14], the tangent space T (M) ⊂ Rd×d at M with respect to the
algebraic variety of matrices with rank at most r = rank(M), or the tangent space
T (M) for short, is given by
T (M) =
{
UXT + YVT |X,Y ∈ Rd×r
}
.
We denote the orthogonal complement of T (M) by T (M)⊥. In addition, we de-
note the projector onto the tangent space T (M) by PT (M), and the projector onto
T (M)⊥ by PT (M)⊥ . Then, for an arbitrary matrix N ∈ Rd×d, the explicit forms of
PT (M) and PT (M)⊥ are given by
PT (M)(N) = UUTN + NVVT − UUTNVVT ,
PT (M)⊥(N) = (Id − UUT )N(Id − VVT )
respectively. One basic fact involving the projectors PT (M) and PT (M)⊥ is
‖PT (M)(N)‖2 ≤ 2‖N‖2 and ‖PT (M)⊥(N)‖2 ≤ ‖N‖2.
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We denote the set of d × d diagonal matrices by Ω. We let the projector onto Ω
be denoted by PΩ. Recall that ◦ denotes the Hadamard product. Then, for an
arbitrary matrix N ∈ Rd×d, the explicit form of PΩ is given by
PΩ(N) = Id ◦ N.
We also prove a simple lemma.
Lemma 2.6.1. Let A, B,C ∈ Rd×d be arbitrary matrices. Then,
‖ACB‖∞ ≤
√
‖AAT ‖∞‖BTB‖∞‖C‖2.
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.1. 
2.6.2 Recovery bound with primal-dual certificate
We let Θ¯,Q ∈ Rd×d but otherwise be arbitrary at this stage. Eventually we will
set Θ¯ to be some low-rank approximation to Θ∗, and set Q to be a primal-dual
certificate [76], or certificate for short, in the sense defined in Equation (2.98)
below. For notational brevity, we denote
T¯ = T (Θ¯) and T¯⊥ = T (Θ¯)⊥
for the tangent space T (Θ¯) and its orthogonal complement T (Θ¯)⊥ respectively.
We now state two lemmas toward the general recovery bound for the refined
estimator Σ˜ in terms of Θ¯ and the (soon-to-be) certificate Q.
Lemma 2.6.2. We have
1
2
‖Θ˜o − Θ∗o‖2F +
1
2
‖Θ˜o − Qo‖2F +
〈
−Qo + Θ¯o − Θ∗o + Θ˜o, Θ¯o − Θ˜o
〉
(2.87)
=
1
2
‖Θ¯o − Θ∗o‖2F +
1
2
‖Θ¯o − Qo‖2F .
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Proof. The identity follows from straightforward algebra, and can also be ob-
tained from the proof for [76, Theorem 3.2]. 
We define, for any constant c ≥ 1,
Gc = {Φ ∈ Rd×d : Φ ∈ µ∂‖Θ¯‖∗ and ‖PT¯⊥Φ‖2 ≤ µ/c}. (2.88)
Here ∂‖A‖∗ denotes the subdifferential with respect to the nuclear norm at the
matrix A; we refer to [70] for its explicit form. Note that Gc is a subset of the
subdifferential µ∂‖Θ¯‖∗, and coincides with the latter when c = 1.
Lemma 2.6.3. Assume that
−Qo + Θ¯o − Θ∗o + Σ̂o ∈ Gc. (2.89)
Then,
〈
−Qo + Θ¯o − Θ∗o + Θ˜o, Θ¯o − Θ˜o
〉
≥ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗. (2.90)
Proof. We follow the proof of [76, Proposition 3.2]. Let Ψ,Ξ ∈ Rd×d satisfy Ψ ∈
µ∂‖Θ˜‖∗, Ξo ∈ µ∂‖Θ¯‖∗ but otherwise be arbitrary at this stage. By the definition of
subgradient, we have
〈
Ξo, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥ µ‖Θ¯‖∗ − µ‖Θ˜‖∗ ≥
〈
Ψ, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
. (2.91)
Now we impose on Ξ the stronger condition that Ξo ∈ Gc. Then, the first half of
Inequality (2.91) can be strengthened by [35, Lemma 6] to
〈
Ξo, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗ + µ‖Θ¯‖∗ − µ‖Θ˜‖∗. (2.92)
Next, combining Inequality (2.92) and the second half of Inequality (2.91) yields
〈
Ξo, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥
〈
Ψ, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
+ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗. (2.93)
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Let L(Θ) = 12‖Θo− Σ̂o‖2F denote the loss function in the convex program (2.33) and
∇L(Θ) = Θo − Σ̂o denote its gradient. Then, adding
〈
∇L(Θ˜), Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
to both sides
of Inequality (2.93) yields〈
Ξo + ∇L(Θ˜), Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥
〈
Ψ + ∇L(Θ˜), Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
+ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗. (2.94)
We now fix our choices of Ψ and Ξ. First, by the optimality of Θ˜ for the
convex program (2.33), we have 0 ∈ ∇L(Θ˜) + µ∂‖Θ˜‖∗. Hence, we can fix Ψ ∈
µ∂‖Θ˜‖∗ such that
∇L(Θ˜) + Ψ = 0. (2.95)
Then, plugging Equation (2.95) into Inequality (2.94) yields〈
Ξo + ∇L(Θ˜), Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗. (2.96)
Next, we set Ξ = −Q + Θ¯ − Θ∗ + Σ̂, so Ξo ∈ Gc by assumption. We also use
∇L(Θ˜) = Θ˜o − Σ̂o. Then, Inequality (2.96) becomes〈
−Qo + Θ¯o − Θ∗o + Θ˜o, Θ¯ − Θ˜
〉
≥ (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗. (2.97)
Finally, observe that, for arbitrary commensurate matrices A and B, we have
〈Ao, B〉 = tr(ATo B) = tr(ATo Bo) = 〈Ao, Bo〉. Hence, we are free to replace the term
Θ¯ − Θ˜ in the angle bracket on the left hand side of Inequality (2.97) by Θ¯o − Θ˜o.
The corollary then follows. 
We are now ready to derive the general recovery bound for the refined esti-
mator Σ˜ in terms of Θ¯ and the certificate Q. We denote E = Σ̂−Σ again, and note
that Eo = E.
Theorem 2.6.4. If
−Qo + Θ¯o + E ∈ Gc, (2.98)
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then
1
2
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F + (1 − 1/c)µ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗ ≤
1
2
‖Θ¯o − Θ∗o‖2F +
1
2
‖Θ¯o − Qo‖2F . (2.99)
Proof. We start from Lemma 2.6.2. By the construction of Σ˜ as in (2.32), the
off-diagonal elements of Θ˜ and Σ˜ agree, i.e., Θ˜o = Σ˜o. In addition, Θ∗o = Σo.
Hence, Θ˜o − Θ∗o = Σ˜o − Σo = Σ˜ − Σ. Thus, after discarding the term 12‖Θ˜o − Qo‖2,
Equation (2.87) becomes
1
2
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F +
〈
−Qo + Θ¯o − Θ∗o + Θ˜o, Θ¯o − Θ˜o
〉
≤ 1
2
‖Θ¯o − Θ∗o‖2F +
1
2
‖Θ¯o − Qo‖2F . (2.100)
Next we invoke Lemma 2.6.3. Because −Θ∗o + Σ̂o = −Σo + Σ̂o = Eo = E, con-
dition (2.98) translates into condition (2.89), and hence Inequality (2.90) holds.
Finally, plugging Inequality (2.90) into Inequality (2.100) yields the theorem. 
2.6.3 Certificate construction
From Theorem 2.6.4, it is clear that the recovery bounds on ‖Σ˜−Σ‖2F and ‖PT¯⊥Θ˜‖∗
depend crucially on an appropriate certificate Q such that ‖Qo − Θ¯o‖2F can be
tightly bounded. This section is dedicated to the construction of such a certifi-
cate.
Recall that Θ¯ ∈ Rd×d, which is intended to be some low-rank approxima-
tion to Θ∗, has been left unspecified so far. Now we restrict Θ¯ to be a positive
semidefinite matrix of rank r, with the eigen-decomposition
Θ¯ = U¯Λ¯U¯T . (2.101)
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Here U¯ ∈ Rd×r is the matrix of the orthonormal eigenvectors of Θ¯ corresponding
to the positive eigenvalues that are the diagonal elements of Λ¯ ∈ Rr×r. Recall
from Section 2.6.2 that T¯ denotes the tangent space T (Θ¯), and T¯⊥ denotes its or-
thogonal complement T (Θ¯)⊥. Then, with our specific choice of Θ¯, the projectors
PT¯ and PT¯⊥ are given by
PT¯ (N) = U¯U¯TN + NU¯U¯T − U¯U¯TNU¯U¯T , (2.102a)
PT¯⊥(N) = (Id − U¯U¯T )N(Id − U¯U¯T ) (2.102b)
for arbitrary N ∈ Rd×d. For notational brevity, from now on we will omit the
parentheses surrounding the argument when applying the projectors. Again
with our specific choice of Θ¯, we can give a more explicit characterization of Gc,
defined earlier in (2.88), as
Gc = {Φ ∈ Rd×d : PT¯Φ = µU¯U¯T and ‖PT¯⊥Φ‖2 ≤ µ/c}. (2.103)
We also define
γ = ‖U¯U¯T ‖∞ = max
1≤i≤d
[U¯U¯T ]ii ≤ 1. (2.104)
The second equality in (2.104) is due to the fact that U¯U¯T is positive semidefinite,
while the inequality follows since U¯ is a matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors.
Next, we obtain some technical results stating that, under certain condi-
tions, the operators PT¯ and PΩPT¯ are contractions under certain matrix norms
(Lemma 2.6.5), and the operator Id−PT¯PΩ, with Id the identity operator in Rd×d,
is invertible (Lemma 2.6.6). These results essentially follow from [35] (e.g., their
Lemma 4, Lemma 8 and Lemma 10), but we offer tighter bounds specialized to
our study.
Lemma 2.6.5. For any diagonal matrix D ∈ Rd×d, we have
‖PT¯D‖∞ ≤ 3γ‖D‖∞. (2.105)
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For any matrix M ∈ Rd×d, we have
‖PT¯M‖∞ ≤ 2√γ‖M‖2 (2.106)
and
‖PΩPT¯M‖1 ≤ 3γ‖M‖1. (2.107)
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.1. 
Lemma 2.6.6. Assume that γ < 1/3. Then, the operator Id − PT¯PΩ : Rd×d → Rd×d
is a bijection and hence is invertible. Moreover, Id − PT¯PΩ satisfies, for any matrix
M ∈ Rd×d,
‖(Id − PT¯PΩ)−1M‖∞ ≤ 11 − 3γ‖M‖∞. (2.108)
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.1. 
We demonstrate in Theorem 2.6.7 that, under appropriate conditions, we can
solve for Qo − Θ¯o in an equation of the form (2.98), such that Q − Θ¯ has low rank
and ‖Q−Θ¯‖2 is small, which further implies that ‖Qo−Θ¯o‖2F is tightly bounded, as
is desired. The techniques we use are based on the proofs of [13, Proposition 5.2]
and [35, Theorem 5].
Theorem 2.6.7. Assume that Θ¯ is positive semidefinite and has the eigen-
decomposition (2.101). Let T¯ = T (Θ¯). Let Gc and γ be defined as in (2.103) and (2.104)
respectively. Suppose that γ satisfies
γ <
1
c + 3
. (2.109)
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Let A be the event on which
µ ≥
(
1
c
− γ
1 − 3γ
)−1 ( 2√γ
1 − 3γ + 1
)
‖E‖2 (2.110)
holds. Then, on the event A, there exists some Φ ∈ T¯ such that
−Φo + E ∈ Gc, (2.111)
and
‖Φ‖2 ≤
(
2
c
+ 1
)
µ. (2.112)
Remark: Note that Inequality (2.109) ensures that the multiplicative factor(
1
c
− γ
1 − 3γ
)−1
in Inequality (2.110) is positive.
Proof of Theorem 2.6.7. We focus on the event A. Note that assumption (2.109)
entails that γ < 1/4 since c ≥ 1. As a result, we can apply Lemma 2.6.6 to
conclude that Id − PT¯PΩ is invertible, and that Inequality (2.108) holds. Then,
we can set
Φ = (Id − PT¯PΩ)−1
(
PT¯E − µU¯U¯T
)
. (2.113)
We show that Φ has all the desired properties.
First, we apply the operator Id−PT¯PΩ on both sides of Equation (2.113), and
obtain
Φ = PT¯PΩΦ + PT¯E − µU¯U¯T , (2.114)
from which it is clear that Φ ∈ T¯ .
Relationship (2.111) is equivalent to
−(Φ − PΩΦ) + E ∈ Gc, (2.115)
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which is further equivalent to the following two conditions by the characteriza-
tion (2.103) of Gc. The first condition is obtained by applying the operator PT¯
and the second one is obtained by applying the operator PT¯⊥ on both sides of
(2.115):
−(Id − PT¯PΩ)Φ + PT¯E = µU¯U¯T , (2.116a)
‖PT¯⊥(Φ − PΩΦ − E)‖2 ≤ µ/c. (2.116b)
Equation (2.116a) is equivalent to Equation (2.114), and hence is satisfied.
Next, we check that Inequality (2.116b) holds. By Equation (2.113), Inequali-
ties (2.108) and (2.106), we have
‖Φ‖∞ ≤ 11 − 3γ‖PT¯E − µU¯U¯
T ‖∞ ≤ 11 − 3γ
(
‖PT¯E‖∞ + ‖µU¯U¯T ‖∞
)
≤ 1
1 − 3γ
(
2
√
γ‖E‖2 + γµ) . (2.117)
Using Inequality (2.117) and ‖PT¯⊥PΩΦ‖2 ≤ ‖PΩΦ‖2 = ‖PΩΦ‖∞ ≤ ‖Φ‖∞, we have
‖PT¯⊥(Φ − PΩΦ − E)‖2 ≤ ‖PT¯⊥Φ‖2 + ‖PT¯⊥PΩΦ‖2 + ‖PT¯⊥E‖2
≤ 0 + ‖Φ‖∞ + ‖E‖2 ≤
(
2
√
γ
1 − 3γ + 1
)
‖E‖2 + γ1 − 3γµ. (2.118)
Then, it is easy to see that Inequality (2.118), assumptions (2.109) and (2.110)
together imply Inequality (2.116b). Hence, we have verified (2.111).
Finally, starting from Equation (2.114), we have
‖Φ‖2 ≤ ‖PT¯PΩΦ‖2 + ‖PT¯E‖2 + ‖µU¯U¯T ‖2 ≤ 2‖Φ‖∞ + 2‖E‖2 + µ‖U¯U¯T ‖2
≤ 2
1 − 3γ
(
2
√
γ‖E‖2 + γµ) + 2‖E‖2 + µ = 2 ( 2√γ1 − 3γ + 1
)
‖E‖2 +
(
2γ
1 − 3γ + 1
)
µ
≤ 2
(
1
c
− γ
1 − 3γ
)
µ +
(
2γ
1 − 3γ + 1
)
µ =
(
2
c
+ 1
)
µ.
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Here, the second inequality follows from the fact that ‖PT¯PΩΦ‖2 ≤ 2‖PΩΦ‖2 ≤
2‖Φ‖∞, the third inequality follows from Inequality (2.117), and the fourth in-
equality follows by assumption (2.110). Hence, Inequality (2.112) is estab-
lished. 
2.6.4 Recovery bound for the refined estimator Σ˜
In this section, we state in Corollary 2.6.8 the main recovery bound that will lead
to the oracle inequality for the refined estimator Σ˜. We recall U∗r , γr and Θ∗r as
introduced in Equations (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30).
Corollary 2.6.8. Let r be such that 0 ≤ r ≤ r∗ and
γr <
1
c + 3
. (2.119)
Let A be the event on which the regularization parameter µ satisfies
µ ≥
(
1
c
− γr
1 − 3γr
)−1 ( 2√γr
1 − 3γr + 1
)
‖E‖2. (2.120)
(Note that Inequalities (2.119) and (2.120) are just Inequalities (2.109) and (2.110) with
the substitution of γ by γr.) Then, on the event A we have
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F + (2 − 2/c)µ‖PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜‖∗ ≤
∑
j:r< j≤r∗
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 2(1 + 2/c)2rµ2. (2.121)
Remark: We can now see that the choice c = 1 in Gc is sufficient for proving a
bound on ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F . With this choice of c, Inequality (2.119) states that U∗r , the
truncated matrix of the orthonormal eigenvectors of Θ∗ corresponding to the r
largest eigenvalues, should satisfy the mild condition ‖U∗rU∗Tr ‖∞ < 1/4. On the
other hand, the choice c > 1 leads to a bound on ‖PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖1 as we will see in
Appendix A.2.
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Proof. We start with the general recovery bound, Theorem 2.6.4. In the context
of Theorem 2.6.4, Θ¯ and Q should satisfy relationship (2.98) but are otherwise
completely arbitrary.
We now set Θ¯ = Θ∗r , so Θ¯ is positive semidefinite. We also concentrate on
the event A. Then, by assumptions (2.119) and (2.120), Inequalities (2.109) and
(2.110) hold with the substitution of γ by γr. Hence, Theorem 2.6.7 applies. We
let Φ be constructed according to Theorem 2.6.7 for the chosen Θ¯ = Θ∗r , so that
Φ ∈ T¯ = T (Θ∗r), −Φo + E ∈ Gc, and ‖Φ‖2 ≤ (1 + 2/c)µ. We set Q = Θ¯ + Φ so
Q− Θ¯ = Φ. Then, relationship (2.98) is satisfied, and Theorem 2.6.4 further states
that Inequality (2.99) holds. We proceed to bound the two terms on the right
hand side of Inequality (2.99) separately.
First, we consider the term ‖Θ¯o−Θ∗o‖2F . Here and below, for brevity, we some-
times abbreviate the summation range j : r < j ≤ r∗ by j > r. We have
‖Θ¯o − Θ∗o‖2F ≤ ‖Θ¯ − Θ∗‖2F = ‖Θ∗r − Θ∗‖2F =
∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗).
Next, we consider the term ‖Θ¯o − Qo‖2F . Using the fact that Φ ∈ T (Θ∗r) and so
rank(Φ) ≤ 2r, and ‖Φ‖2 ≤ (1 + 2/c)µ, we have
‖Θ¯o − Qo‖2F = ‖Φo‖2F ≤ ‖Φ‖2F ≤ 2r‖Φ‖22 ≤ 2(1 + 2/c)2rµ2.
Combining both displays, we conclude that Inequality (2.121) holds. 
The bound on ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖F obtained in Corollary 2.6.8 can be further refined
by optimizing the balance between the approximation error and the estimation
error. We can also fix our choice of the regularization parameter µ according
to Inequality (2.120). These considerations finally lead to our proof of Theo-
rem 2.3.2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. We fix c = 2, and γ′ = 1/9. Then, Inequality (2.119) holds
with the substitution of γr by γ′. Let A be the event
A′ =

(
1
c
− γ
′
1 − 3γ′
)−1 ( 2√γ′
1 − 3γ′ + 1
)
‖E‖2 ≤ µ
 . (2.122)
That is, A′ is the event on which Inequality (2.120) with the substitution of γr by
γ′ holds. Note that the multiplicative factor in front of ‖E‖2 on the right hand
side of (2.122) exactly equalsC = 6 with our choices of c and γ′, and hence A′ = A
for the event A introduced in (2.36).
We concentrate on the event A. We let R be chosen according to (2.35), so
in particular γR ≤ 1/9 = γ′. Because γr is non-decreasing in r, and Inequali-
ties (2.119) and (2.120) hold with the substitution of γr by γ′, it is straightfor-
ward to conclude that Inequalities (2.119) and (2.120) hold in terms of γr for all
0 ≤ r ≤ R. Hence, by Corollary 2.6.8, Inequality (2.121) holds for all 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
Then, after discarding the term (2 − 2/c)µ‖PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜‖∗ on the left hand side of
Inequality (2.121), we obtain, for all 0 ≤ r ≤ R, that
‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F ≤
∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 2(1 + 2/c)2rµ2 ≤
∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 8rµ2. (2.123)
Here the second inequality in (2.123) follows because c = 2. Then, (2.37) follows
by taking the minimum of Inequality (2.123) over 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
Now, we let A′′ be the event
A′′ =

(
1
c
− γ
′
1 − 3γ′
)−1 ( 2√γ′
1 − 3γ′ + 1
)
‖E‖2 ≤ µ ≤ µ¯
 .
That is, A′′ is the intersection of the event A and the event on which µ ≤ µ¯ holds.
Then, on the event A′′, Inequality (2.40) follows from Inequality (2.40) and the
bound µ ≤ µ¯. Finally, by Theorem 2.2.2 and our choices (2.38) and (2.39) of µ and
µ¯, we conclude that P(A) ≥ 1 − α − α2/4 > 1 − 2α. 
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CHAPTER 3
SEMIPARAMETRIC GAUSSIAN COPULA CLASSIFICATION
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Background
This chapter studies the binary classification of semiparametric Gaussian cop-
ulas in high dimensions. We first briefly review the general classification set-
ting. We assume throughout that the random vector (X,Y) ∈ Rd × {0, 1}, with
X = (X1, . . . , Xd)T , unless otherwise specified. The goal of classification is to de-
termine the value of the unobserved Y based on an observed realization of X.
The optimal decision rule, namely the Bayes rule δ∗ : Rd → {0, 1}, predicts Y = 1
if and only if the logarithm of the ratio of densities of (X|Y = 0) to (X|Y = 1),
log( f 1/ f 0) : Rd → R, at X satisfies
log( f 1/ f 0)(X) = log
f 1(X)
f 0(X)
≥ 0,
or equivalently if and only if η(X) ≥ 1/2. Here f y : Rd → R is the multivariate
density for the random vector (X|Y = y), and η : Rd → [0, 1] defined as η(x) =
P(Y = 1|X = x) is the regression function. For simplicity here and throughout the
chapter we assume that P(Y = 0) = P(Y = 1) = 1/2, and R denotes the extended
real number line.
In practice, the Bayes rule is unavailable to us. Instead, we have at our dis-
posal a training set
{
(Xi,Y i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
such that each (Xi,Y i) is an independent
copy of (X,Y). From the training set, we wish to construct an efficient empirical
decision rule δ̂n : Rd → {0, 1}. In this chapter our construction of δ̂n will be based
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on an estimator ̂log( f 0/ f 1) of log( f 0/ f 1) such that the rule δ̂n predicts 1 at X if and
only if ̂log( f 0/ f 1)(X) ≥ 0.
One of the most popular classification methods is linear discriminant anal-
ysis (LDA). Here we first consider this method in Gaussian distribution clas-
sification. Suppose the random vector (X,Y) satisfies (X|Y = 0) ∼ N(µ0,Σ) and
(X|Y = 1) ∼ N(µ1,Σ), for the mean vectors µ0, µ1 ∈ Rd and the common covariance
matrix Σ ∈ Rd×d. In this case, the Bayes LDA rule predicts Y = 1 if and only if
(X − µ)TΩµd ≥ 0; here µ = (µ0 + µ1)/2, µd = µ1 − µ0, and Ω is the precision matrix,
i.e., Ω = Σ−1. Then, in the traditional fixed d setting, the classical empirical LDA
rule, or Fisher’s rule, makes prediction by replacing µ0, µ1 and Ω in the Bayes
rule with their empirical versions µ̂0, µ̂1 and (̂Σ)−1 respectively, and this rule has
been well studied [53].
In the high dimensional setting when d & n, it is well known that the classi-
cal empirical LDA rule often performs poorly without additional assumptions
[3, 63]. Considerable progress has been made toward devising efficient em-
pirical LDA rules in the high dimensional setting, typically by exploiting the
potential sparsity in the problem, typically by assuming that Ωµd ∈ Rd is sparse
[7, 16, 23, 40, 50, 63]. In an orthogonal research direction, the traditional LDA
under the Gaussian setting has been extended to tackle non-Gaussian distribu-
tions in the semiparametric LDA (SeLDA) model [43]. More recently, the two
aforementioned directions have been combined to further extend the LDA to
classify non-Gaussian distributions in high dimensions by exploiting sparsity
in the SeLDA model [31, 51].
Because the framework of SeLDA is closely related to our study in this chap-
ter, we will describe it in some details. As in [43], the SeLDA model assumes
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that there exists a d-variate transformation function α = (α1, . . . , αd)T : Rd → Rd
that is strictly increasing (i.e., each univariate component αi : R → R, for
i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, is a strictly increasing function), such that (α(X)|Y = 0) ∼ N(µ0,Σ)
and (α(X)|Y = 1) ∼ N(µ1,Σ) for some mean vectors µ0, µ1 ∈ Rd and the com-
mon covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rd×d. Here we use the convention that, for a vector
x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈ Rd, α(x) = (α1(x1), . . . , αd(xd))T . Then, as a natural general-
ization of the Bayes LDA rule under the traditional Gaussian setting, the Bayes
rule under the SeLDA model predicts Y = 1 if and only if (α(X) − µ)T Ωµd ≥ 0,
with the same definitions for µ, µd and Ω as described earlier. Then, an effi-
cient empirical decision rule under the SeLDA model is derived by replacing
the unknown quantities in the Bayes rule, namely α, µ and Ωµd, by their accu-
rate estimates. We emphasize that, under the SeLDA model, the transformation
function α is required to be the same independent of the value of Y , because
when classifying a new observation we have no prior knowledge of the value
of Y (which is what we would like to predict in a classification problem).
Because under the SeLDA model, (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) have the same
Gaussian copula, SeLDA can also be regarded as an special instance of the semi-
parametric Gaussian copula classification problem, or simply the Gaussian copula
classification problem, which we define as classifying two distributions whose
dependence structures are described by the same Gaussian copula but whose
marginals are not explicitly specified.
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3.1.2 Limitation of the existing method
Even though the SeLDA model is an instance of the Gaussian copula classifica-
tion problem, it is in fact applicable only to a quite restrictive collection of dis-
tributions on (X,Y) such that (X|Y = y), y ∈ {0, 1} have the same Gaussian copula.
The assumption of SeLDA that the transformation function α must be the same
independent of the class y ∈ {0, 1} already implies that some restriction must ex-
ist between the marginals of (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1). Here we show that the im-
plied restriction is quite strong, perhaps even unnatural. For simplicity, we as-
sume here that d = 1. Then, the assumption of the SeLDA model states that there
exists a strictly increasing univariate function α such that (α(X)|Y = y) ∼ N(µy, σ2)
for y ∈ {0, 1}, which implies that (α(X) − µy|Y = y) ∼ N(0, σ2) for y ∈ {0, 1}. Hence,
recalling that α is strictly increasing, we derive the following relationship be-
tween the distributions of (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1): for an arbitrary t ∈ R, we
have
P(X ≤ t|Y = 0) = P(α(X) ≤ α(t)|Y = 0) = P (α(X) − µ0 ≤ α(t) − µ0|Y = 0)
= P (α(X) − µ1 ≤ α(t) − µ0|Y = 1) = P (α(X) − µ1 + µ0 ≤ α(t)|Y = 1)
= P(α−1(α(X) − µ1 + µ0) ≤ t|Y = 1). (3.1)
Hence, SeLDA imposes a rather bizarre requirement that (X|Y = 0) and
(α−1(α(X) − µ1 + µ0)|Y = 1) must have the same distribution. This requirement
would become more interpretable if the function α satisfies α−1(α(t) − µ1 + µ0) =
t−µ1+µ0 for all t ∈ R, which would imply that the random variables (X|Y = 0) and
(X|Y = 1) are a constant shift µ1 − µ0 from each other. However, this is typically
not the case unless α is the identity function, but then we simply revert back
to the traditional case of classifying two Gaussian distributions with the same
variance. To put it somewhat differently, as one example of the strong restric-
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tion it places on the distribution of (X,Y), SeLDA typically cannot accommodate
the very natural scenario where (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) are a constant shift from
each other, unless (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) are already normally distributed.
We illustrate the limitation of SeLDA by a concrete example. We let (X|Y = 0)
be a Gaussian mixture with two components of equal weights, with the first
component distributed as N(−1, 12), and the second component distributed as
N(1, 42). Then, we let (X|Y = 1) d= (X|Y = 0) + 4, that is, the distribution of
(X|Y = 1) is simply the distribution of (X|Y = 0) shifted to the right by four
units. We can deduce the distribution function of (X|Y = 1) simply by shifting
the distribution function of (X|Y = 0). If the assumption of SeLDA is met, we
can in addition deduce the distribution function of (X|Y = 1) by invoking the
relationship (3.1). However, as Figure 3.1 shows, the same distribution function
calculated through the two different methods are clearly different, indicating
that the assumption of SeLDA is not fulfilled in this case.
3.1.3 Proposed research
In this chapter, we study the classification of two random vectors (X|Y =
0), (X|Y = 1) ∈ Rd that have the same Gaussian copula but that are otherwise
completely arbitrary (except for certain regularity conditions) — in short, we
allow each class y ∈ {0, 1} to have their own transformation function αy — and
develop a genuine and efficient Gaussian copula classification method in high
dimensions. We will make the blanket assumption that (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1)
have continuous marginals, and the Gaussian copula characterizing (X|Y = 0)
and (X|Y = 1) has copula correlation matrix Σ.
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Figure 3.1: A concrete example where the assumption of SeLDA is not ful-
filled. Here the distributions of (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) are
described in the main text. In this figure, the blue curve repre-
sents the distribution function of (X|Y = 0), the red curve repre-
sents the distribution function of (X|Y = 1) obtained by simply
shifting the distribution function of (X|Y = 0), and the dashed
green curve represents the distribution function of (X|Y = 1)
obtained by invoking the relationship (3.1). If the assumption
of SeLDA were met, the red curve and the dashed green curve
should agree; that they do not agree implies that the assump-
tion of SeLDA is not fulfilled.
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As the starting point of our study, and also to describe our general strategy,
we derive in this section the explicit from of the log density ratio log( f 0/ f 1),
which directly translates into an explicit Bayes rule for the Gaussian copula
classification problem. For the rest of the chapter, we will construct a precise
estimator of this ratio to establish an efficient corresponding empirical rule.
In the following we let i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, y ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ R and x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈
Rd. Throughout the chapter, we let Fi|y and fi|y be, respectively, the conditional
marginal distribution function and the conditional marginal density function of
the ith coordinate for class y, and let Fi =
(
Fi|0 + Fi|1
)
/2 and fi =
(
fi|0 + fi|1
)
/2
be, respectively, the marginal distribution function and the marginal density
function of the ith coordinate (when P(Y = 0) = P(Y = 1) = 1/2 as we are
assuming). We let Φ be the distribution function and Φ−1 the quantile function
of N(0, 1). We let the function αi|y : R→ R be
αi|y(t) = Φ−1(Fi|y(t)), (3.2)
and we let the function αy : Rd → Rd be
αy(x) =
(
α1|y(x1), . . . , αd|y(xd)
)T
. (3.3)
Then, we let the function ∆α = (∆α1, · · · ,∆αd)T : Rd → Rd be
∆α(x) = α0(x) − α1(x) = (α1|0(x1) − α1|1(x1), . . . , αd|0(xd) − αd|1(xd))T
= (∆α1(x1), · · · ,∆αd(xd))T , (3.4)
and the function ∆ log f = (∆ log f1, . . . ,∆ log fd)T : Rd → Rd be
∆ log f (x) =
(
log f1|0(x1) − log f1|1(x1), · · · , log fd|0(xd) − log fd|1(xd))T
= (∆ log f1(x1), · · · ,∆ log fd(xd))T . (3.5)
We state in Theorem 3.1.1 the explicit from of the log density ratio log( f 0/ f 1).
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Theorem 3.1.1. For all x ∈ R, we have
log( f 0/ f 1)(x) = −1
2
(α0(x) + α1(x))T (Ω − Id) (α0(x) − α1(x)) +
d∑
i=1
log
fi|0(xi)
fi|1(xi)
= −1
2
(α0(x) + α1(x))Tβ∗(x) +
d∑
i=1
∆ log fi(xi). (3.6)
Here, Id denotes the d×d identity matrix, and for brevity (and analogous to the notation
of [7]), we define the function β∗ = (β∗1, . . . , β
∗
d)
T = (Ω− Id)∆α : Rd → Rd as, for x ∈ Rd,
β∗(x) = (β∗1(x), . . . , β
∗
d(x))
T = (Ω − Id)∆α(x). (3.7)
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. The proof can be found in Section 3.6.1. 
It is clear from Equation (3.6) in Theorem 3.1.1 that the log density ratio
log( f 0/ f 1) at x is decomposed as the sum of the term
[
(α0 + α1)Tβ∗
]
(x), (3.8)
which we refer to as the copula part, and the term
d∑
i=1
∆ log fi(xi), (3.9)
which we refer to as the naive Bayes part. Note that the copula part and the
naive Bayes part are thus named because the former arises from the particular
multivariate dependence structure described by the Gaussian copula, while the
latter would arise even in the case of the classification of two multivariate dis-
tributions each with independent individual coordinates. The estimation of the
copula part and the naive Bayes part will involve different techniques. Thus we
will derive their estimators separately; in particular, we will derive the devia-
tion properties of these estimator.
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The estimators of the copula part and the naive Bayes part combined yield
our semiparametric estimator ̂log( f 0/ f 1) of the log density ratio log( f 0/ f 1),
which directly translates into our empirical decision rule δ̂n. By the aforemen-
tioned deviation properties, we can straightforwardly calculate the main result
of our chapter, a bound on the excess risk
P(̂δn(X) , Y) − P(δ∗(X) , Y) (3.10)
associated with the empirical decision rule δ̂n. In words, the excess risk, which
is a canonical benchmark for evaluating the efficiency of a decision rule, is the
probability of misclassification associated with the empirical rule δ̂n in excess of
that associated with the optimal Bayes rule δ∗. Moreover, by the same reason, we
can easily incorporate in the excess risk calculation the margin assumption (i.e.,
“low noise” condition) to take advantage of the potential low noise condition
in the problem, which allows us to achieve faster convergence rate of the excess
risk than is possible in the existing literature on Gaussian copula classification.
We will allow the dimension d and certain other parameters (to be specified
in more details throughout the chapter) to grow with the sample size n. To avoid
error accumulation in high dimensions, throughout our studies, we will present
explicit procedures that take advantage of the potential sparsity present in the
problem, in particular the joint sparsity of ∆α and Ω− Id for the copula part, and
the sparsity of ∆ log f in the naive Bayes part.
To demonstrate the efficiency of our empirical decision rule δ̂n, we calculate
the particular bound on excess risk that we achieve in the simple case of classi-
fying two Gaussian distributions with common covariance, and show that our
empirical decision rule nearly achieves the rate of n−1/2 (with dimension d, spar-
sity indices, etc., all fixed). Of course, this simple case is more specifically and
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efficiently tackled by several well-developed high-dimensional LDA methods.
Our aim here is not to compete with these methods, but only to demonstrate the
convergence rate, in particular with respect to n, of our method in this case. This
demonstration shows that we do not lose much performance by applying our
semiparametric classification method even when the underlying distributions are
truly Gaussian. Therefore potentially our semiparametric classification method
provides an attractive alternative to the classical classification method based on
parametric assumptions when we have no knowledge regarding the underlying
distributions.
3.1.4 Outline of the chapter
To facilitate presentation, we collect in Section 3.2 the major ingredients of our
chapter. First, Section 3.2.1 describes the types of sparsity that we exploit in our
Gaussian copula classification framework. Then, Section 3.2.2 describes the esti-
mation procedure for the copula part and Section 3.2.3 describes the estimation
procedure for the naive Bayes part. Then, Section 3.2.4 describes the feature of
the resultant empirical decision rule δ̂n, and presents the aforementioned main
result of the chapter, a bound on the excess risk associated with the rule δ̂n, in
Theorem 3.2.12. Section 3.2.5 presents the particular bound on excess risk we
achieve when classifying two Gaussian distributions with common covariance.
More detailed, “step-by-step” studies of the estimation of the copula part and
the naive Bayes part are deferred to Sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
For brevity of presentation, we defer the detailed proofs for Sections 3.1, 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4 to Sections 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 respectively.
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3.1.5 Conventions and notations
For brevity of presentation, we assume that we have n independent copies Xy, j =
(Xy, j1 , . . . , X
y, j
d )
T ∈ Rd, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, of (X|Y = y) for each class y ∈ {0, 1}. We can
easily accommodate unequal sample sizes for the two classes.
For any vector v, we will use [v]k to denote its kth element, and for any matrix
A, we will use [A]k` to denote the k, `th element of A, and [A]k· to denote the kth
row of A. For matrices, we let ‖ · ‖q denote the induced q-matrix norm, i.e.,
‖A‖q = sup‖v‖`q=1 ‖Av‖`q (in particular, ‖A‖∞ is the maximum row sum of the matrix
A), and let ‖A‖max = maxi, j |[A]i, j|. We let λmax(·) denote the largest eigenvalue of
the argument. Typically, we let t ∈ R , and x ∈ Rd. We let Id denote the d × d
identity matrix.
We let Z denote a standard normal random variable. As stated earlier, Φ
and Φ−1 denote the distribution function and the quantile function of Z. We let
φ denote the probability density functions of Z, and let Φµ and Φ−1µ denote the
distribution function and the quantile function of Z+µ respectively. We note the
basic fact that Φ−1µ (·) = Φ−1(·) + µ.
For any absolute (i.e., numerical) constant a, we let a+ denote an arbitrary
but throughout the chapter fixed absolute constant that is strictly greater than
a. We let C denote a constant whose value may change from line to line or even
within the same line, but is always an absolute constant that doesn’t depend on
any parameter in the problem (e.g., sample size, dimension, sparsity indices, lo-
cations r ∈ R, x ∈ Rd), unless otherwise specified. We let C and J with subscripts
denote constants with particular chosen values.
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3.2 Construction and performance summary of the empirical
decision rule δ̂n
3.2.1 Exploiting potential sparsity in the problem
In this section, we describe the types of sparsity we exploit in our Gaussian
copula classification framework.
We first focus on the copula part as defined in (3.8). As can be seen from
(3.8), because the vector-valued output of the function α0 + α1 is clearly non-
sparse and is monotone in x, the potential sparsity in the copula part should
come from β∗. Instead of directly exploiting the sparsity induced by β∗, however,
we aim to study the following sparsity sets and indices induced by the function
|Ω − Id||∆α(x)|: for x ∈ Rd, we let
S ′x = {i : |[Ω − Id]i·||∆α(x)| , 0}, s′x = |S ′x|. (3.11)
Here and throughout the chapter, | · |with vector or matrix as argument returns
the absolute value component-wise, and with set as argument returns cardinal-
ity. In words, i ∈ S ′x if and only if the two vectors [Ω − Id]Ti· and ∆α(x) have some
overlapping nonzero components. Then, estimating the sparsity set S ′x becomes
equivalent to estimating the sparsity patterns of Ω − Id and ∆α(x) separately.
One may be curious why we do not exploit the sparsity directly induced by
the function β∗, namely the sparsity represented by the following sparsity sets
and indices: for x ∈ Rd,
S x = {i : β∗i (x) = [Ω − Id]i·∆α(x) , 0}, sx = |S x|; (3.12)
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note that S x ⊂ S ′x for all x ∈ Rd. We provide motivation for our choice here. A
sparsity pattern analogous to that represented by (3.12), namely the sparsity of
the vector Ωµd as described in Section 3.1.1, is indeed commonly exploited when
classifying two Gaussian distributions (X|Y = y) ∼ N(µy,Σ), y ∈ {0, 1} in high
dimensions (e.g., see [7]). To contrast this setting and in particular the sparsity
pattern of Ωµd to our Gaussian copula classification framework, here we briefly
consider Gaussian distribution classification. For simplicity we first assume that
all the diagonal elements of Σ are equal to one. In this case, ∆α = ∆α(x) is
a constant function equal to µd = µ1 − µ0 for all x ∈ Rd. Then, the sparsity
pattern analogous to that represented by (3.12) is the sparsity of the constant
vector Ω∆α = Ωµd, which prominently appears in the Bayes LDA rule.
The rationale behind exploiting the sparsity of the vector Ωµd, instead of the
separate sparsity patterns of Ω and µd, is that the ith component of the vector
Ωµd, namely [Ω]Ti·µd, can be zero even if the vectors [Ω]
T
i· and µd have overlap-
ping nonzero components, if the latter two vectors are orthogonal. However,
this rationale is largely lost in our more general Gaussian copula classification
framework. Here, typically, ∆α(X) is a continuous, rather than a constant, ran-
dom vector (and the nonzero components of ∆α(X) are typically not constant
scalings of each other). As such, up to an event of probability zero, the event on
which ∆α(X) is orthogonal to the constant vector [Ω − Id]Ti· is equal to the event
on which ∆α(X) and [Ω− Id]Ti· have no overlapping nonzero components. Equiv-
alently, S ′X = S X with probability one. For illustration, we provide a simple
but extreme example. We again consider classifying two Gaussian distributions
(X|Y = y) ∼ N(µy,Σy), but this time we assume that Σ0 has all diagonal elements
equal to one, but Σ1 = a2Σ0 for a , 1 (which results in a quadratic discriminant
analysis problem, and which in this particular instance still falls under our Gaus-
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sian copula classification framework because (X|Y = y), y ∈ {0, 1} still have the
same Gaussian copula). Then, the X-dependent component of ∆α(X) becomes
(1 − 1/a)X, and ((Ω − Id)∆α(X)|Y = y) follows a d-variate Gaussian distribution
with covariance (1 − 1/a)2(Ω − 2Id + Σ). Hence, S ′X = S X = {1, . . . , d} with proba-
bility one unless Ω = Σ = Id, in which case S ′X = S X = ∅with probability one, i.e.,
the sparsity sets S ′X and S X are equal with probability one.
As stated immediately following (3.11), the sparsity induced by the func-
tion |Ω − Id||∆α| as in (3.11) is in turn induced by the separate sparsity patterns
induced by the function ∆α, represented by the sets and indices, for x ∈ Rd,
S ′′x = {i : ∆αi(xi) , 0}, s′′x = |S ′′x |, (3.13)
and the matrix Ω − Id. We will consider the sparse estimation of ∆α in Sec-
tion 3.2.2.1, and the sparse estimation of Ω − Id in Section 3.2.2.2.
Analogous to (3.13), we let the sparsity sets and indices for the naive Bayes
part induced by the function ∆ log f be, for x ∈ Rd,
S fx = {i : ∆ log fi(xi) , 0}, s fx = |S fx |. (3.14)
A typical model that induces sparsities for both the functions ∆α and ∆ log f
is the classification of two distributions (X|Y = y), y ∈ {0, 1} such that the
marginals (Xi|Y = y), i ∈ {1, . . . , d} of the two distributions are identical except at
a subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , d} of coordinates. For concreteness we assume S = {1, . . . , s}
and so |S | = s, and s < d. In this case, S ′′x , S fx ⊂ S for all x ∈ Rd. Then, if fur-
thermore Ω − Id is appropriately sparse, then the function |Ω − Id||∆α| is sparse.
For instance, if the first s coordinates of (αy(X)|Y = y) are independent and are
furthermore independent with the remaining d − s coordinates, then the first s
columns of Ω− Id are identically zero, which implies that |Ω− Id||∆α| is identically
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zero and S ′x is identically the empty set at all x ∈ Rd. Having considered such
an example, we emphasize that our Gaussian copula classification framework
does not require that the sets S ′x, S ′′x , S
f
x are constant over x ∈ Rd.
3.2.2 Estimation of the copula part
3.2.2.1 Sparse estimation of ∆α
We let, for some 0 < γ < 2,
an =
√
γ log n, (3.15)
g(n, γ) =
φ(an)
2an
=
1
2
√
2pi
n−γ/2√
γ log n
. (3.16)
The parameter γ will eventually be chosen to minimize our bound on the excess
risk according to the discussion following Theorem 3.2.12; at present we let it be
arbitrary. We will make the blanket assumption that n is large enough such that
an ≥ 1.
We let F̂i|y : R → R be the empirical conditional marginal distribution func-
tion of the ith coordinate for class y, i.e., for t ∈ R,
F̂i|y(t) =
1
n
n∑
j=1
1
{
Xy, ji ≤ t
}
,
and let F̂i : R → R be the empirical marginal distribution function of the ith
coordinate, i.e.,
F̂i =
1
2
[
F̂i|0 + F̂i|1
]
.
We let α̂i|y : R → R and α̂y : Rd → Rd be, respectively, the estimator of αi|y and αy
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defined as: for t ∈ R and x ∈ Rd,
α̂i|y(t) = Φ−1(F̂i|y(t)), (3.17)
α̂y(x) = (α̂1|y(x1), . . . , α̂d|y(xd))T .
The property of the estimator α̂i|y will be discussed in more details in Sec-
tion 3.3.2. Here we only note that, as we will see in Lemma 3.3.1, we focus on the
estimation of αi|y over the regime specified by t : αi|y(t) = Φ−1(Fi|y(t)) ∈ [−an, an],
i.e., we focus on the estimation of αi|y for moderate values of Fi|y(t). By Proposi-
tion 3.8.2, up to a log factor in n, the complement of this region has probability
n−γ/2 with respect to the random variable (Xi|Y = y). We will loosely refer to the
rate n−γ/2 as the “exclusion probability,” and will match some other probability
bounds to this rate in the rest of the chapter.
Next, we let ∆˜α = (∆˜α1, . . . , ∆˜αd)T : Rd → Rd with
∆˜α(x) = (∆˜α1(x1), . . . , ∆˜αd(xd))T (3.18)
be our sparse estimator of ∆α, whose construction consists of two potential
steps; we fix arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and arbitrary t ∈ R:
1. First, we check whether
F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ) or F̂i(t) ≥ 1 − 4g(2n, γ). (3.19)
(Note that the test involves the empirical marginal distribution function
F̂i. The constant 4 in (3.19) is chosen for convenience.) At the same time,
we also check whether
max
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} , max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
 ≤ 1 + δ¯n,d,γ1 − δ¯n,d,γ . (3.20)
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Here
δ¯n,d,γ =
[
3n−1g−1(2n, γ) log(d · n γ2 )
]1/2
. (3.21)
If either inequality in (3.19) holds, or if Inequality (3.20) holds, we set
∆˜αi(t) = 0.
2. Otherwise (i.e., if both (3.19) and (3.20) are violated) we set
∆˜αi(t) = α̂i|0(t) − α̂i|1(t) = Φ−1(F̂i|0(t)) − Φ−1(F̂i|1(t)). (3.22)
(Here we have invoked the form of α̂i|y as defined in (3.17).) It is apparent
that in this case ∆˜αi(t) , 0 because if (3.20) is violated then necessarily
F̂i|0(t) , F̂i|1(t).
The basic intuition behind our two-step construction is as follows. First, test
(3.19) checks whether the value of Fi(t) is likely close to 0 or 1. If so, then the
value of at least one of Fi|y(t), y ∈ {0, 1} is also likely close to 0 or 1, and hence the
estimation of the corresponding αi|y(t) is likely poor (see the discussion following
Lemma 3.3.1). In this case, we do not try to estimate ∆αi(t) at all and so set
∆˜αi(t) = 0. Next, test (3.20) checks whether the values of Fi|0(t) and Fi|1(t) are
likely close, i.e., whether the signal strength is likely small. If so, we again set
∆˜αi(t) = 0. Otherwise we estimate ∆αi(t) as in (3.22) (as one normally would in
the absence of sparsity). The property of the estimator ∆˜α will be discussed in
more details in Section 3.3.3.
3.2.2.2 Sparse estimation of Ω − Id
In this section, we collect some existing results on the sparse estimation of Ω,
the precision matrix associated with the copula correlation matrix Σ, which will
lead to our sparse estimation of Ω − Id.
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The literature on sparse precision matrix estimation is rapidly growing (see
[8] for a recent review), although many of the recent strong results work under
(sub-)Gaussian or moment conditions. It remains to be seen how these results
can be generalized to the Gaussian copula setting where a rank-based pilot es-
timator, such as Kendall’s tau matrix, is usually taken as input. In this chapter
we simply quote a result working explicitly with Kendall’s tau from [77]. Our
aim is to demonstrate how the sparse estimation of Ω can be incorporated into
our efficient estimation of the copula part, keeping in mind that stronger results
may become available in the future. For concreteness, as in [77], in this chap-
ter we will concentrate on the sparse estimation of precision matrices within a
particular classU(s,M, κ), defined as
U(s,M, κ) =
{
Ω ∈ Rd×d : Ω  0,diag(Ω−1) = 1, λmax(Ω) ≤ κ,
max
`
d∑
k=1
1 {[Ω]k` , 0} ≤ s, ‖Ω‖∞ ≤ M
 . (3.23)
Here Ω  0 denotes that Ω is positive definite, and κ, s and M may scale with n
and d.
We let Σ̂ be the plug-in estimator of Σ constructed from Kendall’s tau statistic,
as we describe below. For the class y ∈ {0, 1}, and for 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d, we let the
Kendall’s tau statisic between the kth and `th coordinates be
τ̂
y
k` =
2
n(n − 1)
∑∑
1≤i< j≤n
sgn
(
(Xy,ik − Xy, jk )(Xy,i` − Xy, j` )
)
. (3.24)
Then, we let T̂ y be the empirical Kendall’s tau matrix associated with class y
with entries
[T̂ y]k` = τ̂
y
k` for all 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ d, (3.25)
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and form Σ̂y, the plug-in estimator of Σ from class y, constructed from T̂ y as
Σ̂y = sin
(
pi
2
T̂ y
)
. (3.26)
(Here, as in Chapter 2, the sine function acts component-wise.) Finally, we let
the overall plug-in estimator of Σ from both classes be
Σ̂ = (̂Σ0 + Σ̂1)/2. (3.27)
We let Ω̂′ be the solution of [77, Algorithm (III.6)] with tuning parameter λn
specified by
λn =
2√
n
log
1
2 (2n
γ
2d2), (3.28)
and Ω̂ be the result of the symmetrization step [77, (III.11)] with Ω˜ replaced by
Ω̂′ and ‖ · ‖∗ replaced by ‖ · ‖∞. Then, we construct our sparse estimator Ω˜ of Ω
by thresholding Ω̂ as
[Ω˜]k` = [Ω̂]k` ·
(
1{k , `, |[Ω̂]k`| > τn} + 1{k = `, [Ω̂]kk > 1 + τn}
)
+ 1{k = `, [Ω̂]kk ≤ 1 + τn} (3.29)
for some
τn ≥ J2κMsλn. (3.30)
Here J2 is some absolute constant that is precisely introduced in Proposi-
tion 3.3.5. In words, to obtain Ω˜, we shrink the off-diagonal elements of Ω̂ to-
ward zero, while shrink the diagonal elements of Ω̂ toward one. The difference
between the treatments of the diagonal and off-diagonal elements in (3.29) re-
sults from the consideration that we would like Ω˜ − Id, rather than Ω˜ itself, to
be sparse, as should be the case if Ω − Id is sparse, and the basic fact that the
diagonal elements of an inverse correlation matrix are bounded below by one
(instead of zero as is the case for the off-diagonal elements). The property of the
estimator Ω˜ will be discussed in more details in Section 3.3.4.
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3.2.2.3 Estimation of β∗ and the copula part
With our separate sparse estimators ∆˜α of ∆α in Section 3.2.2.1 and Ω˜−Id of Ω−Id
in Section 3.2.2.2, we now let β̂ = (̂β1, . . . , β̂d)T : Rd → Rd defined as, for x ∈ Rd,
β̂(x) = (̂β1(x), . . . , β̂d(x))T =
(
Ω˜ − Id
)
∆˜α(x) (3.31)
be our sparse estimator of β∗ = (Ω − Id)∆α. Then, finally, we let (α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ :
Rd → R defined as, for x ∈ Rd,
(α̂0(x) + α̂1(x))T β̂(x)
be our estimator of the copula part (α0 + α1)Tβ∗.
3.2.3 Estimation of the naive Bayes part
3.2.3.1 Construction of the kernel density estimator of fi|y
Recall from (3.9) that for the naive Bayes part we need to estimate
d∑
i=1
∆ log fi(xi) =
d∑
i=1
(
log fi|0(xi) − log fi|1(xi)) .
(Recall that fi|y, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, y ∈ {0, 1} is the conditional marginal density func-
tion of the ith coordinate for class y.) Hence, naturally, our estimation of the
naive Bayes part will be based on the estimation of the density functions fi|y, for
which we opt to use kernel density estimators. For simplicity we assume that,
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, the two density functions fi|y, y ∈ {0, 1} have compara-
ble smoothness, and hence we use the same kernel and bandwidth for the two
classes y ∈ {0, 1}.
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We let Ki : R → R be the kernel and hn,i be the bandwidth for the ith coor-
dinate, and let f̂i|y be the kernel density estimator of fi|y, constructed from the n
samples Xy, ji , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
f̂i|y(t) =
1
nhn,i
n∑
j=1
Ki
Xy, ji − thn,i
 . (3.32)
In addition, we let f̂i be the kernel density estimator of the marginal density
fi, constructed from the 2n samples X
y, j
i , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, y ∈ {0, 1}, with the same
kernel and bandwidth:
f̂i =
1
2
[
f̂i|0 + f̂i|1
]
. (3.33)
The specifics of the kernel Ki and its order, the bandwidth hn,i, as well as a quan-
tity fn,i that we need later, depend on the smoothness condition of fi|y, and will
be specified in details in Section 3.2.3.2. The impatient readers are encouraged
to jump directly to Section 3.2.3.3.
3.2.3.2 Choosing the kernel, the bandwidth, and the quantity fn,i
We will make the blanket assumption that we have at our disposal a sequence
of kernels {K(l), l ≥ 1} of varying orders, such that K(l) is a kernel of order l and
is constructed as in [68, Proposition 1.3]. Hence, the kernel K(l) is compactly
supported on [−1, 1], and satisfies ‖K(l)‖L∞ ≤ CK · l3/2 for an absolute constant CK
independent of l and ‖K(l)‖2L2 ≤ l. Here and below, for a function f : R → R, we
denote ‖ f ‖Lp =
(∫
R
| f (t)|pdt
)1/p
. (We can substitute the sequence {K(l), l ≥ 1} by any
other sequence of kernels that are compactly supported on [−1, 1] and that have
comparable bound on the growth rate of ‖K(l)‖L∞ and ‖K(l)‖2L2 with l, although for
concreteness we avoid such generalization.)
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We will always choose the kernel Ki from the sequence {K(l), l ≥ 1}. We opt
not to employ “kernels of infinite order” (e.g., [18]), because such kernels don’t
have compact support, while the derivation of Inequality (3.100) in Proposi-
tion 3.4.1 requires a kernel with compact support to eliminate an extra factor fi|y
in the exponent through condition (3.99).
As is typical in kernel density estimation, we assume that the density func-
tions fi|y satisfy certain smoothness conditions. We will consider the canonical
case of densities belonging to a Ho¨lder class. On the other hand, it may turn
out that it is too restrictive to have a Ho¨lder class characterize the smoothness
of certain densities, such as Gaussian densities. Here we consider one class of
such densities, which we will call super-smooth densities, and obtain improved
convergence rate and weakened assumption for their estimation (as compared
to densities that merely belong to some Ho¨lder class), if we allow the order of
the kernel to increase with the sample size as dlog(n)e. First we introduce our
precise definition of super-smooth densities.
Definition 3.2.1 (Super-smooth densities). We say the class of continuous density
functions F is super-smooth with respect to the sequence of constants {cl, l ≥ 1} with
cl → 0 as l→ ∞, if for any f ∈ F , any t ∈ R and any l ≥ 1, the bias satisfies∣∣∣∣E [ f̂K(l)(t)] − f (t)∣∣∣∣ ≤ clhl.
Here f̂K(l) is the kernel density estimator of f constructed using the kernel K(l) (or order
l) and some arbitrary bandwidth h.
Our next result shows that appropriate class of (univariate) Gaussian density
functions are super-smooth.
Proposition 3.2.2. The class Fσ20 , with σ
2
0 > 0, of Gaussian density functions with
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variance σ2 bounded below by σ20 is super-smooth with respect to the sequence of con-
stants cl =
CCrame´r‖K(l)‖L∞√
pi/2(l!)1/2σl+10
. Here the absolute constant CCrame´r < 1.09.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.7.1. 
From now on, we make the blanket assumption that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d},
the density functions fi|y, y ∈ {0, 1} either belong to the same Ho¨lder class, or to
the same class of super-smooth densities, and we choose appropriate order li of
the kernel Ki and the value of the bandwidth hn,i for their estimation, as well as
the quantity fn,i, according to our specification below. We define
n = (2J1)−
1
2
[
γ log(n)
] 3
4 n−(
1
2− γ4 ). (3.34)
Here J1 is the particular constant that appears in (3.74). Throughout the chapter
we will assume that n ≤ 1/2.
We first consider the case where the density functions fi|y, y ∈ {0, 1} merely
belong to the Ho¨lder class Σ(βi, Li). We set
Ci =
(
l!
2+2Li‖Ki‖L∞
)1/βi
,
fn,i =
Jβi,γ,Cd · max
{
3‖Ki‖L∞n, ‖Ki‖2L2
}
Ci

βi
βi+1
· log− 2βi+34(βi+1) (n) · n−
(
− 12(βi+1)+
2βi+1
βi+1
γ
4
)
. (3.35)
Here Jβi,γ,Cd is a finite but large enough constant to ensure that Inequality (3.101)
in Theorem 3.4.2 holds, and it depends only on βi, γ and Cd, for the constant
Cd to be introduced in Assumption 3.2.4. Then, we let the kernel Ki have order
li = bβic, i.e. we let Ki = K(li), and let the bandwidth hn,i be (recall n as defined in
(3.34))
hn,i = Ci
(
n fn,i
)1/βi
. (3.36)
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Alternatively, we assume that the density functions fi|y, y ∈ {0, 1} belong to a
class of super-smooth densities with respect to the sequence of constants {cl, l ≥
1}. We then let the order of the kernel Ki to vary with the sample size n, and in
particular we set Ki = Ki(n) = K(dlog(n)e). We let the bandwidth hn,i be
hn,i = Hi log−
1
2 (n) (3.37)
for a constant Hi satisfying
Hi ≤ log(2)/√γ. (3.38)
We also set, in this case,
fn,i = Jγ,Cd · H−1i · log(n) · n−
γ
2 . (3.39)
Here again Jγ,Cd is a finite but large enough constant to ensure that Inequal-
ity (3.101) in Theorem 3.4.2 holds, and it depends only on γ and Cd. Note that
the dependence on n in (3.35) is, up to a log factor in n, identical to the depen-
dence on n in (3.39) in the limit βi → ∞ but is slower for finite βi, which implies
that the condition required for the accurate estimation of ∆ log fi in the Ho¨lder
case is stronger, as we will see in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
3.2.3.3 Sparse estimation of the naive Bayes part
We let ∆˜ log f = (∆˜ log f1, . . . , ∆˜ log fd)T : Rd → Rd with, for x ∈ Rd,
∆˜ log f (x) = (∆˜ log f1(x1), . . . , ∆˜ log fd(xd))T (3.40)
be our sparse estimator of ∆ log f . Analogous to the construction of ∆˜α in Sec-
tion 3.2.2.1, the construction of ∆˜ log f consists of two potential steps; we fix
arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and arbitrary t ∈ R:
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1. First, we check whether
f̂i(t) ≤ 3 fn,i (3.41)
(Note that the test involves the empirical marginal density function f̂i.) At
the same time, we also check whether
max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
} ≤ 1 + n
1 − n . (3.42)
If either Inequality (3.41) or Inequality (3.42) holds, we set ∆˜ log fi(t) = 0.
2. Otherwise (i.e., if both (3.41) and (3.42) are violated), we set
∆˜ log fi(t) = log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t). (3.43)
The basic intuition behind our two-step construction is analogous to that of
the construction of ∆˜α in Section 3.2.2.1 and is as follows. First, test (3.41) checks
whether the value of fi(t) is likely small. If so, then the value of at least one of
fi|y(t), y ∈ {0, 1} is also likely small, and hence the estimation of the corresponding
log fi|y(t) is likely poor (because the error when estimating the logarithm of the
density is roughly scaled by the inverse of the density; see Section 3.4.3). In
this case, we do not try to estimate ∆ log fi(t) at all and so set ∆˜ log fi(t) = 0.
Next, test (3.42) checks whether the values of fi|0(t) and fi|1(t) are likely close,
i.e., whether the signal strength is likely small. If so, we again set ∆˜ log fi(t) =
0. Otherwise we estimate ∆ log fi(t) as in (3.43) (as one normally would in the
absence of sparsity). The property of the estimator ∆˜ log f will be discussed in
more details in Section 3.4.3.
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3.2.4 Performance of the empirical decision rule δ̂n, and discus-
sion
We put together our estimators for the copula part and the naive Bayes part to
construct ̂log( f 0/ f 1), our estimator of the log density ratio log( f 0/ f 1), as follows:
for x ∈ Rd, we let
̂log( f 0/ f 1)(x) = (α̂0(x) + α̂1(x))T β̂(x) + d∑
i=1
∆˜ log fi(xi). (3.44)
Then, based on (3.44), our empirical classification rule δ̂n predicts Y = 1 if and
only if ̂log( f 0/ f 1)(X) ≥ 0.
We collect in Section 3.2.4.1 the relevant assumptions we need for the point-
wise performance guarantee of the estimator ̂log( f 0/ f 1). Their necessity will
only be explained in details later in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, and some of these as-
sumptions are rather technical. Hence, most readers may want to jump directly
to Section 3.2.4.2.
3.2.4.1 Collection of assumptions
The first assumption ensures the accurate estimation and support recovery of
Ω − Id.
Assumption 3.2.3. The precision matrix Ω satisfies Ω ∈ U, for the classU as defined
in (3.23). In addition, for all k, ` ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that k , `, if [Ω]k` , 0, then
|[Ω]k`| > 2τn, while for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d}, if [Ω]kk > 1, then [Ω]kk > 1 + 2τn. (We recall
τn as introduced in (3.29).)
We also assume that the dimension d grows at most with a polynomial rate in
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n, as specified by Assumption 3.2.4. (Although moderate exponential growth of
d with n can be accommodated, in this chapter we do not treat such situations in
order to avoid complicated-looking exponent in n when displaying convergence
rates.) We also impose in Assumption 3.2.4 the condition that the product κs
(recall the definitions of κ, s from (3.23)) does not scale too rapidly with n, which
simplifies certain bounds on convergence rates.
Assumption 3.2.4. d ≤ nCd for some absolute constant Cd > 0, and κs
√
log(n)λn =
o(n). (We recall λn and n as introduced in (3.28) and (3.34) respectively.)
The next four assumptions concern the location x ∈ Rd at which we can esti-
mate the log density ratio log( f 0/ f 1)(x) accurately. Of these, the first two concern
the estimation of the copula part and the remaining two concern the estimation
of the naive Bayes part.
For the copula part, we define the sets
Bn,γ,i,y =
{
t : t satisfies Inequality (3.47)
}
, y ∈ {0, 1} (3.45)
Bδn,d,γ,i =
{
t : t satisfies at least one of Inequalities (3.48), (3.49), (3.50), (3.51)
}
(3.46)
for the inequalities
8g(2n, γ) ≤ Fi|y(t) ≤ 1 − 8g(2n, γ), (3.47)
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and
Fi|0(t)
Fi|1(t)
>
(
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 + δ¯n,1,γ
)(
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 − δ¯n,1,γ
) , (3.48)
Fi|1(t)
Fi|0(t)
>
(
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 + δ¯n,1,γ
)(
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 − δ¯n,1,γ
) , (3.49)
1 − Fi|0(t)
1 − Fi|1(t) >
(
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 + δ¯n,1,γ
)(
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 − δ¯n,1,γ
) , (3.50)
1 − Fi|1(t)
1 − Fi|0(t) >
(
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 + δ¯n,1,γ
)(
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
) (
1 − δ¯n,1,γ
) . (3.51)
Here the constant 8 in (3.47) is chosen for convenience, and δ¯n,1,γ is just δ¯n,d,γ as
defined in (3.21) but with d replaced by 1, i.e.,
δ¯n,1,γ :=
[
3n−1g−1(2n, γ) log(n
γ
2 )
]1/2
. (3.52)
Then, we define
AF,1n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ S ′′x , xi ∈ Bn,γ,i,0 ∩ Bn,γ,i,1
}
, (3.53)
AF,2n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ S ′′x , xi ∈ Bδn,d,γ,i
}
, (3.54)
AFn,d,γ = A
F,1
n,d,γ ∩ AF,2n,d,γ. (3.55)
Next, we define
AFn,β∗,γ = {x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ S ′x,∀y ∈ {0, 1}, αi|y(xi) ∈ [−an, an]}. (3.56)
Then, our first two assumptions regarding x ∈ Rd are
Assumption 3.2.5. x ∈ Rd satisfies x ∈ AFn,d,γ .
Assumption 3.2.6. x ∈ Rd satisfies x ∈ AFn,β∗,γ .
Essentially, when x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumption 3.2.5, then for i ∈ S ′′x , where
we have ∆αi(xi) , 0, the values of Fi|y(xi), y ∈ {0, 1} are moderate so that αi|y(xi),
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y ∈ {0, 1} can be estimated accurately, and the signal strength, i.e., the difference
between Fi|0(xi) and Fi|1(xi), is large enough so that we do not mistaken ∆αi(xi) to
be zero. Similarly, when x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumption 3.2.6, then αi|y(xi), y ∈ {0, 1}
can be estimated accurately at those coordinates i ∈ S ′x.
For the naive Bayes part, we define, for hn,i the bandwidth, i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and
y ∈ {0, 1}, the sets
B fhn,i,i,y =
{
t ∈ R :if fi|y(t) < fn,i, then max
t′∈[t−hn,i,t+hn,i]
fi|y(t′) ≤ 2 fn,i;
if fi|y(t) ≥ fn,i, then max
t′∈[t−hn,i,t+hn,i]
fi|y(t′) ≤ 2 fi|y(t)
}
(3.57)
and
A fn,i =
{
t ∈ R : t satisfies Inequality (3.59)
}
(3.58)
for
fi|y(t) ≥ 31 − n fn,i,∀y ∈ {0, 1}. (3.59)
Then, we define the sets
A f ,=n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i < S fx , xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y
}
, (3.60)
A f ,,n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ S fx , xi ∈ A fn,i ∩
(
∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y
)}
. (3.61)
Then, our remaining two assumptions regarding x ∈ Rd are
Assumption 3.2.7. x ∈ Rd satisfies x ∈ A f ,=n,d,γ.
Assumption 3.2.8. x ∈ Rd satisfies x ∈ A f ,,n,d,γ.
Roughly speaking, when x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumptions 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, then
∆˜ log f (x) is an accurate sparse estimator of ∆ log f (x).
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3.2.4.2 Bound on the excess risk
We are now ready to state the pointwise performance of the estimator ̂log( f 0/ f 1).
We define
∆(x) = J0
[
‖β∗(x)‖`1 + s′xM
√
log(n) + s fx
]
log
3
4 (n)n−(
1
2− γ4 ). (3.62)
Here J0 is a finite but large enough absolute constant to ensure that Inequal-
ity (3.64) in Corollary 3.2.9 holds.
Corollary 3.2.9. Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 holds, and that n is large
enough. Suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumptions 3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.2.7 and
3.2.8. Then, on an event L with
P (L) ≥ 1 − (6s′x + 9s′′x + 11)n−γ/2, (3.63)
we have, for ∆(x) as defined in (3.62),
∣∣∣∣[ ̂log( f 0/ f 1) − log( f 0/ f 1)] (x)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(x). (3.64)
Proof. From the construction of ̂log( f 0/ f 1)(x) as in (3.44), we have
∣∣∣∣[ ̂log( f 0/ f 1) − log( f 0/ f 1)] (x)∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣[(α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ − (α0 + α1)Tβ∗] (x)∣∣∣∣ + ∥∥∥∥[∆˜ log f − ∆ log f ] (x)∥∥∥∥
`1
. (3.65)
We let L = Lcopulax,n ∩ Lbayesx,n , for the events Lcopulax,n introduced in (3.96) and Lbayesx,n
introduced in (3.105). The corollary then follows straightforwardly from In-
equality (3.65), Corollary 3.3.9 and Theorem 3.4.4. 
Because Corollary 3.2.9 states a deviation inequality for the estimator̂log( f 0/ f 1) of the log density ratio, we can straightforwardly calculate the excess
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risk, defined in (3.10), associated with the empirical decision rule δ̂n. Moreover,
by the same reason, we can easily incorporate the margin assumption, intro-
duced in [2, 52], to take advantage of the potential low noise condition in the
problem. We state a slight variant of the margin assumption from [2, Relation-
ship (1.7)] in terms of the log density ratio instead of the regression function,
which is more suited for our Gaussian copula classification framework.
Assumption 3.2.10 (The margin assumption). There exist constants C0 > 0 and
α ≥ 0 s.t.
P(0 < | log( f 0/ f 1)(X)| ≤ t) ≤ C0tα,∀t > 0.
As a concrete example, in the canonical case of classifying two Gaussian
distributions with the same covariance, the margin assumption is fulfilled with
α = 1, e.g., see Appendix B.1.3.
We define the set of x ∈ Rd simultaneously satisfying Assumptions 3.2.5,
3.2.6, 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 as
An,d,γ = AFn,d,γ ∩ AFn,β∗,γ ∩ A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ (3.66)
(for AFn,d,γ, A
F
n,β∗,γ, A
f ,=
n,d,γ, A
f ,,
n,d,γ as in (3.55), (3.56), (3.60) and (3.61) respectively).
We also state one more piece of assumption under which we can simplify our
bound on the excess risk to be presented in Theorem 3.2.12.
Assumption 3.2.11. For all x ∈ Rd, the cardinalities of S ′x, S ′′x and S fx , i.e., s′x, s′′x and
s fx , are upper bounded by constants s′, s′′ and s f respectively, and ‖β∗(x)‖`1 is upper
bounded by a constant Cβ∗ .
Theorem 3.2.12. Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3, 3.2.4, and the margin assumption
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3.2.10 hold, and that n is large enough. Then the excess risk satisfies
P(̂δn(X) , Y) − P(δ∗(X) , Y) ≤ P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
+ E
[
6s′X + 9s
′′
X + 11
]
n−γ/2
+
1
2
E
[
∆(X)1
{∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(X)}] . (3.67)
Hence, if in addition Assumption 3.2.11 holds, then the excess risk satisfies
P(̂δn(X) , Y) − P(δ∗(X) , Y) ≤ P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
+ (6s′ + 9s′′ + 11)n−
γ
2
+
C0
2
{
J0
[
Cβ∗ + s′M
√
log(n) + s f
]
log
3
4 (n)n−(
1
2− γ4 )
}α+1
. (3.68)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.7.2. 
We elaborate on the results presented in Theorem 3.2.12. We note that with-
out the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
in (3.67) and (3.68), we can choose γ to optimize the
convergence rate with respect to n. For instance, on the right hand side of (3.68),
the last term scales with n as n−(
1
2− γ4 )(α+1) up to log factors. To match this conver-
gence rate in n with that of the second term on the right hand side of (3.68) (up
to log factors), we can choose γ = (2α + 2)/(α + 3) so that the last two terms on
the right hand side of (3.68) both scale with n as n−(α+1)/(α+3) (up to log factors).
Therefore, for α = 1, we achieve a convergence rate of n−1/2, while for larger
values of α, we obtain a convergence rate faster than n−1/2.
This leaves us the task of bounding the first term on the right hand side of
(3.68), namely the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
. The collection Acn,d,γ, the complement of
(3.66), is the set on which it is difficult to estimate the log density ratio accu-
rately. This set is explicitly dependent on the particular distribution functions
and the density functions of (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1). Hence, we cannot ex-
plicitly calculate the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
unless we specify explicit distributions,
although we can easily establish a lower bound on this term that scales with
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n as g(2n, γ) for all possible distributions (e.g., through the set AF,1n,d,γ as defined
in (3.53)), and it is straightforward to construct a toy example where this lower
bound is achieved.
To demonstrate a concrete upper bound on the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
, we con-
sider in Section 3.2.5 the canonical case of classifying two Gaussian distributions
with the same covariance but different means, specifically under the scenario
stated in Definition 3.2.13. Then, we have
P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
≤ Cγ,Cd ,µ(s′ + s′′)eCµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.69)
Here Cγ,Cd ,µ is some constant dependent only on γ,Cd, µ, and we refer the read-
ers to Section 3.2.5 for the exact meanings of the parameters µ, s′ and s′′ in
(3.69). Thus, the convergence rate of the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
with respect to n is
just slightly slower than that of the second term on the right hand side of (3.68)
(we note that eCµ
√
γ log(n) = o(nε) for all ε > 0). As stated following Assump-
tion 3.2.10, here the margin assumption is fulfilled with α = 1, and so we choose
γ = (2α+ 2)/(α+ 3) = 1 as discussed earlier. Then, in this particular scenario, the
excess risk associated with our empirical decision rule δ̂n based on semipara-
metric method achieves a convergence rate of eCµ
√
γ log(n)n−1/2 with respect to n,
which is nearly the rate of n−1/2.
3.2.5 Case study: Gaussian distribution classification
In this section we assume that (X,Y) follows a simple model, which we will casu-
ally refer to as the simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ) Gaussian classification model and which is
described in Definition 3.2.13. We will calculate the term P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
explicitly
under this model, and state our result in Theorem 3.2.14.
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Definition 3.2.13. We let Z1, . . . ,Zd be d standard normal random variables with
correlation matrix Σ. We fix some 1 ≤ s′′ ≤ d and some µ ∈ R+. We say that
(X,Y) ∈ Rd × {0, 1} is a simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ) Gaussian classification model if (X|Y =
0) d= (Z1, . . . ,Zd)T and (X|Y = 1) d= (Z1 + µ, . . . ,Zs′′ + µ,Zs′′+1, . . . ,Zd)T .
Under the simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ) Gaussian classification model, the marginal dis-
tributions of (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) are identical except for the first s′′ co-
ordinates, and ∆α is a constant function that returns a vector with the first s′′
components equal to µ and the remaining components equal to zero. We let
S ′′ = {1, . . . , s′′}, which has cardinality s′′. Then, for all x ∈ Rd, S ′′x = S ′′ (for S ′′x
as defined in (3.13)) and S fx ⊂ S ′′ (for S fx as defined in (3.14)); in addition, S ′x (as
defined in (3.11)) is a constant set S ′, which we assume has cardinality s′.
We also recall that, because Gaussian densities are super-smooth densities,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all y ∈ {0, 1}, the density function fi|y is estimated with
the kernel Ki = Ki(n) = K(dlog(n)e) and with the bandwidth hn,i as in (3.37), and
additionally the quantity fn,i is chosen according to (3.39), as we discussed in
Section 3.2.3.2.
Theorem 3.2.14. Suppose that Assumption 3.2.4 holds. Under the simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ)
Gaussian classification model, for n large enough, Inequality (3.69) holds.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.7.3. 
Therefore, as explained in details in the discussion following Theorem 3.2.12,
for classifying two Gaussian distributions under the simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ) Gaussian
classification model, the excess risk associated with our empirical decision rule
δ̂n nearly achieves the rate of n−1/2 with respect to n.
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3.3 Detailed study of the copula part
3.3.1 Outline
In Section 3.3.2, we study the estimation of the transformation functions αi|y.
This serves as one of the building blocks for our sparse estimation of ∆α in
Section 3.3.3, which in turn elaborates our earlier Section 3.2.2.1. In Section 3.3.4,
we elaborate our earlier Section 3.2.2.2. Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 combined lead to
our estimation of β∗ in Section 3.3.5 and further the copula part in Section 3.3.6,
elaborating our earlier Section 3.2.2.3.
3.3.2 Estimation of the transformation function αi|y
Recall αi|y as defined in (3.2) and its estimate α̂i|y as defined in (3.17), and an as de-
fined in (3.15). In this section we provide a tight, pointwise deviation inequality
of |̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| for t over the interval [−an, an] on R that expands with n.
Lemma 3.3.1. We let F¯i|y(t) = min
{
Fi|y(t), 1 − Fi|y(t)
}
, and let δ ≤ 1/2. We define the
event
En,δ,i,y,t =
{
|F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)| < δF¯i|y(t)
}
. (3.70)
Then, on the event En,δ,i,y,t, we have
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| <
√
pi
2
δ
1 − δ ≤
√
2piδ. (3.71)
Furthermore, the event En,δ,i,y,t satisfies
P(En,δ,i,y,t) > 1 − 2 exp
(
−1
3
nδ2F¯i|y(t)
)
. (3.72)
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Let 0 <  ≤ √8pi but otherwise be arbitrary. Then, for all t ∈ R such that αi|y(t) ∈
[−an, an], we have
P(|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ ) ≤ 2 exp
(
−2pi
3
n2F¯i|y(t)
)
(3.73)
≤ 2 exp
−J1 n1−γ/22√
γ log n
 . (3.74)
Here J1 is some absolute constant which we can take to be J1 =
√
2pi/6.
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.8.1. 
We elaborate on the results presented in Lemma 3.3.1. First, we observe
from (3.73) that the estimator α̂i|y(t) of αi|y(t) is the most accurate when the
value of Fi|y(t) is moderate, i.e., close to 1/2 instead of close to 0 or 1. Next,
we compare our Lemma 3.3.1 to some related results in existing literature, in
particular [31, Theorem 2] and [51, Lemma 3]. Both these results are, roughly
speaking, versions of our Inequality (3.74), but for t uniformly over the interval
t : αi|y(t) ∈ [−an, an], instead of our pointwise result. The advantage of our result
is that it is a tight deviation inequality, which will allow us to straightforwardly
calculate the excess risk and incorporate the margin assumption in Section 3.2.
This is in contrast to the convergence in probability result in [31, Theorem 2],
and our pointwise convergence rate is distinctly faster than that implied by [51,
Lemma 3]. For completeness, we also derive Lemma B.2.1, which a uniform
version of Lemma 3.3.1 and which is a strict improvement over [51, Lemma 3],
in Appendix B.2.
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3.3.3 Estimation of ∆α in a sparse setting
For x ∈ Rd, we let S˜ ′′x be the estimator of S ′′x (defined in (3.13)) based on the
estimator ∆˜α, introduced in Section 3.2.2.1, of ∆α, and s˜′′x be its cardinality, that
is,
S˜ ′′x = {i : ∆˜αi(xi) , 0}, s˜′′x = |S˜ ′′x |. (3.75)
We discuss our estimator ∆˜α separately for the case i < S ′′x , i.e., ∆αi(xi) = 0
and so Fi(xi) = Fi|0(xi) = Fi|1(xi) by (3.3) and (3.4), and the case i ∈ S ′′x . We define,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and t ∈ R, the event
Hi,t =
{
∆˜αi(t) , 0
}
. (3.76)
3.3.3.1 The case i < S ′′x
We show in Theorem 3.3.3 that, with high probability, and for all x ∈ Rd, we
correctly identify all components of ∆α(x) that are zero. We first state a weak
condition on the sample size n in Assumption 3.3.2, which is technical and is in
place to facilitate our presentation.
Assumption 3.3.2. n satisfies
max
{
d
8
· exp (−3n · g(2n, γ)) , 4 exp (−n · g(2n, γ)) ,
6 log(g−1(n, γ)/2) exp
(
− 1
32
n · g(n, γ)
) }
≤ n−γ/2. (3.77)
Theorem 3.3.3. Suppose that Assumption 3.3.2 holds. For all x ∈ Rd and all i < S ′′x ,
we have
P(Hci,xi) ≥ 1 − 8
1
d
n−γ/2. (3.78)
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Hence, by the union bound, for all x ∈ Rd, we have
P(∩i<S ′′x Hci,xi) ≥ 1 − 8n−γ/2. (3.79)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.8.2. 
3.3.3.2 The case i ∈ S ′′x
We show in Theorem 3.3.4 that, with high probability, under Assumption 3.2.5
on the distribution functions at x ∈ Rd, we also correctly identify all the nonzero
components of ∆α(x). Then, combined with Theorem 3.3.3, Theorem 3.3.4
presents the performance guarantee of our sparse estimator ∆˜α of ∆α. We define
the event H′x,
H′x, = {S˜ ′′x = S ′′x }
∩
(
∩i∈S ′′x
((
∩y∈{0,1}
{
|̂αi|y(xi) − αi|y(xi)| < 
})
∩ {|∆˜αi(xi) − ∆αi(xi)| < 2}
))
. (3.80)
Here we record some simple observations regarding Assumption 3.2.5. It is
trivial to see that at most one of the two Inequalities (3.48) and (3.49) holds, and
at most one of the two Inequalities (3.50) and (3.51), but for brevity of presen-
tation we do not emphasize this point. It is also easy to see from (3.140) (for t
such that αi|y(t) = an) and its mirror version (for t such that αi|y(t) = −an) that, for
y ∈ {0, 1},
Bn,γ,i,y ⊂ {t ∈ R : αi|y(t) ∈ [−an, an]}. (3.81)
Hence, Lemma 3.3.1 on the estimation of αi|y(t) by α̂i|y(t) applies for t ∈ Bn,γ,i,y.
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Theorem 3.3.4. Suppose that Assumption 3.3.2 holds and that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd
satisfies Assumption 3.2.5. Then, for all i ∈ S ′′x , we have
P(Hi,xi) ≥ 1 − 3n−γ/2. (3.82)
Hence, by the union bound and Theorem 3.3.3, we conclude that
P
(
S˜ ′′x = S
′′
x
)
≥ 1 − (3s′′x + 8)n−γ/2. (3.83)
Furthermore, the event H′x, introduced in (3.80) satisfies
P(H′x,) ≥ 1 − (5s′′x + 8)n−γ/2 − 4s′′x exp
−J1 n1−γ/22√
γ log n
 . (3.84)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.8.3. 
3.3.4 Sparse estimation of Ω
For the estimator Ω̂ of Ω introduced in Section 3.2.2.2, we have the following
proposition, which is a slight variant of [77, Theorem IV.5].
Proposition 3.3.5. Suppose that Ω ∈ U, and κsλn → 0. Then, there exists an event
En, with
P (En) ≥ 1 − n−γ/2, (3.85)
and some absolute constant J2 such that, for n large enough, on the event En we have
‖Ω̂ −Ω‖∞ ≤ J2κMsλn. (3.86)
Proof. By slightly modifying the argument leading to [72, Inequality (4.26)], we
have
P
(
‖Σ̂ − Σ‖max ≥ λn
)
≤
∑
y∈{0,1}
P
(
‖Σ̂y − Σ‖max ≥ λn
)
≤ n−γ/2. (3.87)
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The rest of the proof follows from the proof of [77, Theorem IV.5]. (In fact,
the necessary proof here is simpler because Σ is a correlation matrix with unit
diagonal.) 
For the rest of this chapter we fix the event En and the absolute constant J2
as the ones appearing in Proposition 3.3.5. We now state the estimation and
support recovery guarantees of Ω˜, the thresholded version of Ω̂ introduced in
(3.29), in Proposition 3.3.6.
Proposition 3.3.6. Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 hold. Then, on the event
En (whose probability satisfies Inequality (3.85)), for n large enough,
‖Ω˜ −Ω‖∞ ≤ J2κMsλn,
sgn(Ω˜ − Id) = sgn(Ω − Id)
hold simultaneously. Here the sign function acts component-wise.
Proof. With the condition on the growth rate of κsλn imposed by Assump-
tion 3.2.4, κsλn → 0 as is required by Proposition 3.3.5. The conclusions
of the proposition follow immediately from Proposition 3.3.5 and Assump-
tion 3.2.3. 
We mention here that recent study from [59] provides very strong result on
the estimation of individual entries (rather than through matrix norm) of Ω under
the Gaussian setting, which, as noted in [8], leads to much weakened assump-
tion on Ω for accurate support recovery. (We also mention the result from [58]
on the estimation of individual entries of Ω; this result can take the empirical
Kendall’s tau matrix as input, but at the same times requires strong irrepre-
sentability condition on the Hessian matrix Σ ⊗ Σ.) In fact, as can be seen from
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the sparse estimation of (Ω − Id)∆α which we will undertake in Section 3.3.5,
we only need to estimate accurately, within the matrix Ω, the entries of the rows
[Ω]i·, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, whose locations correspond to the set S ′′x (and we already
have an accurate estimator S˜ ′′x of S ′′x as demonstrated in Section 3.3.3). We leave
the potential generalization of [59] and related methods to the semiparametric
Gaussian copula setting to future studies.
3.3.5 Sparse estimation of (Ω − Id)∆α(x)
With our separate sparse estimators ∆˜α of ∆α and Ω˜ of Ω as constructed in Sec-
tions 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2, and their properties described in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4,
we recall that β̂, introduced in (3.31), is our sparse estimator of β∗ = (Ω − Id)∆α
introduced in (3.7). Then, we let S˜ ′x be an estimator of S ′x (as defined in (3.11))
as follows
S˜ ′x =
{
i : |[Ω˜ − Id]Ti· ||∆˜α(x)| , 0
}
. (3.88)
Here, as in (3.11), | · | takes the absolute value component-wise. It is easy to see
that {
i : β̂i(x) , 0
}
⊂ S˜ ′x. (3.89)
Recall the event H′x, as introduced in (3.80), the absolute constant J1 as intro-
duced in Lemma 3.3.1, the event En and the absolute constant J2 as introduced
in Proposition 3.3.5. Then, we define the event
Lx, =
{
S˜ ′x = S
′
x
}
∩ H′x, ∩ En (3.90)
∩
(
∩i∈S ′x
{
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)| ≤ 2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn
})
.
Theorem 3.3.7 presents the performance guarantee of our estimator β̂ of β∗.
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Theorem 3.3.7. Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 hold, and that n is large
enough. Suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumption 3.2.5. Then Lx, as
defined in (3.90) satisfies
P(Lx,) ≥ 1 − (5s′′x + 9)n−γ/2 − 4s′′x exp
−J1 n1−γ/22√
γ log n
 . (3.91)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.8.4. 
3.3.6 Estimation of the copula part
Recall the event Lx, as defined in (3.90). Then, we define the event
L′x, = Lx, ∩
(
∩i∈S ′x ∩y∈{0,1}
{
|̂αi|y(xi) − αi|y(xi)| < 
})
. (3.92)
Assumption 3.2.6 states the last piece of condition we need for our perfor-
mance guarantee of the estimation of the copula part, which we state in Theo-
rem 3.3.8.
Theorem 3.3.8. Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 hold, and that n is large
enough. In addition, suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumptions 3.2.5 and
3.2.6. Then, on the event L′x, as defined in (3.92), we have∣∣∣∣[(α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ − (α0 + α1)Tβ∗] (x)∣∣∣∣
≤ 2‖β∗(x)‖`1 + 4s′x
( √
γ log(n) + 
) [
(M − 1) + J2κMsλn
( √
γ log(n) + 
)]
. (3.93)
Furthermore, the event L′x, satisfies
P(L′x,) ≥ 1 − (2s′x + 5s′′x + 9)n−γ/2 − (4s′x + 4s′′x ) exp
−J1 n1−γ/22√
γ log(n)
 . (3.94)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.8.5. 
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So far we have left , which corresponds to the estimation error (as can be see
from Theorem 3.3.8), unspecified. Now we fix our choice of  by matching the
exponential term in (3.94), namely exp
(
−J1n1−γ/22/
√
γ log(n)
)
, to n−γ/2, the rate
of the exclusion probability. Hence we set  = n for n as introduced in (3.34).
Recall that γ < 2, so we have from (3.34) the simple bound that
n < (2J1)−
1
2 log
3
4 (n)n−(
1
2− γ4 ). (3.95)
With the choice (3.34) of  = n, we state in Corollary 3.3.9 a concrete instance
of Theorem 3.3.8. We define the event
Lcopulax,n = L′x,n; (3.96)
that is, Lcopulax,n = L′x, , for L′x, introduced in (3.92), with  replaced by n in the
latter.
Corollary 3.3.9 (Estimation of the copula part). Suppose that Assumptions 3.2.3
and 3.2.4 hold, and that n is large enough. In addition, suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd
satisfies Assumptions 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. Then, on the event Lcopulax,n as defined in (3.96),
we have ∣∣∣∣[(α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ − (α0 + α1)Tβ∗] (x)∣∣∣∣
≤ J′1
(
‖β∗(x)‖`1 + s′xM
√
log(n)
)
log
3
4 (n)n−(
1
2− γ4 ). (3.97)
Here J′1 is some absolute constant that depends only on the absolute constant J1. Fur-
thermore, the event Lcopulax,n satisfies
P(Lcopulax,n ) ≥ 1 − (6s′x + 9s′′x + 9)n−γ/2, (3.98)
Proof. Inequality (3.98) follows immediately from (3.94) by the choice (3.34) of
 = n. We have n = o(
√
γ log(n)), and in addition with the choice  = n, the
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second term in the square bracket in (3.93) is dominated by the first for large
n by the second half of Assumption 3.2.4. Then, (3.97) follows immediately
from (3.93) by bounding  = n as in (3.95) and by bounding the remaining
appearances of γ by 2. 
3.4 Detailed study of the naive Bayes part
3.4.1 Outline
Our estimation of the naive Bayes part in this section roughly parallels certain
components of our estimation of the copula part in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4.2,
paralleling Section 3.3.2, we study the estimation of the density functions fi|y in
a form that is suitable for the estimation of the log density ratio. In Section 3.4.3,
paralleling Section 3.3.3, we study the sparse estimation of ∆ log f , which leads
to our estimation of the naive Bayes part.
3.4.2 Relative deviation property of the kernel density estima-
tor
We recall, for i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and y ∈ {0, 1}, the kernel density estimator f̂i|y of fi|y and
f̂i of fi as defined in (3.32) and (3.33) respectively, and the set B
f
hn,i,i,y
as defined
in (3.57). In words, the second term on the right hand side of (3.57) consists
of those points t such that the supremum of the density fi|y(t′) are close to fi|y(t)
in a relative sense (by a factor of two), where t′ can range over an interval of
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length 2hn,i centered around t. The constant 2 appearing in (3.57) is chosen for
convenience and can be replaced by any other constant larger than one.
We first obtain an inequality regarding the relative deviation from the mean
of our kernel density estimators.
Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose that t ∈ R satisfies
t ∈ B fhn,i,i,y and fi|y(t) ≥ fn,i. (3.99)
Then, the kernel density estimator f̂i|y satisfies
P
 | f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ ′
 ≤ 2 exp
− 38max {‖Ki‖L∞′, 3‖Ki‖2L2}n′2 fi|y(t)hn,i
 . (3.100)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.9.1. 
Note that, Proposition 3.4.1 suggests that fi|y(t) should not be too small, for
otherwise the bound offered by (3.100) is weak. This, together with other con-
siderations, lead us to concentrate on estimating the densities that satisfy a
lower bound, such as that expressed by the second half of (3.99). We also match
′ to n as in (3.34). Our relative deviation inequality for kernel density estima-
tion is presented in Theorem 3.4.2.
Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose that Assumption 3.2.4 holds, and that n is large enough.
Suppose that t ∈ R satisfies condition (3.99). Then we have
P
 | f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ n
 ≤ 1dn−γ/2. (3.101)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.9.2. 
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3.4.3 Sparse estimation of the naive Bayes part
Recall that ∆˜ log f as introduced in (3.40) is the sparse estimator of ∆ log f , and its
construction is detailed in Section 3.2.3.3. We also recall from (3.14) the sparsity
sets and indices for the naive Bayes part. We let
Ŝ fx = {i : ∆˜ log fi(xi) , 0}
be the estimator of S fx . Similar to the sparse estimation of the copula part, we
first consider the case i < S fx , i.e., ∆ log fi(xi) = 0 and so fi(xi) = fi|0(xi) = fi|1(xi).
Analogous to (3.76), we define the event
Gi,t =
{
∆˜ log fi(t) , 0
}
. (3.102)
Theorem 3.4.3. Suppose that Assumption 3.2.4 holds, and that n is large enough.
Suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfies Assumption 3.2.7. Then, we have, for all
i < S fx ,
P(Gci,xi) ≥ 1 −
2
d
n−γ/2. (3.103)
Hence, by the union bound, we have
P
(
Ŝ fx ⊂ S fx
)
= P
(
∩i<S fxGci,xi
)
≥ 1 − 2(d − s
f
x)
d
n−γ/2. (3.104)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.9.3. 
Next, our consideration of the case i ∈ S fx leads to Theorem 3.4.4 (which
strengthens Theorem 3.4.3) which states that, when combining our earlier As-
sumption 3.2.7 with the additional Assumption 3.2.8, we can accurately estimate
the naive Bayes part with high probability. This result is based on a bound on
the probability of the following event
Lbayesx,n =
{
Ŝ fx ⊂ S fx
}
∩
(
∩i∈S fx
{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(xi) − ∆ log fi(xi)∣∣∣∣ < 16n}) . (3.105)
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Note that, for technical reasons, we do not require accurate identification of all
nonzero components of ∆ log fi, as can be seen from (3.105).
Theorem 3.4.4 (Estimation of the naive Bayes part). Suppose that Assump-
tion 3.2.4 holds, and that n is large enough. Suppose that an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfies
Assumptions 3.2.7 and 3.2.8. Then, on the event Lbayesx,n as defined in (3.105), we have∥∥∥∥[∆ log f − ∆˜ log f ] (x)∥∥∥∥
`1
≤ 16s fxn. (3.106)
In addition, the event Lbayesx,n satisfies
P(Lbayesx,n ) ≥ 1 − 2n−γ/2. (3.107)
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 3.9.4. 
3.5 Simulation studies
We demonstrate the efficiency of our semiparametric Gaussian copula classifi-
cation method by simulation studies. For dimension and sparsity, we consider
two cases: the bivariate case where no sparsity is present, and a higher dimen-
sional case where d = 16 and where varying degrees of sparsity are present.
3.5.1 The bivariate case
We consider four types of joint distributions of (X,Y). For each type, the con-
ditional marginal distributions for each class are identical across the different
coordinates, i.e., (X1|Y = y) = (X2|Y = y) for each y ∈ {0, 1}. We first describe the
conditional marginal distributions for the class Y = 0. All conditional marginal
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distributions for Y = 0 are Gaussian mixtures with two components of equal
weights. Then,
1. For the type one (conditional marginal) distribution (for Y = 0), the first
component is distributed as N(0, 12), and the second component is dis-
tributed as N(0, 42).
2. For the type two distribution, the first component is distributed as N(0, 12),
and the second component is distributed as N(0, (1/10)2); hence the distri-
bution is strongly kurtotic.
3. For the type three distribution, the first component is distributed as
N(−1, 12), and the second component is distributed as N(1, 42); hence the
distribution is skewed (to the right).
4. The type four distribution is identical to the type one distribution.
Then, given the conditional marginal distributions for Y = 0 described above,
for the type one to type three distributions, the conditional marginal distribu-
tions for Y = 1 are simply a shift of the conditional marginal distributions for
Y = 0 to the right by 4, 1, and 4 respectively, while for the type four distribution,
the conditional marginal distributions for Y = 1 is the reflection of the condi-
tional marginal distributions for Y = 1 around 2. For illustration, we plot the
conditional marginal density functions f1|0 and f1|1, for (X1|Y = 0) and (X1|Y = 1)
respectively, in Figure 3.2.
Next, we let the copula correlation matrix be given by
Σ =
 1 0.50.5 1
 .
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Figure 3.2: Conditional marginal probability functions of the four types of
distributions we consider.
For simplicity, in the bivariate case, we forgo the first steps of the two-step
construction procedures, which are designed to exploit potential sparsity of the
problem, in Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.3.3. In addition, we simply take Σ̂−1 as Ω˜.
For the kernel density estimator of fi|y, here and later we choose the bandwidth
via cross-validation (specifically using the method described in [71]). Note that,
however, our theoretical results depend on the knowledge of the (typically un-
known) smoothness of the underlying distribution and do not cover this adap-
tive choice of the bandwidth via cross-validation.
For a given distribution type and a given sample size nsample, we replicate the
following simulation 100 times. For the kth simulation, we generate a training
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set consisting of nsample independent samples of (X|Y = y) for each y ∈ {0, 1}, and a
testing set consisting of ntest independent samples of (X|Y = y) for each y ∈ {0, 1};
we fix ntest = 100 for all k. Then, we compute
1. The (simulated) misclassification rate associated with our semiparametric
Gaussian copula classification rule δ̂n from the kth simulation, which we
denote by R̂SGCC,k.
2. The misclassification rate associated with the SeLDA method from the kth
simulation, which we denote by R̂SeLDA,k. In this bivariate case here, we
simply take Σ̂−1µ̂d as our estimator of Ωµd for the SeLDA method.
3. The misclassification rate associated with the Bayes rule from the kth sim-
ulation, which we denote by R̂Bayes,k. Here we classify X from the testing
set to be zero or one depending on whether (3.6) evaluated at x = X is
greater or less than zero.
Next we compute the (simulated) relative excess risk for the kth simulation,
which is the ratio of the (simulated) excess risk associated with our semipara-
metric Gaussian copula classification rule, R̂SGCC,k − R̂Bayes,k, to that of the excess
risk associated with the SeLDA method, R̂SeLDA,k − R̂Bayes,k. We then compute
the median and also the 25th and 75th quantiles of these relative excess risks
over the 100 simulations k ∈ {1, . . . , 100}. The result is shown in Figure 3.3. We
note that an relative excess risk below one indicates that our semiparametric
Gaussian copula classification rule performs better than the SeLDA method.
From our simulation for the case d = 2, we can observe that how well
our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification rule performs relative to the
SeLDA method depends on the shape of the conditional marginal distributions
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Figure 3.3: The relative excess risk when d = 2 under various specifica-
tions of the conditional marginal distribution and for nsample =
300, 1000, 3000 or 10000. Here we plot the ratio of the excess
risk associated with our semiparametric Gaussian copula clas-
sification rule to that associated with the SeLDA method. Each
data point is the median of 100 simulations, and for each of
the four types of distributions we consider, the relative excess
risks at different sample sizes are connected by a line. The data
for the different types of distributions are plotted in different
colors. In addition, the 25th and the 75th quantiles of each
data point are also plotted. (We use dashed lines to represent
quantiles that reach below zero.) For clarity of presentation,
we slightly offset the horizontal positions of the data associ-
ated with different specifications of the conditional marginal
distribution. As reference, the dashed magenta line represents
the constant one.
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we consider, in particular because our semiparametric Gaussian copula classifi-
cation involves the extra complexity of estimating the conditional marginal den-
sity functions. For instance, the conditional marginal distributions under the
type one assumption more closely resemble Gaussian distributions with iden-
tical variance, and while the conditional marginal distributions under the type
two assumption do not resemble Gaussian distributions, the strongly kurtotic
nature of the distributions means that kernel density estimation here is more
difficult. Not surprisingly, in both cases our semiparametric Gaussian copula
classification rule starts to shine only at larger sample sizes. For type three and
type four distribution assumptions, the conditional marginal distributions are
smooth and do not resemble Gaussian distributions. Here, our semiparamet-
ric Gaussian copula classification rule starts outperforming the SeLDA method
from small sample sizes.
3.5.2 The high dimensional case
For concreteness, for a given sparsity index s ≤ d, we let the copula correlation
Σ be an identity matrix except that the off-diagonal elements of the first s × s
sub-matrix of Σ are all equal to 0.5. Then, we let the conditional marginal distri-
butions of (Xk|Y = 0) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d, and the conditional marginal distributions
of (Xk|Y = 1) for s < k ≤ d, be the un-shifted and un-reflected skewed distri-
bution (i.e., the type three distribution) as described in the bivariate case, while
we let the conditional marginal distributions of (Xk|Y = 1) for 1 ≤ k ≤ s be the
corresponding distributions of (Xk|Y = 0) shifted to the right by 4. Hence, the
the conditional marginal distributions of (Xk|Y = 0) and (Xk|Y = 1) agree except
for the first s coordinates.
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When implementing our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification rule,
we use cross-validation to choose the four thresholding parameters that now ap-
pear as g(2n, γ), δ¯n,d,γ, fn,i and n in (3.19), (3.20), (3.41) and (3.42). For simplicity,
we let each of these four thresholding parameters be identical across all coordi-
nates. In addition, when implementing the SeLDA method, we first calculate
the vector Ω˜µ̂d and then manually set the last d − s coordinates of this vector to
zero, and set the final vector as our estimator of Ωµd. Note that this implemen-
tation for SeLDA relies on our knowledge of the sparsity pattern; we chose this
method to avoid selecting the regularization parameter required by the SeLDA
method.
We again compute the median and also the 25th and 75th quantiles of the
relative excess risks over 100 simulations. The result is shown in Figure 3.4. We
can observe that how well our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification
rule performs relative to the SeLDA method depends on the degree of sparsity
present. When the sparsity index s is small, the number of coordinates on which
the conditional marginal distributions for the two classes are equal is large, and
hence the assumption of SeLDA is satisfied on a large number of coordinates.
Therefore, a larger sample size is required for our semiparametric Gaussian cop-
ula classification rule to outperform the SeLDA method. Conversely, when the
sparsity index s is large, the assumption of SeLDA is violated on a large number
of coordinates, and therefore our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification
rule starts outperforming the SeLDA method from small sample sizes.
In all of our analysis and simulations presented so far, we have relied on
kernel density estimator for the conditional marginal density functions. We
have also assumed that we have the same training set, and hence the same
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Figure 3.4: The relative excess risk when d = 16 for sparsity index s = 2, 4
or 8, and for nsample = 300, 1000 or 3000, when the conditional
marginal distribution is skewed. Again we plot the ratio of
the excess risk associated with our semiparametric Gaussian
copula classification rule to that associated with the SeLDA
method from 100 simulations. For each of the three sparsity
indices we consider, the medians of the relative excess risks at
different sample sizes are connected by a line. For clarity of
presentation, we slightly offset the horizontal positions of the
data associated with different sparsity indices. As reference,
the dashed magenta line represents the constant one, and the
relative excess risk we calculated for the skewed distribution
for d = 2 is copied here from Figure 3.3.
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number of observations, to estimate the correlation structure and the condi-
tional marginal distributions. What if we have additional knowledge about the
conditional marginal distributions, perhaps because we know the conditional
marginal distributions belong to certain parametric family, or because we have
more observations for the conditional marginal distributions? This is the topic
of our next simulation study. Here we assume we know that all the conditional
marginal distributions are Gaussian mixtures with two components, and esti-
mate the conditional marginal density functions accordingly; the remainder of
the implementation of our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification rule
is left untouched (in particular, we still employ empirical conditional marginal
distribution functions, even though we could replace them by the results ob-
tained from fitting to Gaussian mixtures with two components). The result is
shown in Figure 3.5. As we can see from the figure, when we have incorporated
additional information regarding the conditional marginal density functions,
our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification rule outperforms the SeLDA
method universally under the settings that we are examining.
Next we compare our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification rule to
the naive Bayes method. When implementing the naive Bayes classifier, we
simply repeat the construction of our semiparametric Gaussian copula classifi-
cation rule (with thresholding, etc.) except that we ignore the contribution from
the copula part to the log density ratio. The result is shown in Figure 3.6, where
we plot the ratio of the excess risk associated with our semiparametric Gaus-
sian copula classification rule to that associated with the naive Bayes method.
As we can see from the figure, the naive Bayes method performs surprisingly
well, though it tends to be overtaken when the sample size is larger and when
the sparsity index is larger, the latter implying a more complicated correlation
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Figure 3.5: The relative excess risk when d = 16 for sparsity index s = 2,
4 or 8, and for nsample = 300, 1000 or 3000, when the con-
ditional marginal distribution is skewed. Different from the
result presented in Figure 3.4, here within our semiparamet-
ric Gaussian copula classification rule the conditional marginal
density functions are estimated using the knowledge that true
marginal density functions are Gaussian mixtures with two
components. Again we plot the ratio of the excess risk asso-
ciated with our semiparametric Gaussian copula classification
rule to that associated with the SeLDA method from 100 simu-
lations. For each of the three sparsity indices we consider, the
medians of the relative excess risks at different sample sizes
are connected by a line. For clarity of presentation, we slightly
offset the horizontal positions of the data associated with dif-
ferent sparsity indices. As reference, the dashed magenta line
represents the constant one, and the relative excess risk we cal-
culated for the skewed distribution for d = 2 is copied here
from Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.6: The relative excess risk when d = 16 for sparsity index s = 2, 4
or 8, and for nsample = 300, 1000 or 3000, when the conditional
marginal distribution is skewed. Here we plot the ratio of the
excess risk associated with our semiparametric Gaussian cop-
ula classification rule to that associated with the naive Bayes
method, and each data point is the median of 100 simulations.
For each of the three sparsity indices we consider, the relative
excess risk at different sample sizes are connected by a line.
For clarity of presentation, we slightly offset the horizontal po-
sitions of the data associated with different sparsity indices. As
reference, the dashed magenta line represents the constant one,
and the relative excess risk we calculated for the skewed distri-
bution for d = 2 is copied here from Figure 3.3.
structure.
We are naturally interested in how the cross-validation procedure identifies
the sparsity structure. From our experience, when choosing the thresholding
parameters present in (3.19), (3.20), (3.41), the cross-validation procedure always
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s=2 s=4 s=8
n=300 2 (2, 2), 4.5 (2.5, 6.5) 4 (4, 4), 4 (2.5, 4.5) 7 (5.5, 8), 2 (1, 2.5)
n=1000 2 (2, 2), 4.0 (1.5, 7) 4 (4, 4), 1 (0, 2) 7 (7, 7), 1 (0, 1.5)
n=3000 2 (2, 2), 1.75 (1, 2.5) 4 (4, 4), 1 (0, 2) 8 (7, 8), 1 (0, 1.5)
Table 3.1: For a given sample size n and sparsity index s, the first num-
ber in any cell is the median of the number of the first s coordi-
nates whose associated ratio the cross-validation procedure (in-
correctly) determines to be zero, and the two numbers in the
parenthesis that follows are the 25th and the 75th quantiles of
the number; then, the second number in the cell is the median of
the number of the last d − s coordinates whose associated ratio
the cross-validation procedure (correctly) determines to be zero,
and two numbers in the parenthesis that follows are the 25th
and the 75th quantiles of the number.
chooses the lowest values possible. However, for the thresholding parameter
present in (3.42), which determines whether we treat the ratio of the conditional
marginal densities as appreciably different from one, the thresholding parame-
ter becomes large enough to appreciably affect the classification procedure. We
summarize in Table 3.1 the number of the first s coordinates whose associated
ratio is (incorrectly) determined by the cross-validation procedure to be zero,
and also the number of the last d − s coordinates whose associated ratio is (cor-
rectly) determined by the cross-validation procedure to be zero. As we can see
from the table, the cross-validation procedure in general correctly treats the con-
ditional marginal densities of the two classes from the first s coordinates to be
different, and treats a large fraction of the conditional marginal densities of the
two classes from the last d − s coordinates to be the same.
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3.6 Proofs for Section 3.1
3.6.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
By the assumption that (X|Y = 0) and (X|Y = 1) have the same Gaussian copula
with the copula correlation matrix Σ, we have that
(αy(X)|Y = y) ∼ N(0,Σ). (3.108)
We derive the density f y(x) for y ∈ {0, 1}. We let ΦΣ denote the distribution func-
tion and φΣ denote the density function of a multivariate N(0,Σ) distribution.
We have, for x ∈ Rd,
f y(x) =
d
dx
P(X ≤ x|Y = y) = d
dx
P(αy(X) ≤ αy(x)
∣∣∣Y = y)
=
d
dx
ΦΣ
(
αy(x)
)
= φΣ
(
αy(x)
) d∏
i=1
d
dxi
Φ−1(Fi|y(xi))
=
1√
(2pi)d|Σ|
exp
(
−1
2
(αy(x))TΩαy(x)
) d∏
i=1
1
φ(αi|y(xi))
fi|y(xi)
=
1√
(2pi)d|Σ|
exp
(
−1
2
(αy(x))T (Ω − Id)αy(x)
) d∏
i=1
fi|y(xi). (3.109)
Here in the third equality we have invoked (3.108). Then, from (3.109), we have
log
f 0(x)
f 1(x)
= −1
2
(α0(x))T (Ω − Id)α0(x) + 12(α1(x))
T (Ω − Id)α1(x) +
d∑
i=1
[
log fi|0(xi) − log fi|1(xi)] ,
from which Equation (3.6) easily follows. 
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3.7 Proofs for Section 3.2
3.7.1 Proof of Proposition 3.2.2
We let f be the density function of a (univariate) normal distribution with mean
µ and variance σ2 ≥ σ20. We fix arbitrary t ∈ R, and l ≥ 1. In the following f (l) and
φ(l) denote the lth derivative of f and (the standard normal density function) φ
respectively, but K(l) is the kernel of order l. We have
E
[
f̂K(l)(t)
]
− f (t) =
∫
K(l)(u)
(uh)l
l!
f (l)(t + τuh)du
=
∫
K(l)(u)
(uh)l
l!
(
1
σ
)l+1
φ(l)
(
t − µ + τuh
σ
)
du
=
∫
1√
2pi
(−1)l (uh)
l
l!
(
1
σ
)l+1
exp
[
− (t − µ + τuh)
2
2σ2
]
He,l
(
t − µ + τuh
σ
)
K(l)(u)du
=
∫
1√
2pi
(−1)l2−l/2 (uh)
l
l!
(
1
σ
)l+1
exp
[
− (t − µ + τuh)
2
2σ2
]
Hl
(
t − µ + τuh
σ
√
2
)
K(l)(u)du
=
∫
1√
2pi
(−1)l2−l/2 (uh)
l
l!
(
1
σ
)l+1
exp
(
−t′2
)
Hl
(
t′
)
K(l)(u)du. (3.110)
Here the first equality follows by standard derivation for K(l) a kernel of order l
(e.g., [68, Proposition 1.2]), and in there τ is some number such that 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1,
in the third equality He,l is “probablist’s” Hermite polynomial of order l, in the
fourth equality Hl is “physicist’s” Hermite polynomial of order l, and in the last
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equality we have let t′ =
t − µ + τuh
σ
√
2
. We further derive from (3.110) that
∣∣∣∣E [ f̂K(l)(t)] − f (t)∣∣∣∣ ≤ hl√
2pi(l!)1/2
(
1
σ
)l+1 ∫
e−t
′2 |Hl (t′) | [2−l/2(l!)−1/2] |u|l|K(l)(u)|du
≤ CCrame´r√
2pi(l!)1/2
(
1
σ
)l+1
hl
∫ 1
−1
e−t
′2/2|u|l|K(l)(u)|du
≤ CCrame´r√
2pi(l!)1/2
(
1
σ
)l+1
hl
∫ 1
−1
|K(l)(u)|du
≤ CCrame´r‖K
(l)‖L∞√
pi/2(l!)1/2
(
1
σ
)l+1
hl ≤ clhl.
Here in the second inequality we have used Crame´r’s inequality stating that
|Hl (t′) | ≤ CCrame´ret′2/22l/2
√
l! for the absolute constant CCrame´r ≤ 1.09 [22, (19) in
Section 10.18], [32, (22.14.17)]. It is easy to show that we indeed have cl → 0 by
Stirling approximation and the fact that ‖K‖L∞ ≤ CKl3/2. 
3.7.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2.12
With the fact that (for pi0 = pi1 = 1/2)
η =
1
2 f
f 1 =
f 1
f 0 + f 1
,
we have
f 0
f 1
=
1 − η
η
=
1
η
− 1,
which further implies that
η =
1
( f 0/ f 1) + 1
=
1
elog( f 0/ f 1) + 1
. (3.111)
We define the function η¯ : R→ R as
η¯(t) =
1
et + 1
.
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It is easy to deduce that η¯(0) = 1/2, and |dη¯(t)/dt| ≤ 1/4 for all t ∈ R. Hence,
|η¯(t) − 1/2| ≤ |t|/4. (3.112)
From (3.111) and (3.112), we conclude that, for all x ∈ Rd,
|η(x) − 1/2| ≤ 1
4
∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(x)∣∣∣ . (3.113)
Now we are ready to derive the excess risk. We have
P(̂δn(X) , Y) − P(δ∗(X) , Y) = E
(
|2η(X) − 1|1
{̂
δn(X) , δ∗(X)
})
= E
(
|2η(X) − 1|1
{̂
δn(X) , δ∗(X)
}
1
{
X < An,d,γ
})
+ E
(
|2η(X) − 1|1
{̂
δn(X) , δ∗(X)
}
1
{∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(X)}1 {X ∈ An,d,γ})
+ E
(
|2η(X) − 1|1
{̂
δn(X) , δ∗(X)
}
1
{∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ > ∆(X)}1 {X ∈ An,d,γ})
≤ P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
+
1
2
E
[∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣1 {∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(X)}]
+ E
(
1
{∣∣∣∣[ ̂log( f 0/ f 1) − log( f 0/ f 1)] (X)∣∣∣∣ > ∆(X)}1 {X ∈ An,d,γ})
≤ P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
+
1
2
E
[
∆(X)1
{∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(X)}]
+ EX
[
P⊗2n
(
1
{∣∣∣∣[ ̂log( f 0/ f 1) − log( f 0/ f 1)] (X)∣∣∣∣ > ∆(X)}1 {X ∈ An,d,γ})]
≤ P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
+
1
2
E
[
∆(X)1
{∣∣∣log( f 0/ f 1)(X)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(X)}] + E [6s′X + 9s′′X + 11] n−γ/2,
which is Inequality (3.67). Here the first equality is a well known fact expressing
the excess risk in terms of the regression function η (e.g., [19, Theorem 2.2]),
the first inequality follows by (3.113), |2η(X) − 1| ≤ 1, and the fact that δ̂n(X) ,
δ∗(X) is possible only when
∣∣∣∣[ ̂log( f 0/ f 1) − log( f 0/ f 1)] (X)∣∣∣∣ > | log( f 0/ f 1)(X)|, in the
second inequality P⊗2n denotes probability taken w.r.t. the 2n training samples
and EX denotes expectation taken w.r.t. X, and the last inequality follows from
Corollary 3.2.9.
Next, (3.68) follows from (3.67) by replacing ‖β∗(X)‖`1 , s′X, s′′X and s fX by their
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constant bounds Cβ∗ , s′, s′′ and s f respectively, and then invoking the margin
assumption 3.2.10. 
3.7.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.14
By (3.66) and (3.55), we have
P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
≤ P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
)
+ P
(
X < AF,2n,d,γ
)
+ P
(
X < AFn,β∗,γ
)
+ P
(
X < A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ
)
. (3.114)
We bound the four terms on the right hand side of (3.114) separately.
3.7.3.1 The term P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
)
We have
P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
)
=
1
2
P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
∣∣∣∣Y = 0) + 12P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
∣∣∣∣Y = 1)
= P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
∣∣∣∣Y = 0) . (3.115)
Here the second equality follows by symmetry. Then, by (3.53), we have
P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
∣∣∣∣Y = 0) ≤∑
i∈S ′′
∑
y∈{0,1}
P
(
Xi < Bn,γ,i,y
∣∣∣Y = 0) . (3.116)
We fix an arbitrary i ∈ S ′′. First note that, we have that Fi|0(Xi|Y = 0) = Φ(Xi|Y =
0) follows a uniform distribution on (0, 1). Hence, by (3.45), we have
P
(
Xi < Bn,γ,i,0
∣∣∣Y = 0) = P (Fi|0(Xi) < 8g(2n, γ)∣∣∣Y = 0) + P (Fi|0(Xi) > 1 − 8g(2n, γ)∣∣∣Y = 0)
= 16g(2n, γ). (3.117)
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On the other hand, the distribution of Fi|1(Xi|Y = 0) is no longer a uniform dis-
tribution and a more involved analysis is necessary. We have
P
(
Xi < Bn,γ,i,1
∣∣∣Y = 0)
= P
(
Fi|1(Xi) < 8g(2n, γ)
∣∣∣Y = 0) + P (Fi|1(Xi) > 1 − 8g(2n, γ)∣∣∣Y = 0)
= P
(
Φµ(Xi) < 8g(2n, γ)
∣∣∣Y = 0) + P (Φµ(Xi) > 1 − 8g(2n, γ)∣∣∣Y = 0)
= P
(
Xi < Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ))
∣∣∣Y = 0) + P (Xi > Φ−1µ (1 − 8g(2n, γ))∣∣∣Y = 0) . (3.118)
For the second term in (3.118), using Φ−1µ (t) = Φ−1(t) + µ, we have
P
(
Xi > Φ−1µ (1 − 8g(2n, γ))
∣∣∣Y = 0) = P (Xi > Φ−1(1 − 8g(2n, γ)) + µ∣∣∣Y = 0)
≤ P
(
Xi > Φ−1(1 − 8g(2n, γ))
∣∣∣Y = 0) = P (Φ(Xi) > 1 − 8g(2n, γ)|Y = 0)
= 8g(2n, γ). (3.119)
The first term in (3.118) is more complicated. First, we note that, for t ≤
min{−1,−µ}, we have
Φ(t)
Φµ(t)
=
Φ(t)
Φ(t − µ) ≤
1
−tφ(t)
−(t − µ)
1 + (−(t − µ))2φ(t − µ)
=
1 + (t − µ)2
t(t − µ) e
µ2/2e−µt
≤ 1 + (2t)
2
t2
eµ
2/2e−µt =
(
1
t2
+ 4
)
eµ
2/2e−µt ≤ 5eµ2/2e−µt. (3.120)
Here in the first inequality we have used (3.138) for t ≤ 0, and in the second
inequality we have used the assumption t ≤ −µ. Hence, for n large enough such
that Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ)) ≤ min{−1,−µ}, by (3.120) with t = Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ)), we have
P
(
Xi < Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ))
∣∣∣Y = 0) = Φ (Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ))
≤ 5eµ2/2e−µΦ−1µ (8g(2n,γ))Φµ
(
Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ))
)
= 5e−µ
2/2e−µΦ
−1(8g(2n,γ))(8g(2n, γ)). (3.121)
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Then, invoking (3.139), we further deduce from (3.121) that
P
(
Xi < Φ−1µ (8g(2n, γ))
∣∣∣Y = 0) ≤ 5e−µ2/2 exp
µ
√
2 log
(
1
2 · 8g(2n, γ)
) (8g(2n, γ))
≤ 5e−µ2/2 exp
{
µ
√
C log(nγ/2)
}
(8g(2n, γ))
= 5e−µ
2/2eCµ
√
γ log(n)(8g(2n, γ)). (3.122)
Plugging (3.122) and (3.119) into (3.118), we have, for Jµ some constant depen-
dent only on µ,
P
(
Xi < Bn,γ,i,1
∣∣∣Y = 0) ≤ JµeCµ√γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.123)
Plugging (3.117) and (3.123) into (3.116) and then in turn into (3.115), we con-
clude that
P
(
X < AF,1n,d,γ
)
≤ J′µs′′eCµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.124)
Here J′µ is another constant dependent only on µ.
3.7.3.2 The term P
(
X < AF,2n,d,γ
)
We have
P
(
X < AF,2n,d,γ
)
≤
∑
i∈S ′′
P
(
Xi < Bδn,γ,i
)
=
∑
i∈S ′′
P
(
None of (3.48), (3.49), (3.50), (3.51) is satisfied with t replaced by Xi
)
.
(3.125)
It is elementary to show that there exists some constant J′′µ > 0, which depends
only on µ, such that for all i ∈ S ′′ and for all t ∈ R,
max
{
Fi|0(t)
Fi|1(t)
,
1 − Fi|1(t)
1 − Fi|0(t)
}
≥ 1 + J′′µ .
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In addition, under Assumption 3.2.4, δ¯n,d,γ, δ¯n,1,γ → 0 as n → ∞. Then, for all n
large enough, the probabilities in the last line of (3.125) are identically zero, and
so we have
P
(
X < AF,2n,d,γ
)
= 0. (3.126)
3.7.3.3 The term P
(
X < AFn,β∗,γ
)
By (3.56) and (3.81), we have
AFn,β∗,γ ⊃
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ S ′,∀y ∈ {0, 1}, xi ∈ Bn,γ,i,y
}
= ∩i∈S ′ ∩y∈{0,1}
{
x ∈ Rd : xi ∈ Bn,γ,i,y
}
and thus
P(X < AFn,β∗,γ) = P
(
X < AFn,β∗,γ
∣∣∣Y = 0) ≤∑
i∈S ′
∑
y∈{0,1}
P
(
Xi < Bn,γ,i,y
∣∣∣Y = 0) . (3.127)
Here the equality follows by the same argument in the derivation of (3.115). We
fix an arbitrary i ∈ S ′. If i ∈ S ′′ as well, then (3.117) and (3.123) continue to
hold. On the other hand, if i < S ′′, then our job is easier, because then (Xi|Y = 0)
and (Xi|Y = 1) have the same N(0, 1) distribution, Fi|0(Xi) and Fi|1(Xi) are both
uniformly distributed on (0, 1), so (3.117), and (3.117) with the replacement of
Bn,γ,i,0 by Bn,γ,i,1 and Fi|0(Xi) by Fi|1(Xi) all hold. Combining the two cases, from
(3.127), we conclude that
P
(
X < AFn,β∗,γ
)
≤ J′µs′eCµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.128)
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3.7.3.4 The terms P
(
X < A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ
)
Recall that A f ,=n,d,γ is as defined in (3.60) and A
f ,,
n,d,γ is as defined in (3.61). Note that
A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd :∀i < S fx , xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y,
and ∀i ∈ S fx , xi ∈ A fn,i ∩
(
∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y
) }
=
{
x ∈ Rd :∀i ∈ {s′′ + 1, . . . , d}, xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y,
and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′} such that xi = µ/2, xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y,
and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′} such that xi , µ/2, xi ∈ A fn,i ∩
(
∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y
) }
Here the second step follows because, under the simple (d, s′′, µ,Σ) Gaussian
classification model, for all x ∈ Rd, {s′′+1, . . . , d} ⊂ (S fx )c, and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′},
∆ log fi(xi) = 0 and so i ∈ (S fx )c if and only if xi = µ/2. For n large enough, for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′}, we have that (3.59) holds with t replaced by µ/2, and so µ/2 ∈ A fn,i.
Hence, for n large enough, we have a cleaner characterization of A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ
given by
A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd :∀i ∈ {s′′ + 1, . . . , d}, xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y,
and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′}, xi ∈ A fn,i ∩
(
∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y
) }
=
{
x ∈ Rd :∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, xi ∈ ∩y∈{0,1}B fhn,i,i,y,
and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′}, xi ∈ A fn,i
}
.
We will proceed with this characterization.
We first show that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and for y ∈ {0, 1}, we have B fhn,i,i,y = R
(recall B fhn,i,i,y as defined in (3.57)). It suffices to show this for y = 0. In this case the
density function fi|0 = φ. We assume that n is large enough such that φ(hn,i) ≥ fn,i.
By symmetry of the density function φ around zero and the monotonicity of φ
on [0,∞), it suffices to show that, if t ≥ hn,i and φ(t) ≥ fn,i, then φ(t − hn,i) ≤ 2φ(t).
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We have
φ(t − hn,i)
φ(t)
= ehn,it−h
2
n,i/2 < ehn,it. (3.129)
It is easy to derive that, for an arbitrary constant L,
φ(t) ≥ L fn,i ⇐⇒ |t| ≤
γ log(n) + 2 log Hi log−1(n)√
2piLJγ,Cd
1/2 =: q(n, L). (3.130)
In the above, for brevity, we have suppressed the display of the dependence
of the function q on other parameters. Then, the restriction φ(t) ≥ fn,i enforces
the bound t ≤ q(n, 1), which, when plugged into (3.129), yields that, for n large
enough,
φ(t − hn,i)
φ(t)
< ehn,it ≤ elog(2) = 2
as desired. Here the second inequality follows by the choices (3.37) of hn,i and
(3.38) of Hi.
Hence, A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ =
{
x ∈ Rd : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′}, xi ∈ A fn,i
}
, and it remains to
bound
P
(
X < A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ
)
= P
(
∃i ∈ {1, . . . , s′′}, Xi < A fn,i
)
≤
∑
i∈S ′′
P
(
Xi < A
f
n,i
)
=
∑
i∈S ′′
P
(
∃y ∈ {0, 1}, fi|y(Xi) < 31 − n fn,i
)
. (3.131)
We fix an arbitrary i ∈ S ′′. We have, for n large enough such that n ≤ 1/4, that
fi|y(t) <
3
1 − n fn,i =⇒ fi|y(t) < 4 fn,i ⇐⇒ |t − µy| > q(n, 4) (3.132)
for µ0 = 0 and µ1 = µ. Here the second equivalence follows by (3.130). Then,
from (3.132), we further have
∃y ∈ {0, 1}, fi|y(t) < 31 − n fn,i =⇒ t <
[−q(n, 4) + µ, q(n, 4)] . (3.133)
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From (3.133), we then have, for n large enough,
P
(
∃y ∈ {0, 1}, fi|y(Xi) < 31 − n fn,i
)
≤ P (Xi < −q(n, 4) + µ) + P (Xi > q(n, 4))
= P (Xi < −q(n, 4) + µ|Y = 0) + P (Xi > q(n, 4)|Y = 0)
≤ 1
q(n, 4) − µφ (q(n, 4) − µ) +
1
q(n, 4)
φ (q(n, 4)) ≤ 2
q(n, 4) − µφ (q(n, 4) − µ)
≤ 4
q(n, 4)
[
φ(q(n, 4))eµq(n,4)e−µ
2]
=
16e−µ
2
q(n, 4)
fn,ieµq(n,4)
≤ Jγ,Cd ,µ log(n)eµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.134)
Here the first equality follows by the symmetry given the cases Y = 0 and Y =
1, the second inequality follows from (3.136) and (3.138), the second equality
follows because φ(q(n, L)) = L fn,i by (3.132), and in the last inequality Jγ,Cd ,µ is
some constant dependent only on γ,Cd, µ.
Then, from (3.131) and (3.134), we conclude that, for n large enough,
P
(
X < A f ,=n,d,γ ∩ A f ,,n,d,γ
)
≤ Jγ,Cd ,µs′′eCµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ). (3.135)
Therefore, by the overall bound (3.114) and the individual bounds (3.124),
(3.126), (3.128), and (3.135), we conclude that, for Cγ,Cd ,µ some constant depen-
dent only on γ,Cd, µ,
P
(
X < An,d,γ
)
≤ Cγ,Cd ,µ(s′ + s′′)eCµ
√
γ log(n)g(2n, γ),
which is (3.69). 
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3.8 Proofs for Section 3.3
3.8.1 Proof of Lemma 3.3.1
We first prove some basic building blocks toward the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 and
other results in the chapter.
Proposition 3.8.1. For all t ≥ 0, we have
t
1 + t2
φ(t) ≤ 1 − Φ(t) ≤ 1
t
φ(t), (3.136)
and for all 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 1, we have
Φ−1(t) ≤
√
2 log
1
2(1 − t) . (3.137)
Therefore, by symmetry, for all t ≤ 0, we have
−t
1 + (−t)2φ(t) ≤ Φ(t) ≤
1
−tφ(t), (3.138)
and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5, we have
Φ−1(t) ≥ −
√
2 log
1
2t
. (3.139)
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix B.1.1. 
Proposition 3.8.2. Recall that n is large enough such that an ≥ 1. We have, for t such
that αi|y(t) = an, that
g(n, γ) ≤ 1 − Fi|y(t) ≤ 2g(n, γ), (3.140)
and for all t ∈ R such that αi|y(t) ∈ [−an, an], that
g(n, γ) ≤ Fi|y(t) ≤ 1 − g(n, γ). (3.141)
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Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix B.1.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3.1. We focus on the case αi|y(t) ≥ 0 and so Φ(αi|y(t)) = Fi|y(t) ≥
1/2. The analysis for the symmetric case αi|y(t) < 0 is similar and is thus omitted.
Using the mean value theorem and Inequality (3.137), we have
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| = (Φ−1)′(η(t))|F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)| ≤
√
pi
2
1
1 − η(t) |F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)|. (3.142)
Here
η(t) ∈
[
min
(
F̂i|y(t), Fi|y(t)
)
,max
(
F̂i|y(t), Fi|y(t)
)]
.
On the event En,δ,i,y,t, we have
1 − η(t) ≥ min
(
1 − F̂i|y(t), 1 − Fi|y(t)
)
= min
(
1 − Fi|y(t) − (F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)), 1 − Fi|y(t)
)
≥ 1 − Fi|y(t) − |F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)| > (1 − δ)(1 − Fi|y(t))
and hence
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| <
√
pi
2
1
(1 − δ)(1 − Fi|y(t))δ(1 − Fi|y(t)) =
√
pi
2
δ
1 − δ. (3.143)
Thus we have proved the first half of (3.71). The second half of (3.71) follows
from the first half because δ ≤ 1/2. Next we prove (3.72). Because
(En,δ,i,y,t)c =
{
|F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)| ≥ δF¯i|y(t)
}
=
{
F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t) ≥ δF¯i|y(t)
}
∪
{
Fi|y(t) − F̂i|y(t) ≥ δF¯i|y(t)
}
, (3.144)
it suffices to bound the probabilities of the two terms on the right hand side of
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(3.144). First,
P
{
F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t) ≥ δF¯i|y(t)
}
= P
{√
n
(
F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)
)
≥ √nδF¯i|y(t)
}
≤ exp
− nδ2F¯2i|y(t)2Fi|y(t)F¯i|y(t)Φ
( √
nδF¯i|y(t)
Fi|y(t)
√
n
)
≤ exp
(
−1
2
nδ2F¯i|y(t)Φ
(
δF¯i|y(t)
Fi|y(t)
))
≤ exp
(
−1
3
nδ2F¯i|y(t)
)
. (3.145)
Here the first inequality follows from [64, (3) of Inequality 1, Chapter 11, Sec-
tion 1], the second inequality follows because Fi|y(t) ≤ 1, and the third inequality
follows because Φ
(
δF¯i|y(t)
Fi|y(t)
)
≥ 2
3
due to [64, Property (11) of Proposition 1, Chap-
ter 11, Section 1]. Next,
P
{
Fi|y(t) − F̂i|y(t) ≥ δF¯i|y(t)
}
= P
{
−√n
(
F̂i|y(t) − Fi|y(t)
)
≥ √nδF¯i|y(t)
}
≤ exp
− nδ2F¯2i|y(t)2Fi|y(t)F¯i|y(t)

≤ exp
(
−1
2
nδ2F¯i|y(t)
)
. (3.146)
Here the first inequality follows from [64, (6) of Inequality 1, Chapter 11, Sec-
tion 1], the second inequality again follows because Fi|y(t) ≤ 1. From (3.144),
(3.145) and (3.146), we conclude that (3.72) holds.
At last we prove (3.73) and (3.74). We let  =
√
2piδ, and consider the event
En,δ,i,y,t. We have
P
{
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ 
}
≤ P
{
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥
√
pi
2
δ
1 − δ
}
≤ 1 − P(En,δ,i,y,t). (3.147)
Here the first inequality follows by our choice of , and the second inequality
follows because we have shown that (3.143) holds on the event En,δ,i,y,t. Hence
it suffices to lower bound P(En,δ,i,y,t), which is readily provided by (3.72), and
so (3.73) directly follows from (3.147) and (3.72). From Inequality (3.73), if we
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further lower bound F¯i|y(t) = min
{
Fi|y(t), 1 − Fi|y(t)
}
using Inequality (3.141), we
obtain Inequality (3.74).

3.8.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3.3
We fix an arbitrary x ∈ Rd and an arbitrary i < S ′′x . We let
t = xi.
By the construction of our test, we have
P(∆˜αi(t) = 0) ≥ min {P (test (3.19) succeeds) ,P (test (3.20) succeeds)} . (3.148)
First, suppose that t satisfies
Fi(t) ≤ g(2n, γ) or Fi(t) ≥ 1 − g(2n, γ). (3.149)
Then, either Fi(t) ≤ g(2n, γ) or 1−Fi(t) ≤ g(2n, γ) and so Fi(t)(1−Fi(t)) ≤ g(2n, γ). In
this case, we focus on test (3.19). Note that we would like one of the Inequalities
in (3.19) to hold so that we set ∆˜αi(t) = 0. We set  = 3g(2n, γ). By Bernstein’s
inequality with V
[
F̂i(t)
]
=
1
2n
Fi(t)(1 − Fi(t)), we have
P
(
F̂i(t) − Fi(t) > 
)
≤ exp
(
− 4n
22
4nFi(t)(1 − Fi(t)) + 8n/3
)
≤ exp (−3n · g(2n, γ)) .
Hence, we conclude that, by (3.148) and test (3.19), for  = 3g(2n, γ) as chosen
above, for all t such that Fi(t) ≤ g(2n, γ) (i.e., the first half of (3.149)), we have
P(∆˜αi(t) = 0) ≥ P
(
F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ)
)
≥ P
(
F̂i(t) − Fi(t) ≤ 
)
≥ 1 − exp (−3n · g(2n, γ)) ≥ 1 − 81
d
n−γ/2.
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Here the last line follows by (3.77). By similar reasoning, the same conclusion
follows for all t such that Fi(t) ≥ 1 − g(2n, γ) (i.e., the second half of (3.149)).
Therefore we conclude that (3.78) holds for t = xi in the regime specified by
(3.149).
Next suppose that, in contrast to (3.149), t is such that
g(2n, γ) < Fi(t) < 1 − g(2n, γ). (3.150)
In this case, test (3.19) is more likely to fail, so we switch to study test (3.20).
Note that we set ∆˜αi(t) = 0 (the desirable case) if Inequality (3.20) holds, and so
we upper bound the probability that Inequality (3.20) fails.
Note that when Inequality (3.20) fails, at least one of the following four in-
equalities
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)Fi(t),
min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)Fi(t),
max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)} > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi(t)),
min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)} < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi(t))
must hold. (If none of the these inequalities holds, it is easy to see that Inequal-
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ity (3.20) must hold.) Thus,max
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} , max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
 ≤ 1 + δ¯n,d,γ1 − δ¯n,d,γ

c
⊂
{
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)Fi(t)
}
∪
{
min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)Fi(t)
}
∪
{
max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)} > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi(t))
}
∪
{
min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)} < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi(t))
}
=
{
F̂i|0(t) > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)Fi|0(t)
}
∪
{
F̂i|1(t) > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)Fi|1(t)
}
∪
{
F̂i|0(t) < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)Fi|0(t)
}
∪
{
F̂i|1(t) < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)Fi|1(t)
}
∪
{
1 − F̂i|0(t) > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi|0(t))
}
∪
{
1 − F̂i|1(t) > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi|1(t))
}
∪
{
1 − F̂i|0(t) < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi|0(t))
}
∪
{
1 − F̂i|1(t) < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi|1(t))
}
.
(3.151)
Here the last step holds because in the current case Fi(t) = Fi|0(t) = Fi|1(t). Hence
it suffices to bound the individual probabilities of the eight events whose union
constitutes the last step of the set relationship (3.151). Recall that for t in the
regime specified by (3.150), both Fi(t) and 1−Fi(t) are lower bounded by g(2n, γ),
which allows us to apply appropriate Chernoff bounds for relative deviations.
For example, for the first of the eight events, by considering i.i.d. Bernoulli
random variables 1{X0, ji ≤ t}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with mean Fi|0(t) > g(2n, γ), we have
from [29, Inequality (6)] that
P
(
F̂i|0(t) > (1 + δ¯n,d,γ)Fi|0(t)
)
≤ exp
(
−1
3
nδ¯2n,d,γFi|y(t)
)
≤ exp
(
−1
3
nδ¯2n,d,γg(2n, γ)
)
=
1
d
n−γ/2, (3.152)
while for the last term, by considering i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables 1 −
1{X1, ji ≤ t}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with mean 1 − Fi|1(t) > g(2n, γ), we have from [29,
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Inequality (7)] that
P
(
1 − F̂i|1(t) < (1 − δ¯n,d,γ)(1 − Fi|1(t))
)
≤ exp
(
−1
2
nδ¯2n,d,γ(1 − Fi|1(t))
)
≤ exp
(
−1
3
nδ¯2n,d,γg(2n, γ)
)
=
1
d
n−γ/2. (3.153)
Here the last step of Inequalities (3.152) and (3.153) hold by the choice of δ¯n,d,γ
in (3.21). Identical bounds are obtained for the other terms in the last step of
(3.151).
Hence, we conclude that, by (3.148) and test (3.20), for all t such that
g(2n, γ) < Fi|y(t) < 1 − g(2n, γ), we have
P(∆˜αi(t) = 0) ≥ P
max
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)} , max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
 ≤ 1 + δ¯n,d,γ1 − δ¯n,d,γ

≥ 1 − 81
d
n−γ/2.
Therefore we conclude that (3.78) holds for t = xi in the regime specified by
(3.150). Combining with our earlier display, we conclude that (3.78) holds for
all x ∈ Rd and i < S ′′x .
Finally, as stated in the theorem, (3.79) follows from (3.78) by a union bound
argument. 
3.8.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3.4
We fix an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfying Assumption 3.2.5, and an arbitrary i ∈ S ′′x .
We let
t = xi.
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We first show that test (3.19) fails with overwhelming probability. Assump-
tion 3.2.5, in particular (3.47), implies that
8g(2n, γ) ≤ Fi(t) ≤ 1 − 8g(2n, γ). (3.154)
Then, on the one hand, we have 4g(2n, γ)/Fi(t) ≤ 1/2 by (3.154). Thus,
P
(
F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ)
)
= P
(
F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ)Fi(t) Fi(t)
)
≤ P
(
F̂i(t) ≤ 12Fi(t)
)
= P
(
1
2
[
F̂i|0(t) + F̂i|1(t)
]
≤ 1
2
· 1
2
[
Fi|0(t) + Fi|1(t)
]) ≤ ∑
y∈{0,1}
P
(
F̂i|y(t) ≤ 12Fi|y(t)
)
≤ 2 exp
(
−1
8
nFi|y(t)
)
≤ 2 exp (−n · g(2n, γ)) .
Here, in the third inequality we have used Chernoff bound for relative devi-
ations, and in the last inequality we have used Fi|y(t) ≥ 8g(2n, γ) as in (3.47).
On the other hand, we also have 1 − Fi|y(t) ≥ 8g(2n, γ) by (3.154) and so
4g(2n, γ)/(1 − Fi|y(t)) ≤ 1/2. Thus,
P
(
F̂i(t) ≥ 1 − 4g(2n, γ)
)
= P
(
1 − F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ)
)
= P
(
1 − F̂i(t) ≤ 4g(2n, γ)1 − Fi(t) (1 − Fi(t))
)
≤ P
(
1 − F̂i(t) ≤ 12(1 − Fi(t))
)
≤
∑
y∈{0,1}
P
(
1 − F̂i|y(t) ≤ 12(1 − Fi|y(t))
)
≤ 2 exp
(
−1
8
n(1 − Fi|y(t))
)
≤ 2 exp (−n · g(2n, γ)) .
Here, in the third inequality we have again used Chernoff bound for relative
deviations, and in the last inequality we have used 1 − Fi|y(t) ≥ 8g(2n, γ) as in
(3.47). Combining the above displays, we conclude that
P
(
test (3.19) fails
) ≥ 1 − 4 exp (−n · g(2n, γ)) ≥ 1 − n−γ/2. (3.155)
Here the second inequality follows by Assumption 3.3.2.
Next we discuss test (3.20). By Assumption 3.2.5, one of the inequalities
(3.48), (3.49), (3.50), (3.51) hold. First, let’s assume that Inequality (3.48) holds.
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For test (3.20) to fail, it suffices to have that both
F̂i|0(t) ≥ (1 − δ¯n,1,γ)Fi|0(t) (3.156)
and
F̂i|1(t) ≤ (1 + δ¯n,1,γ)Fi|1(t) (3.157)
hold, because then we have
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
1 − δ¯n,d,γ <
(1 − δ¯n,1,γ)Fi|0(t)
(1 + δ¯n,1,γ)Fi|1(t)
≤ F̂i|0(t)
F̂i|1(t)
=
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}
min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}
.
Here the first inequality follows by (3.48), and the second inequality follows by
(3.156) and (3.157). By similar derivation as Inequalities (3.152) and (3.153) with
δ¯n,d,γ replaced by δ¯n,1,γ, both Inequalities (3.156) and (3.157) hold with probabili-
ties at least 1 − n−γ/2. Hence
P
max{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}
min{F̂i|0(t), F̂i|1(t)}
>
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
 ≥ 1 − 2n−γ/2, . (3.158)
By a similar derivation, Inequality (3.49) implies (3.158) as well. Now, let’s as-
sume that Inequality (3.51) holds. For test (3.20) to fail, it suffices to have that
both
1 − F̂i|1(t) ≥ (1 − δ¯n,1,γ)(1 − Fi|1(t)) (3.159)
and
1 − F̂i|0(t) ≤ (1 + δ¯n,1,γ)(1 − Fi|0(t)) (3.160)
hold, because then we have
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
1 − δ¯n,d,γ <
(1 − δ¯n,1,γ)(1 − Fi|1(t))
(1 + δ¯n,1,γ)(1 − Fi|0(t)) ≤
1 − F̂i|1(t)
1 − F̂i|0(t)
=
max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
.
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By similar derivation as Inequalities (3.152) and (3.153) with δ¯n,d,γ replaced by
δ¯n,1,γ, both Inequalities (3.159) and (3.160) hold with probabilities at least 1−n−γ/2.
Hence,
P
max{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
min{1 − F̂i|0(t), 1 − F̂i|1(t)}
>
1 + δ¯n,d,γ
1 − δ¯n,d,γ
 ≥ 1 − 2n−γ/2. (3.161)
By a similar derivation, Inequality (3.50) implies (3.161) as well.
Hence, we conclude that
P
(
test (3.20) fails
) ≥ 1 − 2n−γ/2. (3.162)
By (3.155) and (3.162), and the fact that if (3.20) is violated then necessarily
F̂i|0(t) , F̂i|1(t) and so ∆˜αi(t) , 0 (recall the definition of ∆˜αi(t) as in (3.22)), we
conclude that
P
(
∆˜αi(t) , 0
)
≥ 1 − 3n−γ/2.
Therefore we conclude that Inequality (3.82) holds for t = xi. Then, as stated in
the theorem, (3.83) follows from (3.82) by a union bound argument, and Theo-
rem 3.3.3, in particular (3.79).
Next we prove (3.84). Note that
{
|∆˜αi(t) − ∆αi(t)| ≥ 2
}
=
({
|∆˜αi(t) − ∆αi(t)| ≥ 2
}
∩
{
∆˜αi(t) = 0
})
∪
({
|∆˜αi(t) − ∆αi(t)| ≥ 2
}
∩
{
∆˜αi(t) , 0
})
=
({
|∆˜αi(t) − ∆αi(t)| ≥ 2
}
∩
{
∆˜αi(t) = 0
})
∪
({|̂αi|0(t) − α̂i|1(t) − (αi|0(t) − αi|1(t))| ≥ 2} ∩ {∆˜αi(t) , 0})
⊂
{
∆˜αi(t) = 0
}
∪ {|(α̂i|0(t) − α̂i|1(t)) − (αi|0(t) − αi|1(t))| ≥ 2}
⊂
{
∆˜αi(t) = 0
}
∪ {|̂αi|0(t) − αi|0(t)| ≥ } ∪ {|̂αi|1(t) − αi|1(t)| ≥ } .
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Hence, by De Morgan’s law,
{
|∆˜αi(t) − ∆αi(t)| < 2
}
⊃
{
∆˜αi(t) , 0
}
∩ {|̂αi|0(t) − αi|0(t)| < } ∩ {|̂αi|1(t) − αi|1(t)| < } ,
and thus, after taking intersections over i ∈ S ′′x , we have
∩i∈S ′′x
({|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|0(xi)| < } ∩ {|̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)| < } ∩ {|∆˜αi(xi) − ∆αi(xi)| < 2})
⊃ ∩i∈S ′′x
({
∆˜αi(xi) , 0
}
∩ {|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|1(xi)| < } ∩ {|̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)| < }) . (3.163)
Set relationship (3.163) further implies that
H′x, ⊃ {S˜ ′′x = S ′′x } ∩
(
∩i∈S ′′x ∩y∈{0,1}
{
|̂αi|y(xi) − αi|y(xi)| < 
})
. (3.164)
Then, Inequality (3.84) follows from set relationship (3.164), Inequality (3.83),
Assumption 3.2.5 and the observation following (3.81) for i ∈ S ′′x , y ∈ {0, 1}, and
Assumption 3.3.2. 
3.8.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3.7
We fix an arbitrary i ∈ s′x. We have{
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)| ≤ 2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn
}
∩ H′x, ∩ En
=
{∣∣∣∣[Ω˜ − Id]i· ∆˜α(x) − [Ω − Id]i· ∆α(x)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs√γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn}
∩ H′x, ∩ En
⊃
{∣∣∣∣[Ω − Id]i· (∆˜α(x) − ∆α(x))∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2(M − 1)} ∩ H′x,
∩
{∣∣∣∣[Ω˜ −Ω]i· ∆α(x)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2J2κMs√γ log(n)λn} ∩ En
∩
{∣∣∣∣[Ω˜ −Ω]i· (∆˜α(x) − ∆α(x))∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2J2κMsλn} ∩ H′x, ∩ En. (3.165)
As mentioned earlier, the diagonal elements of Ω are bounded below by one,
and we are assuming Ω ∈ U(s,M, κ); hence, ‖ [Ω − Id]i· ‖`1 = ‖ [Ω]i· ‖`1 − 1 ≤ M − 1.
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Also note that, for two vectors u, v ∈ Rd, we have |uTv| ≤ ‖u‖`1‖v‖max. Finally, on
the event H′x, ⊂ {S˜ ′′x = S ′′x }, |∆˜αi(xi) − ∆αi(xi)| can be nonzero only if i ∈ S ′′x . Then,
from (3.165), for n large enough,
{
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)| ≤ 2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn
}
∩ H′x, ∩ En
⊃
{
(M − 1)max
i∈S ′′x
|∆˜αi(xi) − ∆αi(xi)| ≤ 2(M − 1)
}
∩ H′x,
∩
{
‖Ω˜ −Ω‖∞max
i∈S ′′x
|∆αi(xi)| ≤ 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn
}
∩ En
∩
{
‖Ω˜ −Ω‖∞max
i∈S ′′x
|∆˜αi(xi) − ∆αi(xi)| ≤ 2J2κMsλn
}
∩ H′x, ∩ En
⊃ H′x, ∩ En.
Here the last set step follows by the definition of H′x, as in (3.80), Propo-
sition 3.3.6 regarding ‖Ω˜ − Ω‖∞ on En, and the fact that maxi∈S ′′x |∆αi(xi)| ≤
maxi∈S ′′x (|αi|0(xi)| + |αi|1(xi)|) ≤ 2an = 2
√
γ log(n), which follows by Assump-
tions 3.2.5, in particular (3.81). In addition, by the choices of H′x, , En and Propo-
sition 3.3.6, we have, for n large enough,
H′x, ∩ En ⊂ {S˜ ′′x = S ′′x } ∩ {sgn(Ω˜ − Id) = sgn(Ω − Id)} = {S˜ ′x = S ′x}.
Thus, we conclude that
H′x, ∩ En ⊂ Lx,
and hence
P(Lx,) ≥ P(H′x, ∩ En).
Then, (3.91) follows from Inequality (3.84) in Theorem 3.3.4 (which applies be-
cause Assumption 3.3.2 holds under Assumption 3.2.4 for n large enough) for
H′x, and Inequality (3.85) in Proposition 3.3.5 for En. 
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3.8.5 Proof of Theorem 3.3.8
We assume that n is large enough. We have
∣∣∣∣[(α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ − (α0 + α1)Tβ∗] (x)∣∣∣∣
≤ |(α̂0(x) + α̂1(x) − α0(x) − α1(x))Tβ∗(x)| + |(α0(x) + α1(x))T (̂β(x) − β∗(x))|
+ |(α̂0(x) + α̂1(x) − α0(x) − α1(x))T (̂β(x) − β∗(x))|
≤ max
i∈S x
(|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|0(xi)| + |̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)|) ‖β∗(x)‖`1
+ |S ′x ∪ S˜ ′x| max
i∈S ′x∪S˜ ′x
|αi|0(xi) + αi|1(xi)| max
i∈S ′x∪S˜ ′x
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)|
+ |S ′x ∪ S˜ ′x| max
i∈S ′x∪S˜ ′x
(|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|0(xi)| + |̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)|) max
i∈S ′x∪S˜ ′x
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)|.
Here in the second inequality we have invoked (3.89). Thus, by Theorem 3.3.7,
on the event L′x, (on which {S˜ ′x = S ′x} through the event Lx, as defined in (3.90)),
we have from the above
∣∣∣∣[(α̂0 + α̂1)T β̂ − (α0 + α1)Tβ∗] (x)∣∣∣∣
≤ max
i∈S x
(|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|0(xi)| + |̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)|) ‖β∗(x)‖`1
+ s′xmax
i∈S ′x
|αi|0(xi) + αi|1(xi)|max
i∈S ′x
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)|
+ s′xmax
i∈S ′x
(|̂αi|0(xi) − αi|0(xi)| + |̂αi|1(xi) − αi|1(xi)|)max
i∈S ′x
|̂βi(x) − β∗i (x)|
≤ 2‖β∗(x)‖`1 + 2s′x
√
γ log(n)
[
2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn
]
+ 2s′x
[
2(M − 1) + 2J2κMs
√
γ log(n)λn + 2J2κMsλn
]
.
Here in the second inequality we have invoked Assumption 3.2.6. Hence, we
have shown (3.93).
It remains to establish (3.94). Note that L′x, differs from Lx, by at most a set
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in the parenthesis on the right hand side of (3.92), which has probability at least
1 − 4s′x exp
−J1 n1−γ/22√
γ log n
 − 2s′xn−γ/2
by Lemma 3.3.1 and Assumptions 3.2.4 and 3.2.6. Combining this result with
(3.91), Inequality (3.94) then follows. 
3.9 Proofs for Section 3.4
3.9.1 Proof of Proposition 3.4.1
We have
f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t) = 1n
n∑
j=1
 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E  1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i

 .
Note that
V
Ki
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E Ki Xy, ji − thn,i

 ≤ E
K2i Xy, ji − thn,i

=
∫
K2i
(
z − t
hn,i
)
fi|y(z)dz =
∫ t+hn,i
t−hn,i
K2i
(
z − t
hn,i
)
fi|y(z)dz
≤
∫ t+hn,i
t−hn,i
K2i
(
z − t
hn,i
)  sup
z′∈[t−hn,i,t+hn,i]
fi|y(z′)
 dz ≤ 2∫ K2i (z − thn,i
)
fi|y(t)dz
= 2 fi|y(t)
∫
K2i
(
z − t
hn,i
)
dz = 2‖Ki‖2L2 fi|y(t)hn,i.
Here the second equality follows from the fact that Ki is supported on [−1, 1],
and in the third inequality we have invoked (3.99). Hence, we conclude that
V
 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E  1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i

 ≤ 2‖Ki‖2L2 fi|y(t)hn,i . (3.166)
We also have ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2‖Ki‖L∞hn,i . (3.167)
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Then, by Bernstein’s inequality,
P
 | f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ ′
 = P {| f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t)| ≥ ′ fi|y(t)}
≤ 2 exp

−
n2′2 f 2i|y(t)
2nV
 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E  1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i

 + 43‖Ki‖L∞ n′ fi|y(t)hn,i

≤ 2 exp
−
n′2 f 2i|y(t)
4‖Ki‖2L2
fi|y(t)
hn,i
+
4
3
‖Ki‖L∞′ fi|y(t)hn,i

≤ 2 exp
− 38max {‖Ki‖L∞′, 3‖Ki‖2L2}n′2 fi|y(t)hn,i
 ,
which is the conclusion of the proposition. 
3.9.2 Proof of Theorem 3.4.2
We first prove case for the Ho¨lder class. We use the decomposition
f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t) =
[
f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t)
]
+
[
E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)
]
.
By standard derivation (e.g., [68, Proposition 1.2]), for the bias part, we have
|E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)| ≤ Lil! h
βi
n,i
∫ 1
−1
|Ki(u)||uβi |du ≤ 2Lil! ‖Ki‖L∞h
βi
n,i =
1
2+Cβii
hβin,i. (3.168)
Next, because t satisfies (3.99), by Proposition 3.4.1, Inequality (3.100) holds.
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Combining (3.100) and (3.168), we have
P
 | f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ n

≤ P
 | f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ n2
 + 1
 |E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ n2

≤ 2 exp
− 332max {‖Ki‖L∞n, 3‖Ki‖2L2}n2n fi|y(t)hn,i
 + 1
 12+Cβii hβin,i ≥ 12n fi|y(t)

≤ 2 exp
− 332max {‖Ki‖L∞n, 3‖Ki‖2L2}n2n fn,ihn,i
 + 1

(
2
2+
) 1
βi
hn,i ≥ Ci
(
n fn,i
) 1
βi

= 2 exp
− 332max {‖Ki‖L∞n, 3‖Ki‖2L2}n2n fn,ihn,i
 . (3.169)
Here the last equality follows from (3.36). Then, Inequality (3.101) follows from
Inequality (3.169) by the choices (3.34) of n, (3.35) of fn,i with a large enough
constant Jβi,γ,Cd , and (3.36) of hn,i.
Next we prove the case for the super-smooth densities. By Definition 3.2.1
and the choice (3.37) of the bandwidth hn,i, we have∣∣∣∣E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)∣∣∣∣ ≤ cdlog(n)ehdlog(n)en,i = cdlog(n)eHdlog(n)ei log− 12 dlog(n)e(n). (3.170)
Then, from (3.170), the assumption cdlog(n)e → 0 as n → ∞, and the fact that
log−
1
2 dlog(n)e(n) = o(n−) for all  > 0, we have
1
 |E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)|fi|y(t) ≥ n2
 ≤ 1
{
cdlog(n)eH
dlog(n)e
i log
− 12 dlog(n)e(n) ≥ 1
2
n fn,i
}
= 0 (3.171)
for all n large enough. Then, replacing the second term in the second line of
(3.169) by (3.171), and upper bounding the term max
{
‖Ki‖L∞n, 3‖Ki‖2L2
}
in the
third line of (3.169) by 3‖Kdlog(n)e‖2L2 ≤ 3dlog(n)e for n large enough, again yield
Inequality (3.101). 
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3.9.3 Proof of Theorem 3.4.3
We fix an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfying Assumption 3.2.7, and an arbitrary i < S fx .
We let
t = xi.
By the construction of our test, we have
P(∆˜ log fi(t) = 0) ≥ min {P (test (3.41) succeeds) ,P (test (3.42) succeeds)} . (3.172)
First, suppose that t satisfies
fi(t) = fi|0(t) = fi|1(t) < fn,i. (3.173)
In this case, we focus on test (3.41). Note that we would like Inequality (3.41) to
hold that so that we set ∆˜ log fi(xi) = 0.
For the case of the Ho¨lder class, as in (3.168), the bias term E f̂i(t)− fi(t) satisfies
|E f̂i(t) − fi(t)| ≤
∑
y∈{0,1}
1
2
|E f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)| ≤ 1
2+Cβii
hβin,i =
1
2+
n fn,i = o( fn,i). (3.174)
Here the first equality follows from our choice (3.36) of hn,i, and the second
equality follows by (3.34). For the case of super-smooth densities, the conclu-
sion of Inequality (3.174) holds as well by a derivation similar to that of (3.170)
and (3.171).
Next we discuss the variance part. By Assumption 3.2.7 and the restriction
on t by (3.173), we have supz′∈[t−hn,i,t+hn,i] fi|y(z
′) ≤ 2 fn,i. Then, by the derivation of
(3.166), we have
V
 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 ≤ 2‖Ki‖2L2 fn,ihn,i ,
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and we also recall (3.167). Then, by Bernstein’s inequality,
P
{
f̂i(t) − E f̂i(t) > fn,i
}
≤
∑
y∈{0,1}
P
{
f̂i|y(t) − E f̂i|y(t) ≥ fn,i
}
≤ 2 exp

−
Cn2 f 2n,i
nV
 1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i
 − E  1hn,iKi
Xy, ji − thn,i

 + ‖Ki‖L∞hn,i n fn,i

≤ 2 exp
− Cmax{‖Ki‖2L2 , ‖Ki‖L∞}n fn,ihn,i
 ≤ exp (−c′inci) . (3.175)
for some constants ci, c′i > 0 dependent only on the parameters
βi, γ,Cd, Li, ‖Ki‖L2 , ‖Ki‖L∞ .
Hence, we conclude that, for n large enough,
P(∆˜ log fi(t) = 0) ≥ P
(
f̂i(t) ≤ 3 fn,i
)
≥ P
(
f̂i(t) − fi(t) ≤ 2 fn,i
)
≥ P
({
f̂i(t) − E f̂i(t) ≤ fn,i
}
∩
{
|E f̂i(t) − fi(t)| ≤ fn,i
})
≥ P
(
f̂i(t) − E f̂i(t) ≤ fn,i
)
− 1
{
|E f̂i(t) − fi(t)| > fn,i
}
≥ 1 − exp (−c′inci) .
Here, the first Inequality follows from (3.172) and (3.41), the second inequality
follows from (3.173), and the last inequality follows from (3.174) and its counter-
part for super-smooth densities, and (3.175). Therefore we conclude that (3.103)
holds for t = xi specified by the regime (3.173).
Next suppose that, in contrast to (3.173), t is such that
fi(t) = fi|0(t) = fi|1(t) ≥ fn,i. (3.176)
In this case, test (3.41) is more likely to fail, so we switch to study test (3.42).
Note that we set ∆˜ log fi(t) = 0 (the desirable case) if Inequality (3.42) holds, and
so we upper bound the probability that Inequality (3.42) fails.
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Note that when Inequality (3.42) fails, at least one of the following two in-
equalities
max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
> (1 + n) fi(t),
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
< (1 − n) fi(t)
must hold. Thus,max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
} ≤ 1 + n
1 − n

c
⊂
{
max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
> (1 + n) fi(t)
}
∪
{
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
< (1 − n) fi(t)
}
=
{
f̂i|0(t) > (1 + n) fi|0(t)
}
∪
{
f̂i|1(t) > (1 + n) fi|1(t)
}
∪
{
f̂i|0(t) < (1 − n) fi|0(t)
}
∪
{
f̂i|1(t) < (1 − n) fi|1(t)
}
=
 | f̂i|0(t) − fi|0(t)|fi|0(t) > n
 ∪
 | f̂i|1(t) − fi|1(t)|fi|1(t) > n
 . (3.177)
Here the second step holds because in the current case fi(t) = fi|0(t) = fi|1(t).
Hence it suffices to bound the individual probabilities of the two events whose
union constitutes the last step of the set relationship (3.177). Because in the
current case specified by (3.176), condition (3.99) holds for y ∈ {0, 1}, we can
apply Inequality (3.101) in Theorem 3.4.2 to conclude that each of these two
events has probability at most d−1 · n−γ/2. Therefore, by (3.177), we conclude that
(3.103) holds for t = xi specified by the regime (3.176). Combining with our
earlier display, we conclude that (3.103) holds.
Finally, as stated in the theorem, (3.104) follows from (3.103) by a union
bound argument. 
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3.9.4 Proof of Theorem 3.4.4
We fix an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfying Assumptions 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, and an arbi-
trary i ∈ S fx . We let
t = xi.
Using the mean value theorem, we have
∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ δ0f˜i|0(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ δ1f˜i|1(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.178)
Here f˜i|y(t) is some number sandwiched between fi|y(t) and f̂i|y(t). We define the
event
Ln,i,γ,t = ∩y∈{0,1}
 | f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)|fi|y(t) < n
 . (3.179)
Because in the current case condition (3.99) holds for y ∈ {0, 1}, we can apply
Inequality (3.101) in Theorem 3.4.2 to conclude that
P(Ln,i,γ,t) ≥ 1 − 2dn
−γ/2. (3.180)
We further deduce from (3.178) that, on the event Ln,i,γ,t,∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ ≤ |δ0|fi|0(t) − |δ0| + |δ1|fi|1(t) − |δ1|
=
|δ0|
fi|0(t)
1 − |δ0|
fi|0(t)
+
|δ1|
fi|1(t)
1 − |δ1|
fi|1(t)
< 2
n
1 − n ≤ 4n. (3.181)
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Now, we have{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n}
⊃
({∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) , 0})
∪
({∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) = 0})
=
({∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) , 0})
∪
({∣∣∣∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣ < 16n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) = 0}) . (3.182)
We discuss separately the cases
max
{
fi|0(t), fi|1(t)
}
min
{
fi|0(t), fi|1(t)
} ≤ (1 + n
1 − n
)2
(3.183)
and
max
{
fi|0(t), fi|1(t)
}
min
{
fi|0(t), fi|1(t)
} > (1 + n
1 − n
)2
. (3.184)
First, we suppose that (3.183) holds. We show that
∣∣∣∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣ < 16n.
To see this, without loss of generality we assume that fi|1(t) ≥ fi|0(t), then we have
∣∣∣∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t)∣∣∣ ≤ 1min { fi|0(t), fi|1(t)} | fi|0(t) − fi|1(t)|
≤ 1
fi|0(t)
fi|0(t)
(1 + n1 − n
)2
− 1
 = (1 + 2n1 − n
)2
− 1
= 2
2n
1 − n +
(
2n
1 − n
)2
≤ 8n + 162n ≤ 16n.
Here the first inequality follows by the mean value theorem, the second inequal-
ity follows by (3.183) and the assumption fi|1(t) ≥ fi|0(t), and the last two inequal-
ities follow by the assumption n ≤ 1/2.
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Therefore, when (3.183) holds, from (3.182) we conclude that{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n}
⊃
({∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) , 0})
∪
{
∆˜ log fi(t) = 0
}
⊃
({∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) , 0})
∪
({∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) = 0})
=
{∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ⊃ Ln,i,γ,t. (3.185)
Here the last step follows because (3.181) holds on the event Ln,i,γ,t introduced in
(3.179).
Next, suppose that (3.184) holds instead of (3.183). Then, from (3.182), we
have {∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n}
⊃
{∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n} ∩ {∆˜ log fi(t) , 0}
=
{∣∣∣∣log f̂i|0(t) − log f̂i|1(t) − (log fi|0(t) − log fi|1(t))∣∣∣∣ < 4n}
∩
max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
} > 1 + n
1 − n
 ∩ { f̂i(t) > 3 fn,i} . (3.186)
We show that max
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
}
min
{
f̂i|0(t), f̂i|1(t)
} > 1 + n
1 − n
 ⊃ Ln,i,γ,t. (3.187)
Without loss of generality we again assume that fi|1(t) ≥ fi|0(t). Then, on the
event Ln,i,γ,t, we have
f̂i|1(t)
f̂i|0(t)
≥ (1 − n) fi|1(t)
(1 + n) fi|0(t)
>
1 + n
1 − n ,
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and so the desired conclusion is obvious. Then, from (3.186), we conclude that{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n} ⊃ Ln,i,γ,t ∩ { f̂i(t) > 3 fn,i} = Ln,i,γ,t ∩ L′n,i,γ,t. (3.188)
Here the first step follows because (3.181) holds on the event Ln,i,γ,t and (3.187),
and in the second step we have introduced the event
L′n,i,γ,t =
{
f̂i(t) > 3 fn,i
}
.
We have
L′cn,i,γ,t ⊂ ∪y∈{0,1}
{
f̂i|y(t) ≤ 3 fn,i
}
⊂ ∪y∈{0,1}
{
f̂i|y(t) ≤ (1 − n) fi|y(t)
}
= ∪y∈{0,1}
{
f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t) ≤ −n fi|y(t)
}
⊂ ∪y∈{0,1}
{
| f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)| ≥ n fi|y(t)
}
.
Here the second inequality follows from (3.59). The above implies that
L′n,i,γ,t ⊃ ∩y∈{0,1}
{
| f̂i|y(t) − fi|y(t)| < n fi|y(t)
}
= Ln,i,γ,t,
which, together with (3.188), further implies that, for the case (3.184),{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(t) − ∆ log fi(t)∣∣∣∣ < 16n} ⊃ Ln,i,γ,t. (3.189)
Combining (3.185) and (3.189) for the cases (3.183) and (3.184) respectively,
and taking the intersection over i ∈ S fx , we conclude that
∩i∈S fx
{∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(xi) − ∆ log fi(xi)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16n} ⊃ ∩i∈S fxLn,i,γ,xi
which further implies
Lbayesx,n ⊃
{
Ŝ fx ⊂ S fx
}
∩
(
∩i∈S fxLn,i,γ,xi
)
. (3.190)
Then, Inequality (3.107) follows from set relationship (3.190), Inequality (3.104)
in Theorem 3.4.3, and Inequality (3.180) for t = xi with i ∈ S fx (which holds
because (3.99) holds for t = xi with i ∈ S fx and for y ∈ {0, 1} by Assumption 3.2.8).
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Finally we prove (3.106) on the event Lbayesx,n . On this event we have∥∥∥∥[∆˜ log f − ∆ log f ] (x)∥∥∥∥
`1
=
∑
i∈S fx
∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(xi) − ∆ log fi(xi)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16s fxn.
Here the equality follows because Ŝ fx ⊂ S fx , and the inequality follows because
for all i ∈ S fx we have
∣∣∣∣∆˜ log fi(xi) − ∆ log fi(xi)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16n, all by the definition of Lbayesx,n
as in (3.105). 
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APPENDIX A
AUXILIARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2
A.1 Auxiliary proofs for Section 2.6
This section contains the proofs of some auxiliary lemmas in Section 2.6.
Proof of Lemma 2.6.1. We let ei ∈ Rd denote the vector with one at the ith position
and zeros elsewhere, and ‖ · ‖ denote the Euclidean norm for vectors. Then, we
have
‖ACB‖∞ = max
i, j
∣∣∣eTi ACBe j∣∣∣ ≤ maxi, j ‖eTi A‖‖CBe j‖ ≤ maxi, j ‖eTi A‖‖C‖2‖Be j‖
= max
i, j
√
eTi AATei‖C‖2
√
eTj BTBe j ≤
√
‖AAT ‖∞
√
‖BTB‖∞‖C‖2.
Here the first equality follows from an observation in the proof of [14, Proposi-
tion 4], and the first inequality follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The
lemma follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6.5. Let D ∈ Rd×d be an arbitrary diagonal matrix, and M ∈ Rd×d
an arbitrary matrix. We first prove Inequality (2.105). Using Equation (2.102a),
we have
‖PT¯D‖∞ ≤
∥∥∥∥(U¯U¯T )D∥∥∥∥∞ + ∥∥∥∥D (U¯U¯T )∥∥∥∥∞ + ∥∥∥∥(U¯U¯T )D (U¯U¯T )∥∥∥∥∞ . (A.1)
We bound the terms on the right hand side of Inequality (A.1) separately. Note
that, although ‖ · ‖∞, the element-wise `∞ norm, is not sub-multiplicative, it is
easy to see that the inequality ‖AB‖∞ ≤ ‖A‖∞‖B‖∞ holds when at least one of A, B
is a diagonal matrix. Hence, we have
max
{∥∥∥∥(U¯U¯T )D∥∥∥∥∞ , ∥∥∥∥D (U¯U¯T )∥∥∥∥∞} ≤ ‖U¯U¯T ‖∞‖D‖∞ = γ‖D‖∞. (A.2)
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Next, setting A = B = U¯U¯T and C = D in Lemma 2.6.1 yields
‖
(
U¯U¯T
)
D
(
U¯U¯T
)
‖∞ ≤
√
‖U¯U¯T U¯U¯T ‖∞‖U¯U¯T U¯U¯T ‖∞‖D‖2
=
√
‖U¯U¯T ‖∞‖U¯U¯T ‖∞‖D‖2 = γ‖D‖∞. (A.3)
Here the final equality follows because D is diagonal and so ‖D‖2 = ‖D‖∞. Fi-
nally, plugging Inequalities (A.2) and (A.3) into Inequality (A.1) yields Inequal-
ity (2.105).
To prove Inequality (2.106), note that, again by Equation (2.102a), we have
‖PT¯M‖∞ ≤
∥∥∥∥(U¯U¯T )M∥∥∥∥∞ + ∥∥∥∥(Id − U¯U¯T )M (U¯U¯T )∥∥∥∥∞ . (A.4)
Setting A = UUT , B = Id and C = M in Lemma 2.6.1 yields∥∥∥∥(U¯U¯T )M∥∥∥∥∞ ≤ √γ‖M‖2, (A.5)
while setting A =
(
Id − U¯U¯T
)
, B = UUT and C = M in Lemma 2.6.1 yields
∥∥∥∥(Id − U¯U¯T )M(U¯U¯T )∥∥∥∥∞ ≤ √γ‖M‖2. (A.6)
Inequality (2.106) then follows from Inequalities (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6).
Finally, we prove Inequality (2.107). Note that ‖ · ‖∞ and ‖ · ‖1 are dual norms.
Then,
‖PΩPT¯M‖1 = sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
〈PΩPT¯M,N〉 = sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
〈PT¯M,PΩN〉 = sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
〈M,PT¯PΩN〉
≤ sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
‖M‖1‖PT¯PΩN‖∞ ≤ 3γ sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
‖M‖1‖PΩN‖∞
≤ 3γ sup
N:‖N‖∞≤1
‖M‖1‖N‖∞ ≤ 3γ‖M‖1,
using first Ho¨lder’s inequality and then Inequality (2.105) on the diagonal ma-
trix PΩN. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.6.6. We assume that γ < 1/3. Let M ∈ Rd×d be an arbitrary ma-
trix. Applying Inequality (2.105) in Lemma 2.6.5 on the diagonal matrix PΩM,
we obtain
‖PT¯PΩM‖∞ ≤ 3γ‖PΩM‖∞ ≤ 3γ‖M‖∞.
Then, by the triangle inequality,
‖(Id − PT¯PΩ)M‖∞ ≥ ‖M‖∞ − ‖PT¯PΩM‖∞ ≥ (1 − 3γ)‖M‖∞.
Because γ < 1/3, ‖(Id − PT¯PΩ)M‖∞ = 0 if and only if ‖M‖∞ = 0, or equivalently
M = 0. Thus, the null space of the operator Id −PT¯PΩ is the zero matrix. Hence,
Id − PT¯PΩ is a bijection, and thus invertible.
Next we prove Inequality (2.108). Let (Id − PT¯PΩ)−1M = M′, or equivalently
M = (Id − PT¯PΩ)M′. Then, analogues to the derivation above, we have
‖M‖∞ = ‖(Id − PT¯PΩ)M′‖∞ ≥ (1 − 3γ)‖M′‖∞ = (1 − 3γ)‖(Id − PT¯PΩ)−1M‖∞,
which is Inequality (2.108). 
A.2 Bounding the diagonal deviation of the low-rank matrix
estimator
We commented in the remark following Corollary 2.6.8 that the choice c = 1 in
Gc is sufficient for proving a bound on ‖Σ˜ − Σ‖2F . On the other hand, exactly as
commented in [76], and as is apparent from Theorem 2.6.4, choosing c > 1 leads
to a bound for PT¯⊥Θ˜, i.e., the portion of Θ˜ orthogonal to the tangent space T¯ . As
in [35], such a bound can be further exploited to control PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗), which in
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our case is the deviation of Θ˜ from Θ∗ on the diagonal. We first present a lemma
toward the bound for PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗). The proof of the lemma is a straightforward
modification of the proof of [35, Theorem 7]; for completeness, we include it
here. We employ the same notation as in Section 2.6.3, and we denote E = Σ̂ − Σ
again.
Lemma A.2.1. Let r = rank(Θ¯). We have
(1 − 3γ)‖PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖1 ≤ ‖PT¯⊥(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖∗ + 4r (‖E‖2 + µ) . (A.7)
Proof. Let ∆˜Θ = Θ˜−Θ∗. The optimality of Θ˜ for the convex program (2.33) implies
that we can fix Ψ ∈ µ∂‖Θ˜‖∗ such that Equation (2.95) holds. Using ∇L(Θ˜) =
Θ˜o − Σ̂o, Equation (2.95) is equivalent to
∆˜Θ = PΩ∆˜Θ + E − Ψ. (A.8)
Applying PΩPT¯ on both sides of Equation (A.8) gives
PΩPT¯ ∆˜Θ = PΩPT¯PΩ∆˜Θ + PΩPT¯E − PΩPT¯Ψ. (A.9)
Then, using Equation (A.9), we have
PΩ∆˜Θ = PΩPT¯⊥∆˜Θ + PΩPT¯ ∆˜Θ
= PΩPT¯⊥∆˜Θ + PΩPT¯PΩ∆˜Θ + PΩPT¯E − PΩPT¯Ψ. (A.10)
We apply ‖ · ‖1 on both sides of Equation (A.10). Note that, for any matrix
M ∈ Rd×d, ‖PΩM‖1 = ‖PΩM‖∗. In addition, Inequality (2.107) implies that
‖PΩPT¯PΩ∆˜Θ‖1 ≤ 3γ‖PΩ∆˜Θ‖1. Hence, we have
‖PΩ∆˜Θ‖1 ≤ ‖PΩPT¯⊥∆˜Θ‖1 + ‖PΩPT¯PΩ∆˜Θ‖1 + ‖PΩPT¯E‖1 + ‖PΩPT¯Ψ‖1
≤ ‖PΩPT¯⊥∆˜Θ‖∗ + 3γ‖PΩ∆˜Θ‖1 + ‖PΩPT¯E‖∗ + ‖PΩPT¯Ψ‖∗. (A.11)
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Note that, for any matrix M ∈ Rd×d, we have PΩM = Id ◦ M. By [34, Theo-
rem 5.5.19], ‖Id ◦ M‖∗ ≤ ‖M‖∗. In addition, rank(PT¯M) ≤ 2r, and so ‖PT¯M‖∗ ≤
2r‖PT¯M‖2 ≤ 4r‖M‖2. Hence, from Inequality (A.11), we further deduce
(1 − 3γ)‖PΩ∆˜Θ‖1 ≤ ‖PT¯⊥∆˜Θ‖∗ + ‖PT¯E‖∗ + ‖PT¯Ψ‖∗ ≤ ‖PT¯⊥∆˜Θ‖∗ + 4r‖E‖2 + 4r‖Ψ‖2.
The corollary then follows by noting that ‖Ψ‖2 ≤ µ. 
We now state a concrete bound for PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗).
Theorem A.2.2. Let µ and µ¯ be as in (2.38) and (2.39) respectively, and let
µ′ = C
{
C1max
[ √
‖T‖2 f (n, d, α), f 2(n, d, α)
]
+C2 f 2(n, d, α)
}
, (A.12)
all with 0 < α < 1/2, C1 = pi, C2 = 3pi2/16 < 1.86, and C = 6. We recall R as defined in
(2.35). Then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2α, we have
‖PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖1 ≤ min
0≤r≤R
 32µ′ ∑
j:r< j≤r∗
λ2j(Θ
∗) +
3
2
∑
j:r< j≤r∗
λ j(Θ∗) + 19rµ¯
 . (A.13)
Proof. We fix c = 2, and γ′ = 1/9. Then, Inequality (2.119) holds with the substi-
tution of γr by γ′. Let A be the event
A =

(
1
c
− γ
′
1 − 3γ′
)−1 ( 2√γ′
1 − 3γ′ + 1
)
‖E‖2 ≤ µ′ ≤ µ ≤ µ¯
 . (A.14)
Hence, on the event A, both µ′ ≤ µ ≤ µ¯, and Inequality (2.120) with the substi-
tution of γr by γ′, hold. Note that the multiplicative factor in front of ‖E‖2 on
the right hand side of (A.14) exactly equals C = 6 with our choices of c and γ′.
Then, by Theorem 2.2.2 and our choices (A.12), (2.38) and (2.39) of µ′, µ and µ¯,
we conclude that P(A) ≥ 1 − α − α2/4 > 1 − 2α, and for the rest of the proof we
focus on the event A.
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Note that Lemma A.2.1 provides a bound on ‖PΩ(Θ˜ −Θ∗)‖1 through the cho-
sen Θ¯ and the associated T¯⊥. We fix an arbitrary 0 ≤ r ≤ R, and choose Θ¯ = Θ∗r ,
which implies that γ = γr. Then,
PT¯⊥(Θ˜ − Θ∗) = PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜ − PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ∗ = PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜ − (Θ∗ − Θ∗r)
and so
‖PT¯⊥(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖∗ ≤ ‖PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜‖∗ +
∑
j>r
λ j(Θ∗). (A.15)
Plugging Inequality (A.15) into Inequality (A.7) with the substitution of γ by γr
yields
‖PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖1 ≤
(
1
1 − 3γr
) ‖PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜‖∗ + ∑
j>r
λ j(Θ∗) + 4r (‖E‖2 + µ)
 . (A.16)
As argued in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2, because Inequalities (2.119) and
(2.120) hold with the substitution of γr by γ′, we conclude that Inequali-
ties (2.119) and (2.120) hold in terms of γr. Hence, by Corollary 2.6.8, Inequal-
ity (2.121) applies, and we have
‖PT (Θ∗r )⊥Θ˜‖∗ ≤
1
µ
∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 8rµ2
 . (A.17)
Plugging Inequality (A.17) into Inequality (A.16), we have
‖PΩ(Θ˜ − Θ∗)‖1 ≤
(
1
1 − 3γr
) 1µ
∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) + 8rµ2
 + ∑
j>r
λ j(Θ∗) + 4r (‖E‖2 + µ)

≤ 3
2
1µ ∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) +
∑
j>r
λ j(Θ∗) +
38
3
rµ

≤ 3
2
 1µ′ ∑
j>r
λ2j(Θ
∗) +
∑
j>r
λ j(Θ∗) +
38
3
rµ¯
 . (A.18)
Here the second inequality follows because γr ≤ 1/9 and ‖E‖2 ≤ µ/6, and the last
inequality follows because µ′ ≤ µ ≤ µ¯. Then, Inequality (A.13) is obtained by
minimizing Inequality (A.18) over 0 ≤ r ≤ R. 
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APPENDIX B
AUXILIARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 3
B.1 Auxiliary proofs
B.1.1 Proof of Proposition 3.8.1
(3.136) is well known, see for instance Inequality (9) in [28]. Result analogous
to (3.137) in terms of the closely related complementary error function is well
known too; here for completeness we give the derivation of (3.137). Starting
from Equation (2) and Inequality (5) in [15], we have
1 − Φ(x) ≤ 1
2
e−x
2/2,
which further implies that
log(2(1 − Φ(x))) ≤ −x2/2⇒ x ≤
√
2 log
1
2(1 − Φ(x)) ⇒ Φ
−1(x) ≤
√
2 log
1
2(1 − x) .

B.1.2 Proof of Proposition 3.8.2
We let t be such that αi|y(t) = an. We have
g(n, γ) =
1
2an
φ(an) ≤ an1 + a2n
φ(an) ≤ 1 − Φ(an) ≤ 1anφ(an) = 2g(n, γ) (B.1)
Here the first inequality follows because an ≥ 1 by assumption, the second and
third inequalities follow by (3.136). Then, substituting Φ(an) = Φ(αi|y(t)) = Fi|y(t)
into (B.1) yields (3.140).
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By symmetry and (3.140), we have that, for t be such that αi|y(t) = −an,
g(n, γ) ≤ Fi|y(t) ≤ 2g(n, γ). (B.2)
Then, (3.141) follows from the first halfs of (3.140) and (B.2), and the monotonic-
ity of αi|y and Fi|y. 
B.1.3 The margin assumption for Gaussian classification
In this section we consider the margin assumption for classifying two Gaussian
distributions with the same covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rd×d. Without loss of gener-
ality we assume that (X|Y = 0) ∼ N(0,Σ), (X|Y = 1) ∼ N(µ,Σ) for some µ ∈ Rd. It is
straightforward to derive that, for x ∈ Rd,
| log( f 0/ f 1)(x)| = |µTΣ−1x − µTΣ−1µ/2|. (B.3)
Note that (µTΣ−1X|Y = 0) ∼ N(0, µTΣ−1µ). Hence, we have
P(0 < | log( f 0/ f 1)(X)| ≤ t) = P(0 < | log( f 0/ f 1)(X)| ≤ t|Y = 0)
= P(0 < |µTΣ−1X − µTΣ−1µ/2)| ≤ t|Y = 0)
≤ 2√
2piµTΣ−1µ
t.
Here the first equality follows by symmetry, the second equality follows by
(B.3), and the inequality follows because the density of the N(0, µTΣ−1µ) distri-
bution is bounded above by 1/
√
2piµTΣ−1µ. Hence we conclude from the above
that in this case the margin assumption, i.e., Assumption 3.2.10, is fulfilled with
α = 1.
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B.2 A uniform version of Lemma 3.3.1
Lemma B.2.1. Let 0 < γ < 2 and 0 <  ≤ 1
2
√
2pi. Then
P
 sup
t∈R:αi|y(t)∈[−an,an]
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ 

≤ 12 · log(g(n, γ)−1/2) ·
[
exp
(
− 1
16pi
n · g(n, γ) · 2
)
+ exp
(
− 1
64pi
n · g(n, γ) · 2
)]
.
Proof. For brevity we abbreviate g(n, γ) simply by g. We let ξ1, . . . , ξn be indepen-
dent Uniform (0, 1) random variables, and let Gn be their empirical distribution
function. We define the events
E′F =
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
|Gn(u) − u| < 1√
2pi
u
 , (B.4)
E′′F =
 sup
u∈[ 12 ,1−g]
|Gn(u) − u| < 1√
2pi
(1 − u)
 . (B.5)
We have, by Inequality (3.140) in Proposition 3.8.2, that supt∈R:αi|y(t)∈[−an,an] |̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ 

⊂
 supt∈R:Fi|y(t)∈[g,1−g] |Φ−1(F̂i|y(t)) − Φ−1(Fi|y(t))| ≥ 
 . (B.6)
Now, F̂i|y(·) and Gn(Fi|y(·)) have the same stochastic behavior. Thus, from (B.6),
we obtain
P
 sup
t∈R:αi|y(t)∈[−an,an]
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ 

≤ P
 sup
t∈R:Fi|y(t)∈[g,1−g]
|Φ−1(Gn(Fi|y(t))) − Φ−1(Fi|y(t))| ≥ 

≤ P
(
sup
t∈R:u∈[g,1/2]
|Φ−1(Gn(u)) − Φ−1(u)| ≥ 
)
+ P
(
sup
t∈R:u∈[1/2,1−g]
|Φ−1(Gn(u)) − Φ−1(u)| ≥ 
)
. (B.7)
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Hence, it suffices to bound the two probabilities on the right hand side of (B.7).
On the event E′′F , we have, uniformly for u ∈ [1/2, 1 − g], that
1 −Gn(u) = 1 − u − (Gn(u) − u) ≥ 1 − u − |Gn(u) − u| > 1 − u − 1√
2pi
(1 − u) ≥ 1
2
(1 − u).
The last inequality follows because  ≤ 1
2
√
2pi. Thus, on the same event, we have
sup
t∈R:u∈[1/2,1−g]
|Φ−1(Gn(u)) − Φ−1(u)| ≤ sup
t∈R:u∈[1/2,1−g]
√
pi
2
1
1 − η(u) |Gn(u) − u|
≤ sup
t∈R:u∈[1/2,1−g]
√
2pi
1
1 − u |Gn(u) − u|
< sup
t∈R:u∈[1/2,1−g]
√
2pi
1
1 − u
1√
2pi
(1 − u)
= .
Here the first inequality follows by the mean value theorem for the quantity
η(u) ∈ [min{Gn(u), u},max{Gn(u), u}]
for each u ∈ [1/2, 1 − g], and the second inequality follows because
1 − η(u) ≥ min{1 −Gn(u), 1 − u} ≥ min
{
1
2
(1 − u), 1 − u
}
=
1
2
(1 − u).
Similarly, on the event E′F , we have, uniformly for u ∈ [g, 1/2], that
Gn(u) = u + (Gn(u) − u) ≥ u − |Gn(u) − u| > u − 1√
2pi
u ≥ 1
2
u.
Thus, on the same event, we have
sup
t∈R:u∈[g,1/2]
|Φ−1(Gn(u)) − Φ−1(u)| ≤ sup
t∈R:u∈[g,1/2]
√
pi
2
1
η(u)
|Gn(u) − u|
≤ sup
t∈R:u∈[g,1/2]
√
2pi
1
u
|Gn(u) − u|
< sup
t∈R:u∈[g,1/2]
√
2pi
1
u
1√
2pi
u
= .
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Therefore, from the above displays and (B.7), we conclude that
P
 sup
t∈R:αi|y(t)∈[−an,an]
|̂αi|y(t) − αi|y(t)| ≥ 
 ≤ P(E′cF ) + P(E′′cF ).
The bounds on P(E′cF ) and P(E
′′c
F ) are provided by Lemma B.2.2.
Lemma B.2.2. Let the event EF be either E′F or E
′′
F . Then EF satisfies
P(EF) ≥ 1 − 6 log(g−1/2)
[
exp
(
− 1
16pi
n · g · 2
)
+ exp
(
− 1
64pi
n · g · 2
)]
. (B.8)
Proof. We first let EF = E′F . Then
P(EF) ≥ 1 − P
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
√
n
|Gn(u) − u|+
u
≥ 1√
2pi

√
n
 − P
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
√
n
|Gn(u) − u|−
u
≥ 1√
2pi

√
n

≥ 1 − P
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
√
n
|Gn(u) − u|+√
u
≥ 1√
2pi

√
ng
 − P
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
√
n
|Gn(u) − u|−√
u
≥ 1√
2pi

√
ng
 ,
and the conclusion follows directly from [64, Chapter 11, Section 2, Corollary 1].
(In fact we can apply [64, Chapter 11, Section 2, Inequality 1] to the first line
above to obtain a somewhat tighter bound, although the integral involved is
hard to evaluate.) For EF = E′′F the situation is slightly more complicated. We
have
E′′F =
 sup
u∈[ 12 ,1−g]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
1{ξ j ≤ u} − u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2pi(1 − u)

=
 sup
u∈[ 12 ,1−g]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
(
1 − 1{ξ j ≤ u}
)
− (1 − u)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2pi(1 − u)

=
 sup
u∈[ 12 ,1−g]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
1{ξ j > u} − (1 − u)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2pi(1 − u)

=
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
1{ξ j > 1 − u} − u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2piu

=
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
1{1 − ξ j < u} − u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2piu

=
 sup
u∈[g, 12 ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
j=1
1{1 − ξ j ≤ u} − u
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1√2piu
 . (B.9)
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Note that 1−ξ1, . . . , 1−ξn are again independent Uniform (0, 1) random variables,
with the same joint distribution as ξ1, . . . , ξn. Hence P(E′′F ) = P(E
′
F), and so the
same bound on the latter holds for the former. 
Lemma B.2.1 then follows.

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